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Abstract
Recently, the space-time block codes (STBCs) were suggested to use in wireless relaying
networks (WRNs), denoted as distributed-STBCs (D-STBCs). This is to exploit effectively the
spatial diversity and hence improve the link reliability. In addition, this usage may increase
the network’s spectrum efficiency as it allows concurrent transmission from the relaying
nodes. However, these networks encounter numerous issues that limit their wide practical
use. This thesis addresses three critical issues of WRNs, and proposes solutions for each part
individually.
In Part I, WRNs are considered under imperfect synchronization. In the literature, most re-
search tends to assume perfect synchronization among the cooperative relays. Unfortunately,
this level of synchronization is almost impossible to achieve in real communication networks,
and this introduces a significant performance degradation if imperfect synchronization is
present in the network. This part includes mathematical models that are derived for WRNs,
either one-way or two-way, under imperfect synchronisation conditions. Unlike existing
models, this model provides a simple method of evaluating the problem for variant network
configurations. In addition, this model considers the WRNs with N relays, each is equipped
with Ra antennas, where N,Ra ∈ N+. With respect to current literature, the contributions of
this part are : (1) both the existing PIC and SIC based detectors, which were proposed for
specific network configurations instances, are extended here to work with the general model.
(2) an enhanced interference cancellation based detector (EIC) is proposed. These proposed
detectors shows significant performance improvement compared to the conventional detector
under imperfect synchronisation conditions. In addition, the proposed EIC detector pro-
vides better improvement due to the designed interference cancellation process. It reduces
the reliance on low-performance symbols and it benefits from interference components of
currently-detected symbols using a modified maximum likelihood (ML) scheme. Accordingly,
an extra performance improvement is achieved, particularly in the first iteration.
Part II considers the issue of designing D-STBCs for WRNs with an arbitrary number of
relays. It has been shown that the reliability of WRNs increases by adding more relays as
xi
a result of more communication paths becoming available. Unlike most existing D-STBCs,
this part proposes two high rate coding schemes to accommodate an arbitrary number of
relays, while retaining low decoding complexity at the destination. The first scheme, full-rate
distributed space-time block coded-joint transmit/receive antenna diversity (D-STBC-JTRD),
is proposed for AF WRNs. Its code rate is independent of the number of relays and hence no
code rate loss is incurred as the relays number increases. In addition, this scheme deploys
the same encoding matrices at every relay; this eliminates the need for additional network
overhead to coordinate the code generation by the relays. In other words, there is no need
to interrupt the transmission if a relay has been up/down. The second scheme aims to find
a flexible trade-off between reliability and code-rate that can be offered by DF networks.
Towards this end, a method to construct a D-STBC that is combined with spatial modulation
(SM), denoted as D-STBC-SM, is proposed. This method is not restricted to a specific number
of relays and can be constructed as necessary. In addition, a novel adaptive transmission
protocol that uses the constructed codes, is proposed to achieve higher space diversity gain,
even with relays equipped with a single antenna. Unlike most existing schemes, this protocol
offers a throughput that increases as the number of relays increases. Moreover, the offered
throughput is achieved using the same total average transmit energy, as only N0 of the N
available participating relays are active at any given time.
In Part III, the multi-user interference of WRNs is considered. Two transmission protocols
with an interference cancellation scheme are proposed: the concurrentS−R−D-PICR,D pro-
tocol for DF WRNs and the concurrentS−R−D-PICD protocol for AF WRNs. Unlike existing
protocols, these protocols allow the concurrent transmission in both phases of the transmis-
sion. Thus, high spectral efficiency is offered while maintaining low decoding complexity.
This low decoding complexity is maintained due to the adaptation of the partial interference
cancellation group decoding (PICGD) approach for WRNs, which was initially proposed by
Guo, et al., for point-to-point (P2P) communication link. For a WRN consisting of J users
equipped each with Ja-antenna, a single half duplex (HD) Ra-antenna relay, and M -antenna
destination, the concurrentS−R−D-PICR,D protocol achieves the interference-free diversity
gain (i.e., Ra ×min {Ja,M}) without imposing any conditions on a node’s antenna number.
The interference-free is the diversity gain achieved, assuming that each user in the network
is transmitting solely without experiencing any interference from other users, hence it is
considered as the natural upper bound of the diversity gain in multi-user WRNs. Similar to
most exiting protocols, this protocol requires the CSI of the users-relay links at the relay. In
contrast, the concurrentS−R−D-PICR,D protocol achieves a diversity gain of Ja ×M , given
xii
that Ra > 8, while the CSI is required only at the destination. Although the diversity’s upper
bound is not achieved, this protocol uses a simple relay as no CSI or encoding is required
at the relay. In addition, and unlike the existing protocols, the achievable diversity gain is
determined by both Ja and M and it is not sacrificed while J is increased. This part also
establishes sufficient conditions for an STBC to achieve the prior mentioned diversity gains,
when the PICGD approach is employed by multi-users WRNs.
xiii
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1Introduction
„Excellence is not a skill. It is an attitude.
— Ralph Marston
(Writer)
1.1 Introduction and Motivation
The introduction of wireless communication networks during the last decade of the previous
century changed the way modern society works and lives, and has impacted most social
and economical aspects of the modern world. Besides traditional communication services,
the pervasive use of wireless communication networks has improved people’s well-being
through a range of applications that are available today. Nevertheless, a remaining challenge
in wireless communication systems design is the provision of high reliability and throughput
given limited wireless channel resources. Demand for various emergent services, such as
broadband Internet and media streaming has consistently been increasing over the last 20
years and thus the current need for reliable and high-rate wireless communications systems
is more important than ever. For example, the IEEE 802.20 standard [1] requires rates of
260 Mbps and 60 Mbps for the down- link and the uplink, respectively.
While propagating through the channel, the signal arrives at the destination via multiple
paths, and each signal component generally experiences a different propagation channel.
These multi-path signals can be destructive and may result in a significant performance
degradation and low data rate and is referred to as signal fading [2, 3]. Hence diversity
schemes have been introduced to combat the signal fading in a wireless channel. The basic
idea is to receive a number of independent (uncorrelated) faded copies of the transmitted
signal hoping that jointly processing the received signals can lead to reliable detection. The
diversity schemes include spatial diversity, time diversity and frequency diversity. It is also
possible to combine two or more of the mentioned diversity schemes in order to further
improve the achieved performance [2, 3]. Space diversity has seen much research interest
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in the last few decades due to expectations of reliability and rate improvement. These
methods use multiple antennas at the transmitter and/or receiver to provide multiple un-
correlated received signals at the destination. This technology is referred to as multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) schemes.
However, size and cost limitations may make the deployment of multiple antennas impracti-
cal in many wireless communications systems. Therefore, a new transmission scheme has
been proposed to overcome these limitations [4, 5]. This scheme encourages neighbouring
multiple client apparatus to share their resources cooperatively with the transmitter in order
to construct a distributed antenna array. Accordingly, multiple signal copies that are affected
by different independent fading paths can be received by the destination, hence virtual
MIMO scheme is created without facing the difficulties of physical deployment. As with other
diversity schemes, the destination then tries to combine all the received signals in order to
enhance the detection performance. Networks that use this diversity scheme are referred
to as cooperative communication networks or wireless relaying networks (WRNs) [4–7].
Generally, WRNs consists of a source, N relays, and a destination. These nodes are equipped
with Ja, Ra, and M antenna, respectively, where N,Ra,M ∈ N+. The networks are classified
according to the protocol type that is followed by the relays. Two cooperative (relaying)
protocols that are extensively studied in the literature are: amplify-and-forward (AF) and
decode-and-forward (DF) [4–9]. With AF, relays receive noisy versions of the source’s signal,
then amplify and re-transmit to the destination. With DF, relays decode the source’s data,
re-encode and re-transmit to the destination. In [6], the idea of space-time block coding
(STBC) devised for MIMO was applied to the problem of communication over WRNs. This is
known as a Distributed STBC (D-STBC), as the STBC is conducted in a distributive manner
[6]. It has been shown that the D-STBCs have high potential to both exploit the diversity gain
inherent in a wireless relaying communication channel, and to provide a notable coding gain
[6, 10, 11]. For example, with two single-antenna relays and single-antenna destination, an
achieved pairwise error probability (PEP) inversely proportional to square of signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR2) is obtained if Alamouti’s STC scheme of [12] is used, where the achieved PEP
is inversely proportional to SNR when no coding scheme is used [13].
In this thesis, three problems of WRNs that delimit their ability to be established in a wide
manner are investigated. In Part I, three enhanced detectors are proposed to combat the
experienced performance degradation due to imperfect synchronisation. Part II proposes
two high rate coding schemes to accommodate an arbitrary number of relays while retaining
low decoding complexity at the destination. Finally, two full-diversity transmission protocols
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for multi-users WRNs are introduced. Unlike existing protocols, these protocols offer high
spectral efficiency while maintaining low decoding complexity.
1.2 Problem statements
This thesis investigates three problems of WRNs and hence three statements are introduced
1. Part I problem statement: In WRNs, the assumed perfect synchronisation among the
random-located cooperative relays is unlikely to be achieved [14, 15]. This lack of
common timing reference badly influences system performance as the orthogonality
of used D-STBC’s is compromised at the destination.
2. Part II problem statement: A trade-off in D-STBC design is between a decrease in
the code rate and the need to retain the single-symbol decoding complexity when
more relays are need to be utilised.
3. Part III problem statement: The use of concurrent transmissions is needed in multi-
user WRNs in order to offer high bandwidth efficiency. However, the resulting multi-
user interference may cause a significant performance degradation.
1.3 Thesis Contributions
Analysis, illustrations and results are provided separately for each issue. In Part I, the WRNs,
either one-way or two-way networks, are considered under the assumption of imperfect-time
synchronisation conditions. Part II consider the scalability issue of the WRNs. Finally, the
multi-user interference issue of either AF or DF WRNs, while maintaining high performance
is considered in Part III.
In the following, a brief summary on the contribution of each part will be described.
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1.3.1 Part I: Wireless Relaying Networks under Imperfect
Synchronisation
In this part, the WRNs are considered under imperfect synchronisation conditions. Math-
ematical models are derived for WRNs, either one-way or two-way. Unlike the literature,
this model provides a simple method of evaluating the problem for variant network con-
figurations. With respect to current literature, the contributions of this part are : (1) both
the existing PIC and SIC based detectors, which were proposed for specific network con-
figurations instances, are extended here to work with the general model. (2) an enhanced
interference cancellation based detector (EIC) is proposed. These proposed detectors shows
significant performance improvement compared to the conventional detector under imperfect
synchronisation conditions.
Part I publications:
• El Astal, M.-T. O.; Olivier, J.C.: "Improved Signal Detection for Two-Way Wireless
Relaying Networks under Imperfect-Time Synchronisation," in EURASIP Journal on
Advances in Signal Processing, 1, 2014, pp. 177.
• El Astal, M.-T. O.; Abu-Hudrouss, A.M.; Olivier, J.C.: "Improved Signal Detection
of Wireless Relaying Networks employing Space-Time Block Codes under Imperfect
Synchronisation," in Wireless Personal Communications, Springer US, 2014, pp.1-
18. DOI:10.1007/s11277-014-2239-4.
• El Astal, M.-T. O. ; Salmon, B.P.; Olivier, J.C.: "Distributed Space-Time Block Coding
for Two-Way Wireless Relaying Networks: Improved Performance under Imperfect Syn-
chronisation," 2014 IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking conference
(WCNC), Istanbul, Turkey, pp.1176 - 1181, 6-9 Apr. 2014.
• El Astal, M.-T. O.; Olivier, J.C.: "Distributed Closed-Loop Extended Orthogonal STBC:
Improved performance in imperfect synchronisation," 2013 IEEE 24th International
Symposium on Personal Indoor and Mobile Radio Communications (PIMRC),
London, UK, pp.1941-1945, 8-11 Sept. 2013.
• El Astal, M.-T. O.; Olivier, J.C.: "Distributed orthogonal STBC for amplify and for-
ward cooperative network under imperfect synchronisation," 2012 IEEE 14th In-
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ternational Conference on Communication Technology (ICCT), Chengdu, China,
pp.364-368, 9-11 Nov. 2012.
1.3.2 Part II: Scalable Wireless Relaying Networks
Unlike most existing D-STBCs, this part proposes two high rate coding schemes to ac-
commodate an arbitrary number of relays, while retaining low decoding complexity at
the destination. The first scheme, full-rate distributed space-time block coded-joint trans-
mit/receive antenna diversity (D-STBC-JTRD), is proposed for AF WRNs. Its code rate is
independent of the number of relays and hence no code rate loss is incurred as the relays’
number increases. In addition, this scheme deploys the same encoding matrices at every
relay; this eliminates the need for additional network overhead to coordinate the code
generation by the relays. In other words, there is no need to interrupt the transmission if a
relay has been up/down.
The second scheme aims to find a flexible trade-off between reliability and code-rate that
can be offered by DF networks. Towards this end, a method to construct a D-STBC that is
combined with spatial modulation (SM), denoted as D-STBC-SM, is proposed. This method
is not restricted to a specific number of relays and can be constructed as necessary. In
addition, a novel adaptive transmission protocol that uses the constructed codes, is proposed
to achieve higher space diversity gain, even with relays equipped with a single antenna.
Unlike most existing schemes, this protocol offers a throughput that increases as the number
of relays increases. Moreover, the offered throughput is achieved using the same total
average transmit energy, as only N0 of the N available participating relays are active at any
given time.
Part II publications: Part II contributions are published as
• El Astal, M.-T. O.; Salmon, B.P.; Olivier, J.C.: "Full-space diversity and full-rate
distributed space–time block codes for amplify-and-forward relaying networks," in IET
Journal of Engineering, 2014, DOI: 10.1049/joe.2014.0063.
• El Astal, M.-T. O.; Abu-Hudrouss, A.M.; Salmon, B.P.; Olivier, J.C.: "An adaptive
transmission protocol for exploiting diversity and multiplexing gains in wireless relay-
ing networks," in EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking,
2015:1-15
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• El Astal, M.-T. O.; Salmon, B.P.; Olivier, J.C., "Distributed Space-Time Codes for
Amplify-and-Forward Relaying Networks," in IEEE Wireless Communications and
Networking conference (WCNC), Istanbul, Turkey, pp.1166-1169 , 6-9 Apr. 2014.
1.3.3 Part III: Multi-User interference in Wireless Relaying
Networks
In this part, the multi-user interference of WRNs is considered. Two transmission protocols
with an interference cancellation scheme are proposed: the concurrentS−R−D-PICR,D pro-
tocol for DF WRNs and the concurrentS−R−D-PICD protocol for AF WRNs. Unlike existing
protocols, these protocols allow the concurrent transmission in both phases of the transmis-
sion. Thus, high spectral efficiency is offered while maintaining low decoding complexity.
This low decoding complexity is maintained due to the adaptation of the partial interference
cancellation group decoding (PICGD) approach for WRNs, which was initially proposed by
Guo, et al., for point-to-point (P2P) communication link. For a WRN consists of J users
equipped each with Ja-antenna, a single half duplex (HD) Ra-antenna relay, and M -antenna
destination, the concurrentS−R−D-PICR,D protocol achieves the interference-free diversity
gain (i.e., Ra ×min {Ja,M}) without imposing any conditions on a node’s antenna number.
The interference-free is the diversity gain achieved, assuming that each user in the network
is transmitting solely without experiencing any interference from other users, hence it is
considered as the natural upper bound of the diversity gain in multi-user WRNs. Similar to
most exiting protocols, this protocol requires the CSI of the users-relay links at the relay. In
contrast, the concurrentS−R−D-PICR,D protocol achieves a diversity gain of Ja ×M , given
that Ra > 8, while the CSI is required only at the destination. Although the diversity’s upper
bound is not achieved, this protocol uses a simple relay as no CSI or encoding is required
at the relay. In addition, and unlike the existing protocols, the achievable diversity gain is
determined by both Ja and M and it is not sacrificed while J is increased. This part also
establishes sufficient conditions for an STBC to achieve the prior mentioned diversity gains,
when the PICGD approach is employed by multi-users WRNs.
Part III publications:
• El Astal, M.-T. O.; Ismail, A.; Alouini, M.-S. ; Olivier, J. C.: " Full-diversity partial
interference cancellation for multi-user wireless relaying networks," in the 7th IEEE
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International Conference on Signal Processing and Communication Systems (IC-
SPCS), Gold coast, Australia, pp.1-6,16-18 Dec. 2013.
• El Astal, M.-T.; Ismail, A.; Alouini, M.-S. ; Olivier, J. C.: "Low-Complexity and Full-
Diversity Partial Interference Cancellation for Multi-User Wireless Relaying Networks,"
re-submitted to in IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology.
1.4 Thesis organization
This thesis is organised as follows: In part I, the issue of imperfect synchronisation is
considered and three enhanced detectors are proposed. Chapter 3 considers the one-way
case while the two-way case is considered in Chapter 4. Then, Part II proposes two high-rate
coding schemes for WRNs with an arbitrary number of relays, while retaining low decoding
complexity at the destination. The D-STBC-JTRD and D-STBC-SM coding schemes are
introduced in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively. The last part consider the issue of
multi-user interference. Two transmission protocols are proposed for multi-users WRNs: the
concurrentS−R−D-PICR,D protocol for DF WRNs and the concurrentS−R−D-PICD protocol for
AF WRNs.
1.5 Thesis notation
Hereafter, small letters, bold small letters and bold capital letters will designate scalars,
vectors and matrices, respectively. If A is a matrix, then AH , AT ,and A† denote the hermitian,
the transpose, and the pseudo-inverse of A, respectively. Also, Ψ1(A, a, b) denotes the result
of shifting down each b row of A by a rows individually with zero padding. Similarly,
Ψ2(A, a, b) denotes the result of shifting A as with Ψ1(A, a, b) but in an upward direction.
For a vector v, v¯ = [R(v)T ,I(v)T ]T . R(.) and I(.) indicates the real and imaginary part,
respectively. We define M (A) to be the vector space spanned by the columns of A and the
vec(.) as the operator which, when applied to a m × n matrix, transforms it into a mn × 1
vector by simply concatenating vertically the columns of the corresponding matrix. The
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⊗ operator is the Kronecker product. The operator blkdiag(A1,A2, ...,An) outputs a block
diagonal matrix of the form
blkdiag(A1,A2,A3, . . . ,An) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
A1 0 0 0
0 A2 0 0⋮ . . . ⋱ ⋮
0 0 0 An
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
A Gaussian distribution is denoted by CN (µ,Γ2), with corresponding mean µ and diagonal
covariance matrix Γ2 with value σ2.
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2
Background and Related
Literature
„In order to carry a positive action we must develop
here a positive vision.
— Dalai Lama
(Tibetan Leader)
2.1 Introduction
In the last decade, the demand for speedy wireless communications systems has grown due
to emergent services, such as mobile multimedia and the Internet, which require a high rate
of transmission. In addition, wireless transmissions experience fundamental performance
limitations due to impairments of the radio propagation channel, such as reflection, diffrac-
tion, and scattering [3]. Accordingly, offering high data rates while maintaining reliable
transmissions over wireless propagation channels is a major challenge for communications
engineers [16].
Compared to the single-input single-output (SISO) scheme, MIMO scheme was shown to
have the potential to increase the data rate and reliability of transmission [17–21]. In
addition, STBCs have been suggested in order to efficiently exploit MIMO scheme resources.
However, MIMO schemes assume that a rich scattering propagation channel exists to provide
uncorrelated signal paths. Moreover, there are variety of communications systems that
cannot support the physical deployment of multiple antennas due to cost and size limitations
[13]. To overcome these issues, cooperative communication system was proposed in [7],
where the transmitter tries to utilise neighbour clients to act as multiple distributed antennas
. Due to the random locations of the neighbour clients, the signal paths to the destination
are more likely to be uncorrelated. Thus, the SISO schemes are transformed into a virtual
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MIMO scheme without the difficulties that associated with multi-antennas deployment [7,
22, 23].
This chapter provides the background required throughout this work. It is organised as
follows: Firstly, the general block diagram of wireless communications systems is introduced
along with a brief description of .each block. Then, discussions regarding wireless channel
characteristics are presented, followed by a description of the modulation schemes used
throughout this work. Then, the background of both the cooperative communications
networks and STBC are briefly reviewed.
2.2 Overview of Wireless Communications Systems
In this section, the general block diagram of wireless communication systems is presented
along with a brief description of each block. Generally, communication systems aim to
convey information from a given source to a particular destination through a propagation
channel. The source can be a microphone within a client’s mobile while the destination can
be a speaker. Many operations are applied to the source information in order to receive it at
the destination correctly and in an efficient way. The block diagram is depicted in Fig. 2.1.
1
information
source
source
coder
multiplexer
channel
coder
modulator
w
ir
el
es
s
ch
a
n
n
el
demodulator
channel
decoder
demultiplexer
source
decoder
information
sink
Fig. 2.1: Block diagram of a wireless communication system.
• Information source: It might be an analog or digital information source; a sequence
of symbols (i.e. a computer file) is provided by digital sources while an analog
waveform (i.e. voice signal from a microphone) is generated by analog sources. The
analog to digital converter (ADC) is combined with the analog sources in order to
digitise the signal. This ADC device converts the signal into a digital data stream at a
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certain sampling rate and resolution. For numerical simulation purposes, a sample
function of random processes is used to model the information provided from the
source, whatever the type of the source. This is also used throughout this work.
• Source coder: To use the system’s resources efficiently, the source coder tries to
reduce any redundancy in the source signal in order to reduce the required time
and/or bandwidth of the transmitting signal.
• Channel coder: This device adds redundancy bits to the source coder output in order
to protect data against transmission errors that result from any impairment of the
channel. This increases the redundancy in the baseband signal and hence a higher
data rate is required at the channel coder output.
• Multiplexer: This combines data from a different number of users, if needed, in
order to be transmitted through the propagation channel; this operation is called
multiplexing. Signalling information is also multiplexed.
• Modulator: The modulator firstly assigns a symbol, drawn from the modulation
constellation, to each specific number of information bits. This number is determined
by the order of the used modulation scheme. Then, these assigned symbols often (but
not always) modulated to a higher frequency carrier signal in order to be transmitted
via radio frequencies. Refer to Section 2.4 for further detail regarding the modulation
scheme used throughout this work.
• Propagation channel: It represents the medium where the modulator output is
conveyed from the transmitter side to the receiver side. The type of medium and other
factors determine the impairments that the channel introduces to the transmitted
signal. It may attenuate, reflect and diffract the signal. Section 2.3 shows further
details.
• Diversity combiner: This device is required when one of diversity schemes is em-
ployed by the system (see Section 2.5). It either selects the best signal from antennas
for further processing, i.e. selection and stay combining (SSC), or tries to combine all
of them in an innovative way, i.e. maximum ratio combining (MRC) [3]. In addition,
the signals can be transmitted directly to a “joint” demodulator that can make use
of information from the different antennas jointly. Better performance is achieved
through the joint demodulator, but higher decoding complexity is reported.
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• Demodulator: It obtains soft-decision data from the received signal and hands it
over to the decoder. According to the considered system, the demodulator can be
an optimum, coherent, or differential demodulator. This device may include further
signal processing like equalisation.
• Channel decoder: It reverses the operation of the channel coder by using the soft
estimates from the demodulator output to find the original multiplexed data. In
un-coded systems, the decoder is just a threshold (hard-decision) device, while the
maximum likelihood sequence estimators (MLSEs) are used, for example, in the
systems where convolution codes are used. Other channel coding schemes were
introduced in the literature, such as STCs.
• De-multiplexer: As the name indicates, this separates the user’s data. It should be
noted that the de-multiplexer can be placed earlier; its optimum placement depends
on the specific multiplexing and multi-access scheme used by the system.
• Source decoder: According to the rules of the source coding schemes employed at
the transmitter, the source decoder reconstructs the source signal from the output of
the channel decoder. If the source data is digital, the output signal is transferred to
the destination. Otherwise, the data are transferred to the digital to analog (DAC)
device, which converts the received information into an analog signal and hands it
over to the analog destination (i.e. a speaker).
2.3 Wireless propagation channel
As mentioned in Section 2.2, the propagation channel is the physical medium linking the
source and the sink, where the signal is moving from one place to another. This medium can
be a physical wire, like twisted pair wire and coaxial cable, or a wireless medium like free
space. The channel causes noise, attenuation and distortion which may result in interference
that causes error reception at the destination. It is essential to understand the wireless
propagation channel behaviour, along with its key parameters, in order to determine how
specific wireless systems will behave.
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1y(t)
+
n(t)
r(t)
Fig. 2.2: The AWGN channel model.
2.3.1 Additive Wide Gaussian Noise
Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is a basic noise model used in the simulation of
communications systems to emulate the thermal noise that occurs in nature, either in
channels or even in the receiving device itself [3, 24]. As the name indicates, the AWGN
noise effect is added to the original transmitted signal. Also, ’white’ refers to the idea that
its energy is equal and uniform over the whole frequency spectrum, actually to 1012 Hz.
This is similar to the white colour which has uniform emissions across the whole visible
spectrum. The AWGN is referred to as ’Gaussian’ because its distribution follows the normal
distribution which is given by
fn(t) = 1√
2piσ2
exp(−n2
2σ2
) (2.1)
where σ2 is the variance (power) of the noise n.
The AWGN model does not account for multi-path fading, path loss or the reflection and
diffraction of the wireless channel. However, it is used as a simple and tractable mathematical
tool to gain insight into the underlying behaviour of a system before these other phenomena
are considered. This work considers the band limited AWGN. It means that the amplitudes
of the real and imaginary noise contributions are independent variables and it follow the
Gaussian distribution model. When combined, the resultant effect amplitude is a Rayleigh
distributed random variable while the phase is uniformly distributed from 0 to 2pi.
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2.3.2 Multi-path fading channel
The transmitting signal interacts with many obstacles in the surrounding environment while
propagates to the destination from the source through multiple paths. This results in a
number of different reflected and diffracted signals. These signals are combined at the
receiver and hence a wide-varying signal, in term of amplitude and phase, is received (
see Fig. 2.3). This effect is called multi-path fading. The fading that may be experienced
by the signal is affected by (1) multi-path propagation due to scattered obstacles, (2) the
bandwidth of the transmitted signal, (3) the relative motion speed between the transmitter
and the receiver and (4) the speed of surrounding objects, if they are moving [24].
Fig. 2.3: Principle of small-scale fading [16].
The fading effects that the signal experiences through propagation via the wireless channel
is classified into (illustrated in Fig. 2.4):
• Large-scale fading: It includes the variations in signal that results from path loss and
shadowing, which may happen by large obstacles. This fading can be modelled by a
ratio between the transmitted and received signal power, measured in decibels (dB)
[3].
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Fig. 2.4: Signal is experiencing multi-path fading effects [25].
• Small-scale fading: This fading type includes the variations that result due to the
constructive and destructive nature of the received multi-path signals. This is due to
the fact that the received multi-path signals experience different random reflectors,
scatters, and attenuators (see Fig. 2.3) [3, 16, 24]).
Multi-path channel impulse response
It has been shown that the multi-path fading channel can be modelled as a time-varying
linear filter [24]. The filter’s impulse response reflects the influences of the amplitude and
delay parameters of the channel components. Assuming that the transmitting signal is
denoted as y(t), the channel output signal can be modelled as
r(t) = y(t)⊗ h(t, τ), (2.2)
with
h(t, τ) =R(hb(t, τ) exp(j2pifct)), (2.3)
where h(t, τ) is the channel impulse response, τ is the experienced time-delay, fc is the used
carrier frequency and ⊗ represents a continuous time convolution operator. Assuming a
channel with L multi-path components, h(t, τ) can be written as
hb(t, τ) = L∑
i=1βi(t, τ)δ(τ − τi(t)) exp (jφi(t, τ)) (2.4)
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where βi(t, τ), τi(t) and φi(t, τ) are the instantaneous amplitude, time delay and phase
associated with the ith multi-path component of the channel, respectively.
Given that the time delay τi(t) remains constant for each multi-path component and the
channel is wide sense stationary over a small time interval,
hb(τ) = L∑
i=1 β¯i(t)δ(τ − τi(t)) exp (jφ¯i(t)), (2.5)
where β¯i and φ¯i is the average amplitude and phase values associated with the ith multi-path
component of the channel, respectively.
It is worth noting that the power delay profile P (τ) is a common tool that is used to show the
distribution of a received signal’s power over multi-path component delays. The plot of P (τ)
shows the signal power of each multi-path component against its respective propagation
delays.
Multi-path channel parameters
In this section, the defining parameters of the wireless multi-path fading channel are defined
and discussed. [3, 24].
Definition 2.1. The channel Doppler spread (BD) is a measure of how much the signal spectral
components have been broadened due to propagating through the communicating channel. In
addition, it defines the range of frequencies over which the Doppler spectrum components are
received. ∎
Definition 2.2. The channel coherence time (Tc) is the time duration over which the channel
impulse response is considered to be not varying. ∎
Definition 2.3. The channel delay spread (Td) is a measure of how much the signal time
components have been delayed due to propagating through the communicating channel. Also, it
defines the difference in propagation time between the longest and shortest path. ∎
Definition 2.4. The coherence bandwidth (Bc) defines the range of frequencies over which the
propagation channel are likely to experience comparable or correlated amplitude fading. ∎
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Multi-path channel Classification
The multi-path fading is influenced by both the nature of the transmitting signal (bandwidth,
etc.) and the channel parameters (delay and Doppler spread). Accordingly, the wireless
channel is classified into
• Slow or Fast fading channel:
If Tc is much smaller than the delay requirement of the system (T ), the channel is
a fast fading channel. Otherwise, it is a slow fading channel. This means that one
transmitted symbol will experience multiple fades in the fast fading channel, while
multiple symbols will experience identical fading in a slow fading channel.
• Flat or Frequency-selective fading channel:
The channel is referred as a flat fading channel if the system’s bandwidth is consid-
erably less than the channel coherence bandwidth Bc. This means that all spectral
components of the transmitting signal will undergo the same fading effects. In this
case, the delay spread (Td) is much less than the symbol time of the system, and
a single-tap channel model is sufficient to represent the channel. In contrast, the
channel is said to be frequency-selective if the transmitting signal bandwidth is much
larger than the channel coherence bandwidth Bc. In other words, all transmitted
signal spectral components are affected by different amplitude gains and phase shifts.
Accordingly, the channel has to be represented by multiple taps.
The wireless channel types are summarised in Tab. 2.1.
Channel type Description
Slow-fading channel Tc ≫system delay requirements
Fast-fading channel Tc ≪system delay requirements
Flat-fading channel Bc ≫system bandwidth requirements
Frequency selective-fading channel Bc ≪system bandwidth requirements
Tab. 2.1: Wireless channel types parameters.
It is worth noting that the channel can be classified also according to the fading distribution.
For example, Nakagami distribution, Rayleigh distribution, Rician distribution and Weibull
distribution [26].
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2.3.3 The used wireless channel model
A slow flat-fading channel model with a Rayleigh distribution is used throughout this work.
This model is sufficient when the surrounding environment of the source and/or destination
has many scatterers obstructing the transmission and there is no line of sight between
the source and destination. For example, it has been shown by experimental work that
Manhattan city exhibits a near-Rayleigh fading channel [27].
2.4 Modulation schemes
The modulator is responsible for converting the input bit sequence into a waveform that is
suitable for transmission over the used communication channel. On the receiver side, the
demodulator is responsible for converting the received waveform into the corresponding
input sequence of bits. Three processes are conducted by the modulator/demodulator
[28]. These processes depend on the modulation scheme employed by the system (see next
subsections). However, their functions can be described as follow (shown in Fig. 2.5):
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Fig. 2.5: Signal is experiencing multi-path fading effects [25].
Firstly, a bit sequence is mapped into a (complex) symbol drawn from a finite number of
symbols, called modulation constellation. The number of bits (n) in each sequence that
represent a symbol depends on the size (order) of the used constellation (M), where M = 2n.
Modulators usually (but not always) include an additional layer, which maps a baseband
waveform into a passband waveform centred on a given carrier frequency fc. Pulse shaping
changes the transmitted waveform to a form which makes the transmitted signal better
suited the undergoing channel [29]. Thus, the inter symbol interference caused by the
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channel can be kept in control. In wireless communication, this process is essential for
making the signal fit in its frequency band. At the receiver side, the passband waveform is
mapped back to the baseband, then the corresponding sequence of bits is estimated.
Two common modulation schemes are used throughout the chapters of this work: phase
shift keying (PSK); and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM).
2.4.1 Phase shift keying (PSK) modulation
As the name indicates, the PSK is a digital modulation scheme that conveys bits by modifying
the phase angle of the used waveform [28]. Like any other digital modulation, the PSK uses
a finite number of distinct waveforms to represent the input data. Specifically, a determinant
number of phase angles are used to assign a unique pattern of bits sequence. This number
is determined by the modulation order. The PSK modulation order can be either 2,4,8,
..., or 2n, which are denoted as ’BPSK’, ’QPSK’, 8-PSK’,..., or M-ary PSK, respectively. In
general, higher order forms allow higher data rates but lower performance is reported. In
the demodulator, the phase of the received signal is determined and mapped back to the
corresponding symbol, hence the transmitted bits can be estimated. Usually, the modulation
schemes are presented by the constellation diagram as shown in Fig. 2.6. This shows the
constellation symbols in the complex plane where, in this context, the real and imaginary
axes are termed the in-phase and quadrature axes, respectively.
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Fig. 2.6: Constellation diagram of QPSK and 8-PSK modulation scheme.
It is worth noting that the Gray code is used to arrange the represented bits of each symbol
(as shown in Fig. 2.6) to achieve higher performance in term of BER [29].
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2.4.2 Quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM)
Unlike PSK, the QAM scheme conveys the transmitted bits by modifying both the amplitude
and the phase angle of the used waveform [28]. Each combination represents a symbol
which represents a bit sequence (see Fig. 2.7). Due to proved performance improvement, the
QAM is used by a variety of communication systems, i.e. 802.11b wireless Ethernet standard
and digital video broadcast (DVB). In the literature, different QAM designs were introduced,
each with positive and negative aspects (i.e. the star QAM). The star QAM design is used in
Chapter 6 and thus its definition is given below.
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Fig. 2.7: Constellation diagram of 8-QAM scheme.
Definition 2.5. A two-tier star M -ary QAM modulation has its constellation points distributed
over two amplitude levels a and b. There are M2 constellation points on each amplitude level
with a phase difference φ [30], as depicted in Fig. 2.8. Both a and φ should be optimised to
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b
Fig. 2.8: Two-tier Star M -ary QAM constellation.
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maximise codeword differences. b = √2 − a2 must hold to ensure a unity average transmitted
power. ∎
2.5 Diversity in Wireless Channel
Due to numerous reflectors and obstacles in the surrounding communication environment,
multiple different fading copies of the transmitted signal are received at the destination.
As mentioned in Section 2.3, this may result a wide-varying receiving signal, and thus
performance degradation may be introduced [3, 24]. However, diversity techniques were
proposed to mitigate this degradation [3, 24, 31]. Generally, these techniques aim to receive
the same original information through multiple fading-independent channels. This can be
obtained via transmitting and/or receiving through either antennas, time-slots or frequencies.
Thus, by using a proper combining technique, the multi-path variations can be reduced, and
the reliability can be improved. For example, a switch and stay combining (SSC) technique
instantaneously selects the highest-power replica. Other enhanced schemes were introduced,
i.e. equal gain combining (EGC) and maximal ratio combining (MRC) [3, 24, 31].
2.5.1 Space (Spatial) diversity
In space diversity schemes, the transmitter and/or receiver is equipped with multiple
antennas (see Fig. 2.9). These antennas are physically enough separated in order to receive
uncorrelated replicas of the transmitted signal. Nowadays, this diversity is employed in
many established communication networks, i.e. base station (BS) in GSM system is typically
equipped with two receive antennas. The system is referred to as MIMO when a combination
of a transmit and receive diversity is employed. The MIMO technology has become a
cornerstone of many wireless communication system standards, i.e., IEEE 802.20 [1]. As
mentioned, this is because it has the potential to achieve high reliability and can offer higher
data-rate compared to SISO systems.
As a result, two performance measures are related to the MIMO systems, the diversity gain
and the multiplexing gain. The multiplexing gain is directly related to the data rate offered
by the system while the diversity gain is related to the performance improvement which can
be achieved (see Definition 2.6). It should be noted that there is a trade-off between the
diversity gain and the multiplexing gain offered by the MIMO technology. [3].
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Fig. 2.9: SISO, SIMO, MISO and MIMO technology
Definition 2.6. Space-diversity order (gain) of wireless communications network:
The wireless communications network is said to achieve a space-diversity order of d if the
average error probability P decays as the inverse of the dth power of SNR (γ). This is stated
mathematically as
P(γ) ≤ bγ−d, (2.6)
where b > 0 is a constant independent of γ.
2.5.2 Other diversity schemes
Different diversity schemes were introduced to achieve the same objective, for example,
time diversity and frequency diversity [3]. As the name indicates, time diversity can be
implemented by transmitting multiple copies of the source signal in different time slots, each
separated at least by the channel coherence time (Tc). As a result, multiple uncorrelated
signals are received. The reliability of the data is improved, but at the cost of data rate. In
frequency diversity, multiple copies of the transmitter’s signal are transmitted on different
frequencies, each separated at least by the channel coherence bandwidth (Bc). Accordingly,
uncorrelated multi-path signals are received via these different frequencies by the destination.
Other diversity schemes exist in the literature, such as polarisation and angle diversity
schemes. In addition, some hybrid schemes were introduced where two of the mentioned
diversity schemes were combined to acquire higher diversity gain (see Fig. 2.10) and hence
better performance can be achieved [3].
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Fig. 2.10: Most common diversity schemes [32].
2.6 Background of Cooperative Communications
Networks
Compared to SISO systems, the MIMO systems are shown to have the ability to increase the
system’s reliability and capacity [3]. However, these improvements may not be applicable
to all systems as they either cannot support multiple physical antenna deployment, or
the propagation channel cannot feature this technology. The channel can delimit the
MIMO deployment when the received signal replicas are highly correlated [24]. Recently,
cooperative communications have been introduced to create a virtual MIMO system. This is
by encouraging neighbouring multiple client apparatus to share their resources cooperatively
with the transmitter in order to construct a distributed antenna array (see Fig. 2.11). Due to
the random location of neighbour nodes, uncorrelated signal paths are likely to be received.
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Consequently, the reception reliability and the data-rate can be improved, like MIMO schemes
but without physical multiple-antenna deployment [13]. The communication networks that
are employing the cooperative transmission scheme are referred to in the literature as
cooperative communications networks or wireless relaying networks (WRNs). Therefore,
these names can be used interchangeably in this work. 1
S D
Ja
S
R1
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Ra
D
Fig. 2.11: WRNs versus conventional MIMO P2P networks.
The full diversity gain (see Definition 2.6) is adapted here for WRNs [33] as,
Definition 2.7. Full-space diversity gain of wireless relaying networks:
Consider a cooperative communication network comprised of a source equipped with Ja antennas,
N single-antenna relays and a destination with Nr antennas; in this case the network is said to
have achieved full-space diversity if its diversity gain is equal to
d = min(Ja ×N,N ×Nr). (2.7)
In most WRNs, either with TDMA or FDMA, the transmission is conducted via
• Phase 1 (Broadcasting phase): The source transmits M -ary modulated symbols
denoted by s(i) = [s(1, i), . . . , s(J, i)]T , where i denotes the information block index
and J is the number of symbols in the broadcasting phase. Thus, the relays, but not
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always the destination, receive the source’s signal. The transmission link with the
destination is known as a direct transmission (DT) link.
• Phase 2 (Relaying or Cooperative phase): As the name indicates, each relay receiv-
ing the transmission is encouraged to relay and forward the signal to the destination.
According to the used relaying protocol, the relays amplify or decode the received data
prior to relaying them to the destination. For further detail, refer to Section 2.6.1.
2.6.1 Relaying Protocols
According to the literature, the relaying protocols are sorted into two categories, namely,
fixed or adaptive relaying protocols. In fixed relaying protocols, the system resources are
divided between the two transmission phases into a pre-determined manner. For example,
each phase has its own transmission dedicated time-slots; if TDMA is used by the network.
Although the fixed type protocols are easy to implement due to the systematic sharing nature,
they may lead to error propagation and low bandwidth efficiency. Error propagation is
experienced as the relays are constantly forwarding their signal to the destination even
though their received signals may be distorted significantly. Low bandwidth efficiency
results as the network resources are shared with the relays even though the information
is received correctly through the first phase of the transmission. In contrast, the resources
in the adaptive relaying protocols are shared in an adaptive manner to overcome the
mentioned disadvantages of the fixed relaying protocols. For example, the relaying phase
of the incremental relaying protocol is initiated only if the broadcasting phase fails. In
addition, a relay’s selection scheme can be employed by the relaying protocols to avoid
error propagation. This protocol category is refered to as selective relaying protocol. A brief
description of each of relaying protocols used throughout this work is given below.
• Amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying protocol:
With AF protocols, the relays are required to amplify their received signals, construct
encoded versions and then forward them to the destination. Therefore, this protocol is
desirable for the WRNs with simple-design relays. Two forms of this protocol are used:
the fixed AF protocol and the selective AF protocol. In the fixed AF protocol, termed
simply AF protocol, all receiving relays participate in the cooperation phase, while
the selective AF (SAF) activates only a selected subset of the relays to work in the
cooperation phase. One of the existing selection criteria is the SNR threshold-based
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Fig. 2.12: (a) AF relaying protocol and (b) SAF relaying protocol.
criterion, where only relays with SNR ≥ SNRthreshold participate in the next phase
of transmission.
• Decode-and-Forward (DF) Relaying protocol:
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Fig. 2.13: (a) DF relaying protocol and (b) SDF relaying protocol.
The DF relays firstly decode their received signal, then encode their detected data
according to the employed code and finally forward the resulting encoded data to the
destination. In fixed type, termed simply (DF), all of the available relays participate
in the cooperation phase while only a selected subset of the relays is active if the
selective DF (SDF) is employed. A possible selection criteria is to use an error control
code (ECC). Thus, each relay can determine if it will or will not partake in this phase.
This can be done by letting the source to add a sufficient level of redundancy ECC bits
to its original data. These bits can be used by the relays to determine if their received
symbols can be correctly detected. To limit the discussion, it is assumed in this work
that a fixed number N out of Nˆ relays will always partake in the relaying phase if
selective relaying protocol is used.
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Other relaying protocols were proposed in the literature, such as compress-and-forward
relaying protocol and coded cooperation relaying protocol [13]. As their names indicate,
the relay transmits a quantised and compressed version of the received message in the
compress-and-forward protocol in order to reduce the required bandwidth, while the relay
adds redundancy bits in the coded cooperation in order to further improve the transmission
reliability.
2.7 Background of Distributed Space-Time Block
Codes
2.7.1 Space-time coding review
Motivated by the hybrid diversity schemes, space time coding (STC) was introduced [31]. It
aims to improve reliability through exploiting both the multiple antennas and time-slots of
the system [34]. As the name indicates, it transmits a number of encoded data copies through
multiple time-slots and antennas, hoping that some of them may be received in a good
enough state to allow reliable decoding. For example, in a MIMO system with two transmit
antennas and one receive antenna, the achieved PEP is inversely proportional to SNR2 if
Alamouti STC scheme is used. In contrast, the achieved PEP is inversely proportional to
SNR (not SNR2 as of Alamouti STC scheme), if identical signals are transmitted from the
transmitters’ antennas simultaneously. Due to proved performance improvement, numerous
STC classes were introduced. There are two main categories of STC schemes: space time
trellis coding (STTC) schemes, where the data are encoded using a trellis code and then
transmitted over antennas and time-slots; and space time block coding (STBC) where the
encoding process is conducted in a block by block manner [31]. Also, the STC schemes can
be categorised into coherent and non-coherent coding schemes. In coherent STC schemes,
the receiver knows the instantaneous channel parameters, but in non-coherent STC schemes,
the receiver only knows the channel distribution. In differential STC schemes, neither the
channel parameters nor the channel statistics are available at the receiver. This work is
concerned with the coherent STBC schemes. It is worth noting that the STBC scheme is
modelled by the coding matrix (X ) as shown below.
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Definition 2.8. The STBC scheme is represented by a matrix expressed as
X
L×N =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x1,1 x1,2 ⋯ x1,N
x2,1 x2,2 ⋯ x2,N⋮ ⋮ ⋯ ⋮
xL,2 xL,2 ⋯ xL,N
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (2.8)
where the columns represent the encoded L time-slots sequences that should be transmitted by
the N transmitting antennas of the source. If ns denotes the number of encoded symbols, then
the code rate r of the used STBC is defined as r = ns
L
. ∎
For illustration purpose, the Alamouti STBC encoding process is considered below,1
Modulated
symbols
STBC encoder[
s(1, i) s(2, i)
−s∗(2, i) s∗(1, i)
]
..,−s∗(2, i), s(1, i)
.., s∗(1, i), s(2, i)
Fig. 2.14: The Alamouti STBC encoder.
The Alamouti STBC matrix is given by
X = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
s(1, i) s(2, i)−s∗(2, i) s∗(1, i)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (2.9)
Accordingly, for the information block (i), the encoding process is simultaneously conducted
as follows:
• From the first antenna, transmit s(1, i) over the first time-slot and then transmit−s∗(2, i) over the second time-slot of the transmission.
• From the second antenna, transmit s(2, i) over the first time-slot and then transmit
s(1, i)∗ over the second time-slot of the transmission.
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In the same manner, repeat the former steps for the next information block (i + 1).
By using proper decoding the system performance is significantly improved (see Section
2.7.2). The decoding process varies according to the STBC employed by the network and
hence each chapter contains a unique decoding method.
2.7.2 Distributed STBCs
The adaptation of STBC schemes to work via distributed manner for WRNs was termed
as distributed STBC (D-STBC) (see Definition 2.9) [35]. Using a distributed version of
STBC, the relays’ signal can be transmitted simultaneously to the destination. This is due to
orthogonality existing among the D-STBC sequences. The D-STBCs have been extensively
studied for their ability to exploit the diversity inherent in a wireless communication channel
in order to improve signal quality and hence increased the spectral efficiency [6, 35–37].
In what follows, some of common STBCs that are used throughout this work listed below
with their D-STBC encoding matrices. Finally, an example of D-STBC is further studied to
illustrate the encoding, decoding and detection process.
Definition 2.9. The D-STBC is an STBC generated in a distributive manner via WRN, where
each relay is responsible for generating one column of the STBC matrix X . It is mathematically
represented by the encoding matrices of X , An and Bi,∀n = 1,⋯,N , where An and Bn are the
matrices belonging to the relay Rn that are responsible for generating the un-conjugated and
conjugated symbols of the nth column of X . The vector generated by the relay Rn is determined
by
tn(i) = Ans(i) + Ans∗(i), (2.10)
where tn(i) is the vector generated by the relay Rn. ∎
Common D-STBCs
This section shows some of common D-STBCs that are used across the thesis.
• Orthogonal STBCs:
1. Alamouti STBC of [12]: This code is commonly used in the literature, as it results
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a single-symbol decoding complexity due to orthogonality. In addition, it is a full-rate
code. It suits WRNs with two single-antenna relays. It is given by
X = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
s(i,1) −s∗(i,2)
s(i,2) s(i,1)∗
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (2.11)
. It should be noted that (2.11) is equivalent to that was shown in (2.9). This can be
resulted by letting s2 = s∗(2, i) and it facilitates the design of encoding matrices which
are given by: A1 = I2,B1 = 02,A2 = 02, and B2 = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 −1
1 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. It was shown in [38] that
no STBC scheme can be designed for WRN with more than two relays while offering
the full-rate feature and maintaining the orthogonality of the code.
• The 3/4 OSTBC of [10]: The best-rate orthogonal code designed for four relays is
modelled by
X =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
s(i,1) s(i,2) s(i,3) 0−s∗(i,2) ∗s(i,1) 0 s(i,3)
s∗(i,3) 0 −s∗(i,1) s(i,2)
0 s∗(i,3) −s∗(i,2) −s(i,1)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (2.12)
with encoding matrices given as
A1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,A2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,A3 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
A4 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0−1 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,B1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,B2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
B3 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0
0 0 0−1 0 0
0 −1 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, and B4 = 04×3.
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This code can be used in WRNs with three relays by simply omitting the fourth columns
of (2.12) and hence their encoding matrices A4 and B4 should not be used.
3. Closed-loop extended orthogonal STBC (CL-EO-STBC) of [39]: At the cost of
using a two-bits feedback channel, a full-rate code was proposed in [39] for WRN
with four relays, each equipped with a single antenna. The two-bits (U1 and U2) are
used by the first and third relay to maximise the received SNR at the destination and
hence achieve better performance. This code matrix is given by
X = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
U1s(i,1) s(i,1) U2s(i,2) s(i,2)−U1s∗(i,2) −U2s∗(i,2) s∗(i,1) s∗(i,1)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (2.13)
with encoding matrices given by
A1 = A2 ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0
0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,A3 = A4 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 1
0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
B1 = B2 = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0
0 −1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦andB3 = B4 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0
1 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
• Quasi-orthogonal D-STBCs:
1. The QO-STBC of [10]: This QO-STBC was designed for WRNs with four relays.
Each is equipped with a single-antenna. The coding matrix is given by
X =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
s(i,1) −s∗(i,2) −s∗(i,3) s(i,4)
s(i,2) s∗(i,1) −s∗(i,4) −s(i,3)
s(i,3) −s∗(i,4) s∗(i,1) −s(i,2)
s(i,4) s∗(i,3) s∗(i,2) s(i,1)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (2.14)
with encoding matrices as A1 = I4,A2 = 04,A3 = 04,B1 = 04, B4 = 04,
A4 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,B2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
and B3 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
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2. The QO-STBC of [40]: This code is designed for double dual-antenna relay
networks. It is given by
X =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(s(i,1) + s∗(i,2)) + (s(i,1) − s∗(i,2)) (s(i,3) + s∗(i,4)) + (s(i,3) − s∗(i,4))(s(i,2) − s∗(i,1)) + (s(i,2) + s∗(i,1)) (s(i,4) − s∗(i,3)) + (s(i,4) + s∗(i,3))(s(i,3) + s∗(i,4)) + (s(i,3) − s∗(i,4)) (s(i,1) + s∗(i,2)) + (s(i,1) − s∗(i,2))(s(i,4) − s∗(i,3)) + (s(i,4) + s∗(i,3)) (s(i,2) − s∗(i,1)) + (s(i,2) + s∗(i,1))
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
(2.15)
with encoding matrices as A1,1 = A1,2 = I4,
A2,1 = A2,2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (2.16)
B1,1 = −B1,2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 1 0 0−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (2.17)
and
B2,1 = −B2,2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0−1 0 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (2.18)
The encoding matrices are with double subscript as the relays are equipped with
double antennas, meaning that An,l denotes the encoding matrix An of the lth antenna
of Rn.
Illustrative Example
In this section, an illustrative example is given to show how the transmission is conducted
when the D-STBC is employed by a WRN. The network includes a source (S), two half-duplex
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(HD) DF relays (R1 and R2) and a destination (D). For simplicity, all nodes are assumed to
have a single-antenna. As mentioned, the transmission in WRN is conducted through two
phases
• Broadcasting phase: given that the Alamouti STBC is employed by the network, the
source S broadcasts a symbol vector y(i) = [y(i,1), y(i,2)]T . Accordingly, the received
signal at the relay Rn and D can be modelled as
rn(i)
J×1 = hny(i)J×1 + vn(i)J×1 , (2.19)
and
rDT (i)
J×1 = fy(i)J×1 + δ(i)J×1 , (2.20)
respectively, where J = 2 is the signalling period in the broadcasting phase. hn and
f (hn, f ∼ CN (0,1)) are the channel coefficients for the S-Rn link and the S-D link,
respectively. vn and δ(i) with entries vn,j and δj ∼ CN (0,N0/2) are the noise vectors
at Rn and the D, respectively.
The symbols received by the D as a result of direct transmission can be detected using
yˆDT (i, j) = argmin
y∈S1×1 ∣fHrDT (i, j) − ∣f ∣2y∣2,∀j. (2.21)
• Relaying phase: Each relay decodes its received symbols and then these detected
symbols are encoded using the Alamouti STBC scheme. To limit the discussion, it
has been assumed that the relays are detecting their received symbols successfully
(see Section 2.6.1) and hence yˆn(i) = y(i),∀n = 1,2. The resulting encoding symbol
vectors of the relay R1 and R2 are determined by (2.10) as
t1(i) = A1yˆ1(i) + B1yˆ∗1(i)= A1y1(i) + B1y∗1(i)
= ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
y(i,1)−y∗(i,2)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (2.22)
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and
t2(i) = A2yˆ2(i) + B2yˆ∗2(i)= A2y2(i) + B2y∗2(i)
= ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
y(i,2)
y∗(i,1)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (2.23)
, respectively. It can be seen by comparing (2.22) and (2.23) with (2.11) that the
columns of the Alamouti STBC matrix are generated in a distributive manner due to
the design of the encoding matrices An and Bn, where n = 1 − 2.
Thus, the received signal at the destination D is given by
Z(i)
L×Nr =
N∑
n=1 tnL×1(i) gn1×Nr + η(i)L×Nr, (2.24)
where L = 2 is the codeword signalling period in the relaying phase, g is the channel
coefficient vector from the relay Rn to the destination’s antennas, with entries gj ∼ CN (0,1).
η(i) is the noise matrix at the destination with entries ηij ∼ CN (0,N0/2). It can be seen
from (2.19) and (2.24) that J = L; this is because the employed STBC is a full-rate coding
scheme.
Substituting (2.22) and (2.23) in to (2.24), the received signal can be re-written equivalently
as
z(i) =Hy(i) + η(i), (2.25)
where H is the equivalent channel matrix structured according to the Alamouti STBC matrix
[12].
One of the key features of the Alamouti STBC scheme is that the code is orthogonal. Thus, a
decomposition of the received symbols can be conducted and therefore the detection can be
carried out symbol by symbol using
yˆ(i, j) = argmin
y∈S1×1 ∣u¯(i, j) − λy∣2. (2.26)
where u¯ =HHz(i) and HHH = λI2.
As mentioned, the non-orthogonal STBCs (i.e. quasi-orthogonal STBCs of Section 2.7.2) lead
to higher decoding complexity. In other words, the search field (S1×1) over the modulation
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constellation will not be with one-by-one dimension. Its order depends on the level of
orthogonality existing in the used STBC.
To show the achieved performance improvement, numerical simulations are provided in
Fig. 2.15 in terms of BER. For comparison purposes, the performance of the receiving
diversity scheme and the SISO scheme (no diversity is used) are included in the shown
figure. All simulations are conducted on a Rayleigh faded channel, and the BPSK modulation
scheme is used by the system.
From the shown figure, it can be observed what performance level is achieved if the Alamouti
STBC is employed compared to the ’no diversity’ scheme. Due to transmission power division,
the received diversity scheme outperforms the Alamouti scheme by nearly 3dB SNR gain.
However, the same diversity gain is achieved while no multiple-antennas are installed. In
other words, the D-STBC can avoid the deployment difficulties of multiple-antenna.
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Fig. 2.15: Performance comparison of of receiver space diversity (MRC), SISO scheme and
the Alamouti’s STBC scheme
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2.8 General related literature
Although each thesis part has its own literature review section, some general key researches
related to the cooperative communication networks are listed in this section. This is to show
how the cooperative communications networks research field has grown over time, due
to its novel features. The basic concept of cooperative communication was introduced in
[41], where the concept of a relaying channel was discussed. This channel’s properties were
studied later in [42]. These pioneering researches derived the maximum achievable rate for
a basic model of a single source, HD relay and a destination. In [4, 5, 43], the idea of the
relay channel was extended in order to improve both the capacity and the outage probability
in the uplink transmissions. These works introduced cooperative protocols to allow two users
to receive the broadcasting data and retransmit this data back. This results in the diversity
gain improving, as uncorrelated paths to the destination are obtained. Later, the cooperation
concept was extended in [7, 22], where energy efficient multiple access protocols based on
DF and AF relaying protocols were designed. Accordingly, better performance was reported
compared to the direct transmission schemes. In [7], an outage probability analysis was
shown for the designed proposed protocols. In order to reduce the experienced error-rates,
distributed codes were suggested for use by the relays [44–46], including repetition coding
[47, 48] and space time coded cooperation [6, 49]. Accordingly, significant performance
improvement has been reported, while allowing simultaneous transmission among the relays
in the second phase of transmission.
2.9 Conclusion
The background are required for the remaining chapters of this work were introduced in
this chapter. In particular, this chapter mainly discussed the cooperative communications
networks and the STBC schemes basics. It started by introducing the general block diagrams
of wireless communications systems along with a brief description of each block. Then, a
general discussion regarding characteristics of wireless propagation channels was presented,
followed by the used modulation schemes throughout this work. In addition, the relaying
protocols and the most common D-STBC schemes used by cooperative communications were
discussed. This discussion included a general related literature review and an illustrative
example of a particular WRN along with simulation results. It was shown how much
performance improvement was achieved through the cooperative scheme compared with
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the SISO scheme. However, the cooperative communication networks still have some issues
that limit their ability to be established widely. In the next parts of this work, three issues
are considered and some interesting solutions are proposed.
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Part I
Wireless Relaying Networks under
Imperfect Synchronization

Part 1: Abstract
This part considers WRNs under imperfect synchronization. In the literature, most research
tends to assume perfect synchronization among the cooperative relays. Unfortunately, this
level of synchronization is almost impossible to achieve in real communication networks,
and this introduces a significant performance degradation if imperfect synchronization is
present in the network. This part includes mathematical models that are derived for WRNs,
either one-way or two-way, under imperfect synchronisation conditions. Unlike existing
models, this model provides a simple method of evaluating the problem for variant network
configurations. In addition, this model considers the WRNs with N relays, each equipped
with Ra antennas, where N,Ra ∈ N+. With respect to current literature, the contributions of
this part are : (1) both the existing PIC and SIC based detectors, which were proposed for
specific network configurations instances, are extended here to work with the general model,
and (2) an enhanced interference cancellation based detector (EIC) is proposed. These
proposed detectors show significant performance improvement compared to the conventional
detector under imperfect synchronisation conditions. In addition, the proposed EIC detector
provides better improvement due to the designed interference cancellation process. It reduces
the reliance on low-performance symbols and it benefits from interference components of
currently-detected symbols using a modified maximum likelihood (ML) scheme. Accordingly,
an extra performance improvement is achieved, particularly in the first iteration.
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3One-way WRNs under Imperfect
Synchronisation
„Nothing is impossible, the word itself says ’I’m
possible’!
— Audrey Hepburn
3.1 Introduction
In [6, 11], the idea of space-time coding devised for multiple-antenna systems was applied
to the problem of communication over WRNs. This is known as a D-STBC [6]. It has
been shown that the D-STBCs have the potential to exploit the diversity gain inherent in a
wireless relaying communication channel and provide a notable coding gain [6, 10, 11, 50].
Compared with STBC schemes, D-STBC creates a virtual antenna array by using neighbouring
relays to assist the transmission of the source to the destination [7, 13]. This means that
reliability can be improved, while the deployment difficulties are avoided. However, most
existing research assumes that the relays are perfect synchronised. This means that all the
relays’ transmitted sequences have the same timing and the same propagation delay when
received by the destination [14, 15, 36, 37]. Unfortunately, this assumption is unrealistic or,
at the very least, it imposes conditions that are difficult or even impossible to achieve in real
world networks [14, 15, 51]. The lack of a common timing reference negatively impacts
the network’s performance [36]. In this chapter, a brief discussion of the majority of the
existing schemes used to mitigate the effects of asynchronism is introduced. This is followed
by a mathematical model which is derived under a condition of imperfect synchronisation
for one-way WRNs. Then, both the existing PIC and SIC based detectors are extended
to work for the derived model. These detectors show a better performance improvement
compared to the conventional detectors. In addition, an enhanced interference cancellation
based detector (EIC) is proposed. This detector conducts an innovative iterative interference
cancellation process. Also, it reduces the reliance on low-performance symbols and tries to
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benefit from the interference components of currently-detected symbols. Accordingly, an
extra performance improvement is achieved, particularly in the first iteration, compared to
the extended detectors.
3.2 Prior Works
It would appear that limited research has been done on addressing the imperfect synchroni-
sation of D-STBC networks, while maintaining the low-decoding complexity. This section
briefly addresses the few elements of research that exist in this field. This brief is shown in
details in our work of [52], which offers an overview of the methodology, features, draw-
backs, and assumptions of these few elements of research. The existing research works can
be categorized into: detectors based on iterative interference cancellation, detector based on
OFDM schemes, and Miscellaneous detector schemes.
3.2.1 Detectors based on Iterative Interference Cancellation
The articles in this group involve adapting one of the iterative interference cancellation tech-
niques in order to design a detector that has ability to mitigate the experienced performance
degradation. In fact, these articles either employ a PIC or a SIC. The resulting schemes
retain the key features of D-STBC: simplicity and optimality. However, these detectors were
designed for specific network configurations. A general description is provided below, where
the related articles are compared in Tab. 4.2.
Detectors based on PIC:
Researchers who use the iterative PIC based detectors have created a model of the inter-
ference terms, denoted here as q(i), and then try to cancel these terms in an iterative
manner. Initially, the interference model (q(i)) is fed by the detected symbols of the DT-link
(see (3.2)), then the detector use this interference-cancelled received signal to estimate
the transmitted data. The result of this detection is fed back to the detector which then
conducts a new iteration. Usually, the PIC detectors converge in 3-4 iterations in order to
achieve a performance close to that of conditions under perfect-synchronisation. Although
the PIC based detector is model dependent, most PIC based detectors use the procedures
illustrated in Fig. 3.1. In this figure, the received signal at the destination is denoted as z(i).
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q(i) denotes the interference model and yˆ(i) denotes the detection result. The interference
model is initialised by the DT-link result yˆDT .
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Fig. 3.1: D-STBC PIC based detectors approach.
Detectors based on SIC:
In [37], the authors propose a new approach wherein the PIC can be enhanced to converge
quickly. It operates by rephrasing the interference model (q(i)) in terms of the original
transmitting symbols. This is to order the cancellation and decoding process according to
the interference amount seen on each slot. The result of the entire detection is fed back
to the detector so that a new iteration can be conducted (see Fig. 3.2). The SIC detectors
usually converge in two-three iterations and achieve a performance closer to that under
perfect-synchronisation conditions than what can be achieved using the PIC detector.
In the shown figure, Gq denotes the channel matrix of q(i) while qeq(`, i) denotes the
equalised interference time-slot `.
3.2.2 Detector based on OFDM schemes
The orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) enables D-STBC networks to
counter the imperfect synchronisation issue [53]. In [54, 55], a novel transmission scheme
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Fig. 3.2: D-STBC SIC based detectors approach
was proposed for asynchronous WRNs with 3-4 AF relays. This scheme uses the cyclic
prefix of the OFDM along with a low-rate feedback channel to provide robustness to counter
the time misalignment among the relays. The research presented by [56] considered the
case of WRNs with high number of relays. It focused on both timing and carrier frequency
misalignments among the relay transmissions. In [57], the time delay issue of AF D-STBC
networks, where there is only one relay, was studied over frequency-selective channels. In
addition, an equalization scheme based on an inter-block interference cancellation (IBIC)
and a cyclic prefix reconstruction of [58] was proposed to suppress the effects of imperfect
synchronisation. This is while making no additional demands on the 3GPP-LTE up-link frame
structure. It is worth noting that the research in this section requires an additional level
of computational complexity at both the transmitter and receiver. This is to deal with the
OFDM transmission scheme and the used feedback channel.
3.2.3 Miscellaneous detector schemes
There is some research that focuses on neither iterative based nor OFDM based detectors, but
rather on changing the transmission scheme. In [59], a near-optimum detector was proposed
to deal with asynchronism in the WRNs, but it is restricted to just two-relays DF WRNs. This
detector is mainly based on the PIC concept, but without iterations. This is because three
out of four interference terms can be completely cancelled if a proper initialization is used.
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The fourth term can be counteracted by ordering the detection process to hone firstly on the
second symbol and then return to the first symbol. This detector uses the DT-link symbols
of phase 1 in order to enhance system performance by employing the MRC approach. Its
performance is very close to that of perfect synchronisation conditions, only needing M/2
additional multiplications per symbol in order to achieve this state. A transmission scheme
to deal with both imperfect synchronisation and channel dispersion on the D-STBC networks
was proposed by [60]. This scheme was designed only for P2P systems as it does not take
into account the existence of multiple users.
3.3 Network Modelling
1
S
R1
R2
RN
RNˆ
D
Fig. 3.3: One-way Wireless Relaying Networks Model
The network is comprised of a source S, a number Nˆ of HD relays R1, . . . ,RN , and a
destination D (as shown in Fig. 3.3). Note that both the source and destination are single-
antenna nodes while relays are equipped each with Ra HD antennas; this configuration is
described afterwards by (1→ RNˆa → 1). This model can be straightforwardly extended to a
multiple-antenna destination scenario. The channel is assumed to be a Quasi-static Rayleigh
fading channel, and perfect channel state information (CSI) is assumed to be known only at
the decoding node. The total transmission power dedicated to the entire network is denoted
as P , and divided between both phases of the transmission according to the used power
loading scheme. The communication through the network is conducted in two phases as
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Phase 1 (Broadcasting phase): During this phase, the source broadcasts its J symbols
y(i) = [y(i,1) . . . y(i, J)]T to both the relays and destination. Their receiving signals can be
represented by
rn(i)(Ra×J)×1 = √P1 Hn(Ra×J)×Jy(i)J×1 + vnJ×1(i), (3.1)
and
rDT
J×1 (i) = √P1fy(i)J×1 + δJ×1(i), (3.2)
where rDT and rn are the received signals during the broadcasting phase at the relay Rn
and at the destination (denoted as DT signal), respectively. P1 is the power dedicated for the
first phase of transmission. Here, Hn = IJ ⊗ hn and hn = [ hn,1 hn,2 ⋯ hn,Ra ]T is the
channel coefficient matrix for the S-Rn link with entries hn,i ∼ CN (0,1). f ∼ CN (0,1) is the
channel coefficient for the S −D link. The hn,i and f are assumed to remain constant for
every J consecutive channel used. Both vn and δ are the AWGN noise vectors at the relay
Rn and the destination with entries nn,i and vi ∼ CN (0,1), respectively.
The detection of the broadcasting phase symbols, which are available at the destination and
denoted as DT results, can be carried out using
ŷDT (i, j) = arg min
y∈S1×1∣∣rDT (i, j) − fy∣∣2 (3.3)
where j = 1 . . . J and J is the number of symbols contained in y. This detection result is
used by a network to enhance performance through MRC [59], or here to initialize the
interference cancellation process (to be shown later).
Phase 2 (Relaying phase): To minimise error propagation, certain relaying protocols
assume that only the relays which satisfy a selection performance criteria will be participating
in this phase (see Section 2.6.1). To limit the discussion, it has been assumed here that
N out of Nˆ relays are participating. In the selective protocols Nˆ ≤ N while Nˆ = N for
the non-selective relaying protocol. During this phase, the participating relays will process,
encode, and forward their received symbols to the destination. This process varies according
to the employed relaying protocol. As shown in Section 2.7.2, the encoding matrices A(`)n
and B(`)n with ` = 1, . . . , L, are used by Rn to generate its portion of the particular used
L × (Ra × Nˆ) STBC coding matrix (Xk), wherein k is the number of data symbols embedded
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in the code matrix. The code rate is given as r = k/L. To avoid the necessity of buffering,
J = k should be hold. Generally, the Rn’s transmitted signal can be written as
tn(i, `) = √P2β (A(`)n rn(i) + B(`)n r∗n(i)) (3.4)
where P2 is the power dedicated to the relaying phase, and β is the scaling factor required
by particular types of relaying protocol, i.e., a power amplification factor in the AF relaying
protocol.
These signals are forwarded from all participating nodes (Nˆ) to the destination simultane-
ously. Due to numerous factors such as different propagation delays, the relays’ transmission
will arrive at the destination D with a different time misalignment τn as illustrated in Fig. 3.4.
It is essential that the handshaking among the relays is used as infrequently as possible to
save energy and bandwidth. Therefore, perfect synchronisation among them is difficult or
even impossible to achieve [14, 15]. However, an assumption of quasi-synchronisation can
be made [36, 37, 59, 61, 62]. It states that 0 ≤ τn ≤ 0.5T , where T is the symbol period.
Otherwise (which is the case of kT ≤ τn ≤ (k + 1)T , where k = 1,2, ...), the time advanced
node can simply be forced to delay its transmission by kT . Such process can be carried out
during the link set-up and channel estimation stage [36]. Due to sampling or matched filter-
ing (whatever kind of pulse shaping is used) [37], τn still cause inter-symbol interference
(ISI). Without loss of generality, the destination is assumed to be synchronised perfectly with
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Fig. 3.4: Received signal at the destination under imperfect synchronisation conditions.
the relay R1. Accordingly, the received signal at the destination can be modelled as
z(i,1) = √P2β N∑
n=1gn(0)tn(i,1) +√P2β N∑n=2gn(1)tn(i − 1, L) + η(i,1) (3.5)
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and
z(i, `) = √P2β N∑
n=1gn(0)tn(i, `) +√P2β N∑n=2gn(1)tn(i, ` − 1) + η(i, `), (3.6)
where η is the noise vector at the destination with entries ηi ∼ CN (0,1). gn(0) = [gn,1(0), . . . , gn,Ra (0)]T
is the current time slot channel coefficient vectors for the Rn-and-D link; gn(ν) for ν =
1, . . . ,∞ represent the composite effects of time delay and the pulse shaping waveform
(PSW) for the mentioned link. As they are much less dominant, gn(ν) for ν = 2, . . . ,∞ can be
truncated [36]. The strength of gn(1) can be represented by
αn = ∣∣gn(1)∣∣2∣∣gn(0)∣∣2 . (3.7)
Its value depends upon the time misalignment and the PSW used. Regardless of which PSW
is used, it is worth noting that αn = 0 for τn = 0 and αn = 1(0dB) for τn = 0.5T . This is due
to symmetry in the PSW.
Substituting (3.4) into (3.5) and (3.6), signal components of z(i, `) can be written in term
of y(i) as
z(i)
L×1 = √P1P2β
⎛⎜⎜⎝Ag(0)H´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
C1
y(i) +Bg(0)H∗´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
D1
y∗(i)⎞⎟⎟⎠ + q(i) + ζ(i), (3.8)
where
Ag(0)
L×(J×N×Ra) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
gT1 A
(1)
1 gT2 (0)A(1)2 ⋯ gTN (0)A(1)N
gT1 A
(2)
1 gT2 (0)A(2)2 ⋯ gTN (0)A(2)N⋮ ⋱ ⋱ ⋮
gT1 A
(L)
1 gT2 (0)A(L)2 ⋯ gTN (0)A(L)N
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
Bg(0)
L×(J×N×Ra) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
gT1 B
(1)
1 gT2 (0)B(1)2 ⋯ gTN (0)B(1)N
gT1 B
(2)
1 gT2 (0)B(2)2 ⋯ gTN (0)B(2)N⋮ ⋱ ⋱ ⋮
gT1 B
(L)
1 gT2 (0)B(L)2 ⋯ gTN (0)B(L)N
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
H(J×N×Ra)×J =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
[ HT1 , . . . , HTN ]T for AF protocols family
1√
P1
[ IJ , . . . , IJ ]T for DF protocols family
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ , (3.9)
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and q(i) = q0(i) + q1(i). With
q0(i)
L×1 = √P1P2β
⎛⎜⎜⎝Ψ1(Ag(1),1)H´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
C2
y(i) + (Ψ(Bg(1),1)H∗´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
D2
y∗(i)⎞⎟⎟⎠ , (3.10)
and
q1(i)
L×1 = √P1P2β (Ψ2(Ag(1), L − 1)Hy(i − 1) +Ψ2Bg(1)H∗y∗(i − 1)) , (3.11)
where Ag(1) and Bg(1) are formed with gn(1) instead of gn(0), given that g1(1) = 0Ra×1 as
follows:
Ag(1)
L×(J×N×Ra) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
01×J gT2 (1)A(1)2 ⋯ gTN (1)A(1)N
01×J gT2 (1)A(2)2 ⋯ gTN (1)A(2)N⋮ ⋱ ⋱ ⋮
01×J gT2 (1)A(L)2 ⋯ gTN (1)A(L)N
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
and
Bg(1)
L×(J×N×Ra) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
01×J gT2 (1)B(1)2 ⋯ gTN (1)B(1)N
01×J gT2 (1)B(2)2 ⋯ gTN (1)B(2)N⋮ ⋱ ⋱ ⋮
01×J gT2 (1)B(L)2 ⋯ gTN (1)B(L)N
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
The noise terms accumulated at the destination are modelled as
ζ(i)
L×1 = √β ((Ag(0) +Ψ1(Ag(1),1))v(i) +Ψ2(Ag(1), L − 1)v(i − 1)+ (Bg(0) +Ψ1(Bg(1),1))v∗(i) +Ψ2(Bg(1), L − 1)v∗(i − 1)) + η(i) (3.12)
where v = [vT1 , . . . ,vTN ]T and η ∈ CN (0,1). This noise model of (3.12) is for the case of AF
network while ζ(i) = η(i) is in the case of DF networks.
With some more algebraic manipulations, equation (3.8) can be rearranged and rewritten
for detection as
z¯(i)
2L×1 = √P1βGH y¯(i)2L×1 +Gq y¯(i)2L×1 + q¯1(i)2L×1 + ζ¯(i)2L×1, (3.13)
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where
GH
2L×2J =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
R(C1 +D1) I(−C1 +D1)
I(C1 +D1) R(C1 −D1)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (3.14)
and
Gq
2L×2J =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
R(C2 +D2) I(−C2 +D2)
I(C2 +D2) R(C2 −D2)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (3.15)
It is worth noting that the interference term q0(i) is written in terms of y(i) as the proposed
detector requires this form. Now, the derived mathematical model is evaluated for a few
instances of one-way WRN configurations. These instances are used for evaluating the
proposed improved detection methods shown later. It will become clear how this general
model eases the modelling process of any instances of WRN configurations.
3.3.1 Four-relay AF WRN using 3/4 OSTBC
An one-way WRN with four relays (N = 4) is considered. These relays are employing a
non-selective AF protocol, hence Nˆ = N . The network uses the OSTBC of Section 2.7.2, it
assumes that J = k = 3 and L = 4. The encoding matrices are shown in Section 2.7.2. These
configurations refered to as Network I. The used power loading scheme is
P1 =Pt +L/J −√(Pt +L/J)(Pt + 2)L/J/22(1 −L/J/2) ,
P2 =(Pt − 2P1)J4L andβ = P2L(P1 + 1)J .
Accordingly, the components of (3.13) for Network I can be modelled as
C1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
g1h1 g2(0)h2 g3(0)h3
0 0 g4(0)h4
0 g4(0)h4 0−g4(0)h4 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,D1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0
g2(0)h∗2 −g1h∗1 0−g3(0)h∗3 0 g1h∗1
0 −g3(0)h∗3 g2(0)h∗2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
C2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0
0 g2(1)h2 g3(1)h3
0 0 g4(1)h4
0 g4(1)h4 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,D2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0
0 0 0
g2(1)h∗2 0 0−g3(1)h∗3 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
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and
q1(i) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−g4(1)h4y(i,1) − g3(1)h∗3y∗(i,2) + g2(1)h∗2y∗(i,3)
0
0
0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
3.3.2 Four-relay DF WRN using CL-EO-STBC
An one-way network with four relays employing a selective DF protocol is considered. This
means that N = Nˆ = 4. This network uses the CL-EO-STBC of Section 2.7.2, it assumes
J = L = 2. The corresponding encoding matrices are shown in Section 2.7.2. This scheme
achieves full diversity gain and offers a full code-rate, even when using four relays. However,
a two-bit feedback channel is required, U1 and U2. The used power loading scheme is shown
below.
P1 = Pt2 , P2 = Pt8 and β = 1.
Accordingly, the components of (3.13) for these shown configurations (refered to as Network
II) can be simplified as
C1 = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
g1U1 + g2(0) g3(0)U2 + g4(0)
0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,D1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0
g3(0)U2 + g4(0) −g1U1 − g2(0)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,
C2 = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0
g2(1) g3(1)U2 + g4(1)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,D2 = 02 and
q1(i) = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(U2g3(1) + h4(1))y(i − 1,1) + g2(1)f3y(i − 1,2)
0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
3.4 Detection methods
As mentioned, Tab. 4.2 presents the full picture of what research has been done; hence it
can be used to identify what is still lacking. It can be seen that both the PIC and SIC based
detectors vary according to the network configuration, including relaying protocol, coding
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scheme, relays number, and network type. Therefore, there is a need to extend both of these
existing detectors in order to adapt the varying of network configurations.
Accordingly, these ideas are extended in this part of the thesis. In addition, an enhanced
detector is proposed which shows better performance improvement. To avoid repetition, the
conventional, extended and proposed detectors are shown in Section 4.4. This is because
that they are designed for either for one-way or two-way WRNs.
3.5 Simulation Results and Discussion
In terms of BER, the simulation results of using the proposed EIC and PIC detectors in
Network II are provided under different conditions of imperfect synchronisation. This
network uses the CL-EO-STBC of Section 2.7.2. For clarity, the SIC is not included in the
shown figures. This is because there is no noticeable performance difference between EIC
and SIC detector in the case of L = 2. The simulations are conducted over a Rayleigh block
fading channel and using 8-PSK Gray coded modulation. For comparison purposes, these
results include the BER of the conventional detector assuming both perfect and imperfect
synchronisation. It should be noted that this specific PIC detector instance, was proposed in
[55].
In Fig. 3.5, the performance of the conventional detector is simulated under different
amounts of imperfect synchronisation which range from very little to severely imperfect
synchronisation. This figure shows that even under low levels of imperfect synchronisation,
the conventional detector leads to a significant performance degradation. It means that the
conventional detector is very sensitive to time misalignments. This figures includes also the
performance of OSTBC of [36, 37] to show why the CL-EO-STBC is interesting. This code
achieves 3 dB SNR gain better than the STBC of [36, 37]. Moreover, this code can offer a
full code-rate even with four relay one-way WRNs.
In Fig. 3.6, the network is simulated with α = −3dB. This value is seen as a moderate
condition of imperfect synchronisation. It can be observed that a performance improvement
can be achieved when the PIC detector is used, and even more by using the proposed
detector (EIC). Specifically, one iteration of the EIC based detector offers a performance
better than two iterations of the PIC based detector. By one more iteration, a performance
close to the perfect synchronisation case can be achieved. To show the effectiveness of the
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Fig. 3.5: The BER performance of using a conventional detector in Network II under
different α values
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Fig. 3.6: The BER performance by using an EIC and PIC detector in Network II when
α = −3dB
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EIC detector, the Network II is simulated with α = 0dB and shown in Fig. 3.7. It can be
seen that the proposed detector still has its key features, even under severe conditions of
imperfect synchronisation. Its first iteration is still better than the two iterations of the PIC
based detector, and it achieves the perfect synchronisation case in two iterations only.
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Fig. 3.7: The BER performance by using an EIC and PIC detector in Network II when
α = 0dB
3.6 Conclusion
It has been shown that the D-STBC has the ability to both exploit the diversity gain in-
herent in a wireless relaying communication channel and provide a notable coding gain.
However, most of the existing research assumes a perfect synchronisation among the relays
with reference to the destination, which is difficult or even impossible to achieve in real
world networks. This lack of a common timing reference negatively impacts the network’s
performance. This chapter considered the case of one-way networks. It provides a brief
discussion of the majority of the existing schemes. In addition, a mathematical model was
derived for WRNs with arbitrary number of relays. Then, both the existing PIC and SIC
based detectors were extended to work for the general derived model under imperfect
synchronisation conditions. They showed a better performance improvement compared to
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the conventional detector. Finally, an enhanced interference cancellation based detector
(EIC) was proposed to mitigate the experienced performance degradation. This detector
showed higher performance, particularly in the first iteration. This is because it reduces
the reliance on low-performance symbols and benefits from interference components of
currently-detected symbols.
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4Two-way WRNs under Imperfect
Synchronisation
„Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a
follower.
— Steve Jobs
(CEO Apple Inc.)
4.1 Introduction
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the potential spatial diversity that arises from the presence of
multiple distributed nodes in a network can be exploited if suitable cooperation is arranged
among these nodes [7]. This creates a virtual MIMO network. In [6], the use of D-STBCs was
suggested to exploit the spatial diversity effectively and hence improve the link reliability.
In addition, the use of D-STBC increases the network’s spectrum efficiency as it allows
simultaneous transmission from relays. However, this network is still limited by half-duplex
constraints. In other words, to exchange a data packet between the connection terminals,
four time-slots are required. In contrast, two-way wireless relaying networks (TWRNs) have
been proposed to halve this required number of time slots by allowing also the terminals to
transmit simultaneously [63].
Due to promising bandwidth efficiency, the TWRN has attracted interest in the literature [40,
64–67]. Most research reported in the literature assume perfect timing synchronisation at the
receiver. The fact that in practice the timing is non-perfect introduces an impairment at the
receiver and negatively impacts the network performance due to inter-symbol interference
(ISI). Unlike one-way WRNs, two forms of ISI exist in TWRNs due to the dispersed nature
of both the terminals and relays. It arises between the terminals’ signals in the first phase
of transmission as well as among the relays in the next phase of transmission. Similar to
one-way WRNs in chapter 3, the contributions with respect to current literature are: (1) a
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mathematical model is derived under a condition of imperfect synchronisation for TWRNs
with N relays, each being equipped with Ra-antenna, where N,Ra ∈ N+. This model can
be used easily to evaluate any variant of TWRN configurations; (2) both the existing PIC
and SIC based detectors of [36, 37], which were introduced for specific one-way WRNs
configurations, are extended here to work in TWRNs. They show a better performance
improvement compared to the conventional detector; (3) an enhanced interference can-
cellation based detector (EIC) is proposed. Unlike [36, 37], this detector shows better
performance, particularly in the first iteration, as it reduces the reliance on low-performance
symbols. Moreover, the EIC benefits from interference components of currently-detected
symbols using a modified maximum likelihood (ML) scheme. As mentioned in Chapter 3,
the extended and proposed detectors are designed to work in both the one-way and two-way
networks.
4.2 Prior Work
Unlike one-way WRNs, two forms of imperfect time synchronisation exist in TWRNs due
to the dispersed nature of both the terminals and relays. These different timing errors
are introduced between the received signals of terminals at the relays and also among
the received signals of relays at the terminals. In [68], the authors considered the timing
error among the terminals and concluded that a significant performance degradation was
introduced but no mitigation strategy was offered. In [69], a preamble structure was
proposed for efficient synchronisation among the terminals only. A delay-tolerant distributed
space-time trellis code was proposed to conserve high performance, even under imperfect
synchronisation in [70]. However, this code functions in the binary field, meaning it cannot
be employed in AF TWRNs. In [61, 71–73], robust schemes against the relays’ timing
error were proposed. These schemes depend on using a sufficient cyclic prefix and/or
performing physical-layer network coding to combat the performance degradation. They
involve much higher complexity, introduce an extra control overhead and feedback channels
were sometimes needed. In addition, the inter-block interference among the relays was
not considered. As shown in Chapter 3, a number of low-complexity methods have been
proposed for one-way WRNs, notably PIC and SIC [36, 37]. Although the timing error
among the terminals is a unique issue for TWRNs and never occurs in one-way networks,
these methods can be extended to TWRNs. In [61, 62], the authors considered specific
TWRN instances, two-relay networks use Alamouti’s STBC and four-relay networks use
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EOSTBC, under imperfect synchronisation, and extended the design of the PIC detector to
deal with the interference terms that are found in both phases. Similar to what is discussed
in Section 3.2, there is a high potential to model a general case of TWRN under imperfect
synchronisation given various network configurations. In addition, an extended version of
the existing IC detectors is required.
4.3 Network Modelling
1
T1
R1
R2
RN
T2
Fig. 4.1: Two-way Relaying network (TWRN) model.
A TWRN consists of two terminals T1 and T2 that exchange data through N relay nodes
(Rn, n = 1⋯N) is considered. The terminals are single-antenna nodes while the relays are
equipped each with Ra,Ra ∈ N+. The channel of the network is assumed to be a quasi-static
Rayleigh fading channel. The relays are assumed to be completely blind while perfect CSI
is assumed only at the terminals. In this section, the TWRN is generally modelled under
imperfect synchronisation. Then, instances of the general model are evaluated for: (1) two
dual-antenna relays using QO-STBC; (2) two single-antenna relays using orthogonal STBC
(Alamouti’s STBC); and (3) four single-antenna relays using the novel QO-STBC of [40].
These models are used later to examine the effectiveness of the proposed detectors.
In TWRNs, the transmission is conducted through
Broadcasting phase: the terminals simultaneously transmit their M -ary PSK/QAM modu-
lated symbols, which are denoted by x(i) = [x(i,1), . . . , x(i, J)]T and y(i) = [y(i,1), . . . , y(i, J)]T ,
where i denotes the information block index and J is the number of symbols of each terminal.
Due to different timing and propagation delays, the transmitting symbols reach the relays
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with a different delay (τn). Similar to [36, 37], a condition of τn ∈ [0,0.5T ] is assumed,
where T is the symbol signalling period. Thus, the received vector at Rn is
rn(i)(Ra×J)×1 = √P1 Gn(0)(Ra×J)×Jx(i)J×1 +√P2 Hn(0)(Ra×J)×Jy(i)J×1 + qn(i)(Ra×J)×1 + vn(i)(Ra×J)×1, (4.1)
with
qn(i) = √P1 (gn(1)⊗ (Qx(i) +Nx(i − 1))) +√P2 (hn(1)⊗ (Qy(i) +Ny(i − 1))) , (4.2)
where P1 and P2 are the power dedicated for T1 and T2, respectively.
Q
J×J =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
01×(J−1) 0
IJ−1 0(J−1)×1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦and NJ×J =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
01×(J−1) 1
0(J−1)×(J−1) 0(J−1)×1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Gn(0) = IJ ⊗ gn(0), Hn(0) = IJ ⊗ hn(0). Both gn(0) = [gn,1(0), . . . , gn,Ra(0)]T and hn(0) =[hn,1(0), . . . , hn,Ra(0)]T are the current time slot channel coefficient vectors for the T1-
and-Rn and T2-and-Rn links, respectively; gn(ν) and hn(ν) for ν = 1, . . . ,∞ represent the
composite effects of time delay and the PSW for the mentioned links. The strength of gn(1)
or hn(1) is represented by (3.7). Assuming full-duplex terminals, DT links between the
terminals exist. It is not common in TWRNs, hence it is considered here as an optional case.
These links are modelled as
rDT,1
J×1 (i) = √P1f yJ×1(i) + δ1J×1(i), (4.3)
and
rDT,2
J×1 (i) = √P2f xJ×1(i) + δ2J×1(i), (4.4)
where f (f ∼ CN (0,1)) is the channel coefficient of the T1 and T2 link. The vector δk,
δk ∼ CN (0,1) is the noise vector at Tk. The detection results of (4.3) or (4.4) can be carried
through a conventional ML detector [10, 37], denoted by xˆDT (i) and yˆDT (i), respectively.
Relaying phase (phase 2): according to the used code, each relay converts the received
symbol vector into new transmitting symbols Ra × J vector tn(i) using
tn(i, j) = β ⎛⎝ A(j)nRa×(Ra×J) rn(i)(Ra×J)×1 + B(j)nRa×(Ra×J) r∗n(i)(Ra×J)×1⎞⎠ ,∀j = 1, . . . , J, (4.5)
where A(`)n and B(`)n are the encoding matrices (each is of Ra × J size) that are used by Rn
to construct its corresponding part of the particular L × (Ra ×N) STBC coding matrix (Xk)
in a distributive manner, wherein k is the number of data symbols embedded in the code
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matrix. The code rate is given as R = k/L. To avoid the necessity of buffering, J = k should
be hold. β is such an amplification gain that let the average power per antenna of each
relay is Pr, where Pr is the power dedicated by network for each relay in the relaying phase.
These resulting symbols are then forwarded simultaneously from all participating relays
to the terminals. Again, interference terms due to imperfect time synchronisation among
relays arise at the terminals (see Fig. 4.2). Due to similarity, only the received signal at T1 is
considered. It can be modelled as
 
 
 
 
From R1 
From Rn 
From RN 
𝑡1 𝑖 − 1, 𝐽          𝑡1 𝑖, 𝐽          𝑡1 𝑖, 𝑗          𝑡1 𝑖, 𝐽          
𝑡𝑛 𝑖 − 1, 𝐽          𝑡𝑛 𝑖, 𝐽          𝑡𝑛 𝑖, 𝑗          𝑡𝑛 𝑖, 𝐽          
𝑡𝑁 𝑖 − 1, 𝐽          𝑡𝑁 𝑖, 𝐽          𝑡𝑁 𝑖, 𝑗          𝑡𝑁 𝑖, 𝐽          
𝜏𝑛 
STBC Block 
Fig. 4.2: The relay signal under imperfect synchronisation.
z1(i)
L×1 =√P1β
⎛⎜⎜⎝
C0ucurlyleftudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymoducurlymidudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymoducurlyright
Ag(0)G(0)x(i) + D0ucurlyleftudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymoducurlymidudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymoducurlyrightBg(0)G∗(0)x∗(i)⎞⎟⎟⎠
+√P2β ⎛⎜⎜⎝
C1ucurlyleftudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymoducurlymidudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymoducurlyright
Ag(0)H(0)y(i) + D1ucurlyleftudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymoducurlymidudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymoducurlyrightBg(0)H∗(0)y∗(i)⎞⎟⎟⎠ + qT1(i) + ζ1(i), (4.6)
where
Ag(0)
L×(J×N×Ra) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
gT1 (0)A(1)1 gT2 (0)A(1)2 ⋯ gTN (0)A(1)N
gT1 (0)A(2)1 gT2 (0)A(2)2 ⋯ gTN (0)A(2)N⋮ ⋱ ⋱ ⋮
gT1 (0)A(L)1 gT2 (0)A(L)2 ⋯ gTN (0)A(L)N
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
Bg(0)
L×(J×N×Ra) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
gT1 (0)B(1)1 gT2 (0)B(1)2 ⋯ gTN (0)B(1)N
gT1 (0)B(2)1 gT2 (0)B(2)2 ⋯ gTN (0)B(2)N⋮ ⋱ ⋱ ⋮
gT1 (0)B(L)1 gT2 (0)B(L)2 ⋯ gTN (0)B(L)N
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
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G(0) = [ GT1 (0), . . . , GTN (0) ]T , and H(0) = [ HT1 (0), . . . , HTN (0) ]T . The noise terms
ζ1(i) can be modelled equivalently as
ζ1(i)
L×1 = β ((Ag(0) +Ψ1(Ag(1),1))v(i) + (Bg(0) +Ψ1(Bg(1),1))v∗(i)) + η1(i), (4.7)
where v(i) = [vT1 (i), . . . ,vTN(i)]T and η1 ∈ CN (0,1). Both Ag(1) and Bg(1) are formed using
gn(1) instead of gn(0) as follows:
Ag(1)
L×(J×N×Ra) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
gT1 (1)A(1)1 gT2 (1)A(1)2 ⋯ gTN (1)A(1)N
gT1 (1)A(2)1 gT2 (1)A(2)2 ⋯ gTN (1)A(2)N⋮ ⋱ ⋱ ⋮
gT1 (1)A(L)1 gT2 (1)A(L)2 ⋯ gTN (1)A(L)N
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
and
Bg(1)
L×(J×N×Ra) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
gT1 (1)B(1)1 gT2 (1)B(1)2 ⋯ gTN (1)B(1)N
gT1 (1)B(2)1 gT2 (1)B(2)2 ⋯ gTN (1)B(2)N⋮ ⋱ ⋱ ⋮
gT1 (1)B(L)1 gT2 (1)B(L)2 ⋯ gTN (1)B(L)N
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
All interference terms received at T1 that resulted due to imperfect synchronisation can be
modelled as qT1(i) = q0,x(i) + q1,x(i) + q0,y(i) + q1,y(i), with
q0,x(i)
L×1 =√P1β ((Ag(0)Ψ1(G(1),Ra) +Ψ1(Ag(1),1) (G(0) +Ψ1(G(1),Ra)))x(i)+ (Bg(0)Ψ1(G∗(1),Ra) +Ψ1(Bg(1),1) (G∗(0) +Ψ1(G∗(1),Ra)))x∗(i)) , (4.8)
q1,x(i)
L×1 =√P1β ((Ag(0)Ψ2(G(1), L −Ra) +Ψ2(Ag(1), L − 1)G(0))x(i − 1)+Ψ2(Ag(1), L − 1)Ψ2(G(1), L −Ra)x(i − 1)
+Ψ2(Bg(1), L − 1)Ψ2(G∗(1), L −Ra)x∗(i − 2)
+ (Bg(0)Ψ2(G∗(1), L −Ra) +Ψ2(Bg(1), L − 1)G∗(0))x∗(i − 1)) , (4.9)
q0,y(i)
L×1 =√P2β
⎛⎜⎜⎝
C2ucurlyleftudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymoducurlymidudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymoducurlyright(Ag(0)Ψ1(H(1),Ra) +Ψ1(Ag(1),1) (H(0) +Ψ1(H(1),Ra)))y(i)
+ D2ucurlyleftudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymoducurlymidudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymoducurlyright(Bg(0)Ψ1(H∗(1),Ra) +Ψ1(Bg(1),1) (H∗(0) +Ψ1(H∗(1),Ra)))y∗(i)⎞⎟⎟⎠ , (4.10)
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and
q1,y(i)
L×1 =√P2β ((Ag(0)Ψ2(H(1), L −Ra) +Ψ2(Ag(1), L − 1)H(0))y(i − 1)+Ψ2(Ag(1), L − 1)Ψ2(H(1), L −Ra)y(i − 2)
+Ψ2(Bg(1), L − 1)Ψ2(H∗(1), L −Ra)y∗(i − 2)
+ (Bg(0)Ψ2(H(1), L −Ra) +Ψ2(Bg(1), L − 1)H∗(0))y∗(i − 1)) , (4.11)
where G(1) = [ GT1 (1) ,⋯ ,GTN (1) ]T , H(1) = [ HT1 (1) ,⋯ ,HTN (1) ]T , Gn(1) = IJ ⊗
gn(1), and Hn(1) = IJ ⊗ hn(1).
With some algebraic manipulations, equation (4.6) can be rewritten as
z¯1(i)
2L×1 = √P1βGGx¯(i)2J×1 +√P2βGHy¯(i)2J×1 +Gqy¯(i)2J×1 + q¯1,y(i)2J×1 + q¯0,x(i)2L×1 + q¯1,x(i)2L×1 + ζ¯1(i)2L×1 , (4.12)
where GH and Gq are shown in (3.14) and (3.15), respectively, while
GG
2L×2J =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
R(C0 +D0) I(−C0 +D0)
I(C0 +D0) R(C0 −D0)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (4.13)
Now, this derived general mathematical model is evaluated for specific network configura-
tions which will be used in Section 4.5 to evaluate the extended and proposed detectors.
4.3.1 Two dual-antenna relay TWRNs using QO-STBC
In [40], a novel class of D-QO-STBC was proposed for TWRNs with a number N of dual-
antenna relays. This class is promising as it can achieve the maximum coding gain and
the optimal diversity gain while maintaining low decoding complexity. Using this code, the
general model is evaluated in the case of two dual-antenna relays, meaning that Ra = 2 and
N = 2. The used encoding matrices are shown in Section 2.7.2. The data exchanged through
the network is x(i) = [x(i,1), . . . ,x(i,4)]T from T1 and y(i) = [y(i,1), . . . ,y(i,4)]T from T2.
The model instance can be represented as
C0 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
gT1 (0)g1(0) 0 gT2 (0)g2(0) 0
0 gT1 (0)g1(0) 0 gT2 (0)g2(0)
gT2 (0)g2(0) 0 gT1 (0)g1(0) 0
0 gT2 (0)g2(0) 0 gT1 (0)g1(0)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,D0 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 gT1 (0)Jg∗1(0) 0 gT2 (0)Jg∗2(0)
gH1 (0)Jg1(0) 0 gH2 (0)Jg2(0) 0
0 gT2 (0)Jg∗2(0) 0 gT1 (0)Jg∗1(0)
gH2 (0)Jg2(0) 0 gH1 (0)Jg1(0) 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (4.14)
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C1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
gT1 (0)h1(0) 0 gT2 (0)h2(0) 0
0 gT1 (0)h1(0) 0 gT2 (0)h2(0)
gT2 (0)h2(0) 0 gT1 (0)h1(0) 0
0 gT2 (0)h2(0) 0 gT1 (0)h1(0)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,D1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 gT1 (0)Jh∗1(0) 0 gT2 (0)Jh∗2(0)
hH1 (0)Jg1(0) 0 hH2 (0)Jg2(0) 0
0 gT2 (0)Jh∗2(0) 0 gT1 (0)Jh∗1(0)
hH2 (0)Jg2(0) 0 hH1 (0)Jg1(0) 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (4.15)
and
C2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 gT2 (0)h2(1) 0 0(gT1 (0)h1(1)+gT1 (1)h1(0)) gT2 (1)h2(1)
(gT2 (0)h2(1)+gT2 (1)h2(0)) 0
gT1 (1)h1(1) (gT1 (0)h1(1)+gT1 (1)h1(0)) gT2 (1)h2(1) gT2 (1)h2(0)(gT2 (0)h2(1)+gT2 (1)h2(0)) gT1 (1)h1(1)
(gT1 (0)h1(1)+gT1 (1)h1(0)) 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,D2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
gT1 (0)Jh∗1(1) 0 gT2 (0)Jh∗2(1) 0
gT1 (1)Jh∗1(1) (gT1 (1)Jh∗1(0)−gT2 (0)Jh∗2(1)) gT2 (1)Jh∗2(1) gT2 (1)Jh2(0)(hH1 (0)Jg1(1)+gT2 (0)Jh∗2(1)) hH2 (1)Jg2(1)
(gT1 (0)Jh∗1(1)−gT2 (1)Jh∗2(0)) 0
gT2 (1)Jh∗2(1) (hH1 (1)Jg1(0)+gT2 (1)Jh∗2(0)) gT1 (1)Jh∗1(1) gT1 (1)Jh∗1(0)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (4.16)
where J = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 1−1 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. The values of q1,x,q1,y, and q0,x are given by
q1,x
4×1 (i) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(2gT1 (0)g1(0)x(i − 1,4) + gT2 (0)g2(1)x(i − 1,2) − gT1 (1)Jg∗1(0)x∗(i − 1,3)−gT2 (1)Jg∗2(0)x∗(i − 1,1) − gT2 (1)Jg∗2(1)x∗(i − 2,4))−gT1 (0)Jg∗1(1)x∗(i − 1,4)
gT2 (0)g2(1)x(i − 1,4)−gT2 (0)Jg∗2(1)x∗(i − 1,4)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
(4.17)
q1,y
4×1 (i) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(gT2 (1)h2(0)x(i − 1,2) − gT1 (1)Jh∗1(0)x∗(i − 1,3) − gT2 (1)Jh∗2(0)x∗(i − 1,1)−gT2 (1)Jh∗2(1)x∗(i − 2,4) + (gT2 (0)h1(1) + gT1 (0)h1(1))x(i − 1,4))−gT1 (0)Jh∗1(1)x∗(i − 1,4)
gT2 (0)h2(1)x(i − 1,4)−gT2 (0)Jh∗2(1)x∗(i − 1,4)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
(4.18)
and q0,x(i) = [ q0,x(i,1) q0,x(i,2) q0,x(i,3) q0,x(i,4) ], where
q0,x(i,1) = gT2 (0)g1(1)x(i,2) + gT1 (0)Jg∗1(1)x∗(i,1) + gT2 (0)Jg∗2(1)x∗(i,3), (4.19)
q0,x(i,2) = 2gT1 (0)g1(1)x(i,1) + 2gT2 (0)g2(1)x(i,3) + gT2 (1)Jg∗2(0)x∗(i,4)+ gT1 (1)Jg∗1(1)x∗(i,1) + gT2 (1)Jg∗2(1)x∗(i,3)+ gT2 (1)g2(1)x(i,2) + (gT1 (1)Jg∗1(0) − gT2 (0)Jg∗2(1))x∗(i,2), (4.20)
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q0,x(i,3) = 2gT1 (0)g1(1)x(i,2) + gT2 (0)g2(1)x(i,4) − gT2 (1)Jg∗2(1)x∗(i,2)+ gT1 (1)g1(1)x(i,1) − (gT1 (1)Jg∗1(0) − gT2 (0)Jg∗2(1))x∗(i,2)+ gT2 (1)g2(1)x(i,3) + (gT1 (0)Jg∗1(1) − gT2 (1)Jg∗2(0))x∗(i,3), (4.21)
and
q0,x(i,4) = 2gT1 (0)g1(1)x(i,3) + 2gT2 (0)g2(1)x(i,1) + gT1 (1)Jg∗1(0)x∗(i,4)+ gT1 (1)Jg∗1(1)x∗(i,3) + gT1 (1)g1(1)x(i,2)+ gT2 (1)Jg∗2(1)x∗(i,1) − (gT1 (0)Jg∗1(1) − gT2 (1)Jg∗2(0))x∗(i,2). (4.22)
4.3.2 Two-relay TWRNs using Alamouti’s STBC
Another instance is shown here - it is for a case of two single-antenna relay TWRNs. This
means that Ra = 1 and N = 2. This instance uses Alamouti’s STBC of [12]. The encoding
matrices used by these relays are shown in Section 2.7.2. The data exchanged through
the network is x(i) = [x(i,1),x(i,2)]T and y(i) = [y(i,1),y(i,2)]T . Accordingly, the model
instance can be represented as
C0 = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
g21(0) 0
0 g21(0)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,D0 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 −∣g2∣2(0)∣g2∣2(0) 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (4.23)
C1 = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
g1(0)h1(0) 0
0 g1(0)h1(0)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,D1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 −g2(0)h∗2(0)
g2(0)h∗2(0) 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ and (4.24)
C2 = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0
g1(0)h1(1) + g1(1)h1(0) 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,D2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−g2(0)h∗2(1) 0−g2(1)h∗2(1) −g2(1)h∗2(0)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (4.25)
The values of q1,x,q1,y, and q0,x are given by
q1,x
2×1 (i) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(∣g2(1)∣2x∗(i − 2,2) + g2(1)g∗2 (0)x∗(i − 1,1)+2g1(0)g1(1)x(i − 1,2))
g2(0)g∗2 (1)x∗(i − 1,2)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (4.26)
q1,y
2×1 (i) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
((g1(0)h1(1) + g1(1)h1(0))x(i − 1,2)+g2(1)h2(0)x∗(i − 1,1) + g2(1)h2(1)x∗(i − 2,2))
g2(0)h∗2(1)x∗(i − 1,2)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (4.27)
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and
q0,x
2×1 (i) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−g2(0)g∗2 (1)x∗(i,1)(2g1(0)g1(1)x(i,1) − g2(1)g∗2 (0)x∗(i,2)−∣g2(1)∣2x∗(i,1))
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (4.28)
4.3.3 Four-relay TWRNs using QO-STBC:
This section shows the model evaluation for a TWRN with four relays. These relays are
single-antenna nodes and they use the QO-STBC of Section 2.7.2. Thus, Ra = 1, N = 4 and
J = 4. The model instance can be represented as
C0 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
g21(0) 0 0 g24(0)
0 g21(0) −g24(0) 0
0 −g24(0) g21(0) 0
g24(0) 0 0 g21(0)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, D0 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 −∣g2(0)∣2 −∣g3(0)∣2 0∣g2(0)∣2 0 0 −∣g3(0)∣2∣g3(0)∣2 0 0 −∣g2(0)∣2
0 ∣g3(0)∣2 ∣g2(0)∣2 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (4.29)
C1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
g1(0)h1(0) 0 0 g4(0)h4(0)
0 g1(0)h1(0) −g4(0)h4(0) 0
0 −g4(0)h4(0) g1(0)h1(0) 0
g4(0)h4(0) 0 0 g1(0)h1(0)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,D1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 −g2(0)h∗2(0) −g3(0)h∗3(0) 0
g2(0)h∗2(0) 0 0 −g3(0)h∗3(0)
g3(0)h∗3(0) 0 0 −g2(0)h∗2(0)
0 g3(0)h∗3(0) g2(0)h∗2(0) 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (4.30)
and
C2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 g4(0)h4(1) 0(g1(0)h1(1)+g1(1)h1(0)) −g4(0)h4(1) g4(1)h4(1) g4(1)h4(0)
(g1(1)h1(1)−g4(0)h4(1))
(g1(0)h1(1)+g1(1)h1(0)−g4(1)h4(1))
−g4(1)h4(0) 0
−g4(1)h4(1) (g1(1)h1(1)−g4(1)h4(0))
(g1(0)h1(1)+g1(1)h1(0)) 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,D2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−g2(0)h∗2(1) −g3(0)h∗3(1) 0 0
−g2(1)h∗2(1) (−g2(1)h∗2(0)−g3(1)h∗3(1))
(−g3(1)h∗3(1)−g3(1)h∗3(0)) 0
g2(1)h∗2(0) 0 (−g2(0)h∗2(1)−g3(1)h∗1(1)) −g3(1)h∗3(0)
g3(0)h∗3(1) (g3(0)h∗3(1)+g3(1)h∗3(0)) −g2(0)h∗2(1) −g2(1)h∗2(0)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (4.31)
The values of q1,x,q1,y, and q0,x are given by
q1,x(i)
4×1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(g24(1)x(i − 2,4) + g4(0)g4(1)x(i − 1,1) + g2(1)g∗2 (0)x∗(i − 1,3)+g3(1)g∗3 (0)x∗(i − 1,2) + 2g1(0)g1(1)x(i − 1,4))
g2(0)g∗2 (1)x∗(i − 1,4)
g3(0)g∗3 (1)x∗(i − 1,4)
g4(0)g4(1)x(i − 1,4)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (4.32)
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q1,y(i)
4×1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
((g1(0)h1(1) + g1(1)h1(0))x(i − 1,4) + g2(1)h∗2(0)x∗(i − 1,3)+g3(1)h∗3(0)x∗(i − 1,2) + g4(1)h4(0)x(i − 1,1) + g4(1)h4(1)x(i − 2,4))
g2(0)h∗2(1)x∗(i − 1,4)
g3(0)h∗3(1)x∗(i − 1,4)
g4(0)h4(1)x(i − 1,4)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (4.33)
and q0,x(i) = [ q0,x(i,1) q0,x(i,2) q0,x(i,3) q0,x(i,4) ]. With
q0,x(i,1) = g4(0)g4(1)x(i,3) − g3(0)g∗3 (1)x∗(i,2) − g2(0)g∗2 (1)x∗(i,1), (4.34)
q0,x(i,2) = −∣g2(1)∣2x∗(i,1)− (∣g3(1)∣2 + g2(1)g∗2 (0))x∗(i,2)− (g3(0)g∗3 (1)+ g3(1)g∗3 (0))x∗(i,3)+ g24(1)x(i,3) + 2g1(0)g1(1)x(i,1) − g4(0)g4(1)x(i,2) + g4(0)g4(1)x(i,4), (4.35)
q0,x(i,3) = (−g24(1) + 2g1(0)g1(1))x(i,2) − (g4(0)g4(1) − g21(1))x(i,1) + g2(1)g∗2 (0)x∗(i,1)− (g2(0)g∗2 (1) + g3(1)g∗3 (1))x∗(i,3) − g3(1)g∗3 (0)x∗(i,4) − g4(0)g4(1)x(i,3), (4.36)
and
q0,x(i,4) = (g3(0)g∗3 (1) + g3(1)g∗3 (0))x∗(i,1) − (g4(0)g4(1) − g21(1))x(i,2) + g2(0)g∗2 (1)x∗(i,2)− g24(1)x(i,1) − g2(1)g∗2 (0)x∗(i,4) − ∣g2(1)∣2x∗(i,3) + 2g1(0)g1(1)x(i,3). (4.37)
4.4 Detection methods
The conventional detector is outlined here, then the two existing detectors of [36, 37] are
extended for the derived general model. In addition, an enhanced detector (EIC) is proposed.
Unlike existing research, our proposed designs of these detectors work for both TWRNs and
one-way WRNs. It should be noted that the information block index (i) is omitted for clarity
in the current section.
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4.4.1 Conventional Detector
Assuming perfect synchronisation, the detection is carried out conventionally from (4.6)
through the following steps:
1. Self-interference cancellation:
̃¯z(i) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
z¯(i) 1-WRNs
z¯1(i) −√P1βGGx¯(i) TWRNs. (4.38)
2. Equalization process: obtain the equalised vector u by calculating
u = GHH ̃¯z
=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
√
P2βHy¯ +√P2βBy¯ +GHH q¯1 +GHH ζ¯ 1-WRNs√
P2βHy¯ +√P2βBy¯ +GHH (q¯1,y + q¯0,x + q¯1,x) +GHH ζ¯1 TWRNs , (4.39)
where H = GHH GH and B = GHH Gq.
3. Group decoding: assuming a code with C decoding groups have been used, the
decoding can be carried using
ŷc = argmin
yc∈S(J/C)×1 ∣∣dc −Hcy¯c∣2},∀c = 1, . . . ,C, (4.40)
where ŷc is the vector contained the estimation result of symbols belongs to the group
c. It worth noting that if the used code is fully orthogonal, then C = J (refer to
[10]). Both dc and Hc are the corresponding elements of the group c of the u and H,
respectively. For example, for the code of Section 4.3.1 that has C = 2 and s1 = [1,3]
and s2 = [2,4], ŷ = [ŷ1(1), ŷ2(1), ŷ1(2), ŷ2(2)]T ,
d1 = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
u(1)
u(3)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ + 1i
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
u(5)
u(7)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,d2(i) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
u(2)
u(4)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ + 1i
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
u(6)
u(8)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
H1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
h11 h12 h13 h14
h31 h32 h33 h34
h51 h52 h53 h54
h71 h72 h73 h74
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
and H2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
h21 h22 h23 h24
h41 h42 h43 h44
h61 h62 h53 h64
h81 h82 h83 h84
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
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Due to the interference components in (4.39), the code matrix is compromised. Unless
an IC is used, a significant performance degradation is introduced (see Section 4.5).
4.4.2 Extending IC detectors
As mentioned, the PIC and SIC based detectors were proposed for specific instances of
one-way WRNs [36, 37, 55, 74–76]. Here, these detectors are extended for the derived
general model, either one-way WRNs or TWRNs. Unlike existing detectors, the extending
detectors work for networks either if orthogonal or quasi-orthogonal STBC is employed. In
addition, they work with AF and DF networks and with an arbitrary number of relays.
Logically, the IC detectors first tries to eliminate the known interference terms. In one-way
networks, it can be noticed that q1(i) can be cancelled completely if the transmission has
been initialized properly [36]. Similarly, q1,y(i) term in TWRNs can also be cancelled. In
addition, the terms from the current processing terminals q0,x(i) and q1,x(i), are known to
the terminal and hence they both can be eliminated completely. This is conducted through a
modified version of the self-interference cancellation step
̃¯z0 =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
z¯ − q¯1 = √P2βGHy¯ + q¯0 + ζ¯ 1-WRNs
z¯1 −GGx¯ − q¯0,x − q¯1,x − q¯1,y = √P2βGHy¯ + q¯0,y + ζ¯1 TWRNs , (4.41)
Most IC detectors differ in how they deal with the current-block interference term (q0 or
q0,y). However, they are all reliant on initializing the interference cancellation process by
the low-performance DT detected symbols and feeding the results into a new iteration of
the cancellation and decoding process [36, 37]. In addition to the mentioned difference
between the one-way and two-way networks, the DT link is not commonly feasible in the
TWRNs as it requires full-duplex terminals.
The extended PIC and SIC based detectors are shown in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2,
respectively.
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Algorithm 1 Extended PIC based detector
1. Set k = 0 and then initialise y(k) to the DT detection results ŷDT if the DT
link exists (see (3.2) for one-way WRNs and either (4.3) or (4.4) for TWRNs).
Otherwise, initialise y(k) to the result of the conventional detector of Section
4.4.1 applied to ̃¯z0 of (4.41).
2. Remove more ISI by calculating
̃¯z0,(k+1) = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
̃¯z0 − q¯(k)0 1-WRNs̃¯z0 − q¯(k)0,y TWRNs , (4.42)
where q(k)0 and q(k)0,y are evaluated through (1.11) and (4.10), respectively,
using the current value of y(k).
3. Update y(k) to the current result of the conventional detector of Section 4.4.1
applied to ̃¯z0,(k+1).
4. Go back to step 3 till k ≥K.
Algorithm 2 Extended SIC based detector for TWRN.
1. Do step 1 of Algorithm 1.
2. Assuming a C-decoding group STBC is employed, determine the detection
order w by comparing ∥Bc∥2 ,∀c = 1, . . . ,C. For example, for the network of
Section 4.3.1, set w = [1,2] if ∥B1∥2 ≤ ∥B2∥2. Otherwise, set w = [2,1].
3. Set w value to the first value in the order vector w.
4. Remove more ISI by calculating u0,(k+1) = GHH ̃¯z0 −B (y¯(k)) using the current
available detected symbols (y(k)).
5. Estimate the symbols within the group w (ŷw) using the group-decoding step
of Section (4.4.1) applied to u0,(k+1)w .
6. Update the corresponding symbols of the group w in y(k).
7. Set w value to the next value of the order vector w. Otherwise, set w = 0.
8. If w = 0 go to step 9. Otherwise, go back to step 4.
9. Go back to step 3 until k ≥K.
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4.4.3 Proposed Detector
In this section, the idea behind the new detector is explained and then its steps are designed.
Unlike the extending detectors, the proposed detector tries to cancel only the interference
terms that must be eliminated and benefits from the other terms in an innovative manner.
Accordingly, the achieved performance is enhanced, particularly in the first iteration of the
detection process. The explanation is conducted based on the network of Section 4.3.1.
Rewriting (4.41) for illustration purposes as
̃¯z0 = √P2βGHy¯ +√P2βGq̃¯y + ζ¯1, (4.43)
and assuming, that the 2nd, 4th,6th, and 8th columns of Gq are zeros, then the equalization
process u = GHH ̃¯z0 leads to (ignoring non-important terms):
u =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
h11 0 h12 0 h13 0 h14 0
0 h21 0 h22 0 h23 0 h24
h31 0 h32 0 h33 0 h34 0
0 h41 0 h42 0 h43 0 h44
h51 0 h52 0 h53 0 h54 0
0 h61 0 h62 0 h63 0 h64
h71 0 h72 0 h73 0 h74 0
0 h81 0 h82 0 h83 0 h84
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
y¯ +
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
b111 0 b112 0 b113 0 b114 0
b121 0 b122 0 b123 0 b124 0
b131 0 b132 0 b133 0 b134 0
b141 0 b142 0 b143 0 b144 0
b151 0 b152 0 b153 0 b154 0
b161 0 b162 0 b163 0 b164 0
b171 0 b172 0 b173 0 b174 0
b181 0 b182 0 b183 0 b184 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
y¯ (4.44)
Notice that all of the 1st, 3rd, 5th, and 7th time-slots of u are independent of y¯(2), y¯(4),
y¯(6) and y¯(8). Therefore, the first group of symbols (y1 = [y(1), y(3)]T ) can be detected
independently through these mentioned slots of u (denoted as u1). Similarly,
u =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
h11 0 h12 0 h13 0 h14 0
0 h21 0 h22 0 h23 0 h24
h31 0 h32 0 h33 0 h34 0
0 h41 0 h42 0 h43 0 h44
h51 0 h52 0 h53 0 h54 0
0 h61 0 h62 0 h63 0 h64
h71 0 h72 0 h73 0 h74 0
0 h81 0 h82 0 h83 0 h84
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
y¯ +
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 b211 0 b212 0 b213 0 b214
0 b221 0 b222 0 b223 0 b224
0 b231 0 b232 0 b233 0 b234
0 b241 0 b242 0 b243 0 b244
0 b251 0 b252 0 b253 0 b254
0 b261 0 b262 0 b263 0 b264
0 b271 0 b272 0 b273 0 b274
0 b281 0 b282 0 b283 0 b284
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
y¯ (4.45)
if the 1st, 3rd,5th and 7th columns of Gq are zeros. This means that (y2 = [y(2), y(4)]T ) can
be detected independently through 2nd, 4th, 6th and 8th time slots of u (denoted as u2).
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Assuming that the mentioned assumptions hold, the detection can be carried out using
ŷc = argmin
yc∈S ∣u¯c − (Hcy¯c + Bcy¯c) ∣2, (4.46)
where H = GHH GH and B = GHH Gq. Hc and Bc are the matrices that contained the corre-
sponding elements of the group c from H and B, respectively. For example, for (4.43):
H1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
h11 h12 h13 h14
h31 h32 h33 h34
h51 h52 h53 h54
h71 h72 h73 h74
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,B1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
b111 b
1
12 b
1
13 b
1
14
b131 b
1
32 b
1
33 b
1
34
b151 b
1
52 b
1
53 b
1
54
b171 b
1
72 b
1
73 b
1
74
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (4.47)
and
H2
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
h21 h12 h23 h24
h41 h42 h43 h44
h61 h62 h63 h64
h81 h82 h83 h84
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,B2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
b221 b
2
22 b
2
23 b
2
24
b241 b
2
42 b
2
43 b
2
44
b261 b
2
62 b
2
63 b
2
64
b281 b
2
82 b
2
83 b
2
84
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (4.48)
Now, a method for cancelling these columns and the order of the cancellation is considered.
Similar to all IC based detectors, a subtraction of interference terms of the corresponding
time slots is used. Logically, the ordering should be carried out according to the ordering
of reliability of available detected symbols. This can be achieved by estimating which
time slots have a better instantaneous SNR. The estimation of SNR values can be done
through a two-phase training pilot sequence for TWRN channel estimation [77, 78] and
traditionally as proposed in [79, 80] if the DT link exists or one-way WRNs. Consequently,
better performance is achieved, particularly in the first iteration of the proposed detector, and
hence faster convergence is achieved in the subsequent iteration, see Section 4.5. Algorithm
3 includes the steps of the EIC detector.
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Algorithm 3 EIC based detector for TWRNs.
1. Set k = 0 and then initialise y(k) to the DT detection results ŷDT if the DT
link exists (see (3.2) for one-way WRNs and either (4.3) or (4.4) for TWRNs).
Otherwise, initialise y(k) to the result of the conventional detector of Section
4.4.1 applied to ̃¯z0 of (4.41).
2. Assuming a C-decoding groups STBC is employed, determine the detection
order w by comparing the estimating SNR values, ∀c = 1, . . . ,C. For example,
for the network of Section 4.3.1, set w = [1,2,0] if γ1 ≤ γ2. Otherwise, set
w = [2,1,0]. If a DT link exists, the detection order of the first iteration is
determined through the DT link symbols rather than the second phase symbols.
3. Set w value to the first value of the order vector (w).
4. For the current processing group w, remove more ISI by calculating
̃¯z0,(k) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
̃¯z0 − q¯(k)0 1-WRNs̃¯z0 − q¯(k)0,y TWRNs . (4.49)
Both q(k)0 and q(k)0,y are evaluated using the current value of y(k), and by setting
the corresponding columns of the other groups in Gq to zeros (i.e., for the
network in Section 4.3.1, these columns are the 2nd, 4th, 6th, and 8th column if
w = 1 and 1st, 3rd, 5th and 7th column when w = 2).
5. Estimate the symbols of the current-processing group through the modified
ML shown in (4.46) using the last recent value of ̃¯z0,(k), where c = w.
6. Update the corresponding symbols of the group w in y(k) by the result obtained
in the previous step.
7. Set w to the next value of the order vector w.
8. If w = 0 go to step 9. Otherwise, go back to step 4.
9. Go back to step 3 till k ≥K.
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4.5 Simulation Results and Discussion
In terms of BER, simulation results are presented below to demonstrate the performance
of the proposed detectors under different conditions of imperfect synchronisation. The
simulation used 4-QAM Gray coded modulation over a Rayleigh fading channel. The
simulated network configurations are shown in Tab. 4.1. The used power loading schemes
are similar to that used under perfect synchronisation conditions (refer to the corresponding
references).
Denoted by Used code Network configurations
Network 1 QO-STBC of [40]
TWRN with two dual-antenna relays;
terminals are half-duplex nodes.
Network 2 Novel QO-STBC of [40]
TWRN with two dual-antenna relays;
terminals are full-duplex nodes.
Network 3 Alamouti’s STBC of[12, 66]
TWRN with two single-antenna relays;
terminals are half-duplex nodes.
Network 4 QO-STBC of[67]
TWRN with four single-antenna relays;
terminals are half-duplex nodes.
Tab. 4.1: The configurations of the simulated Networks.
Network 1 is simulated under a condition of α = −5dB and − 3dB in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4,
respectively. Fig. 4.3 shows that even under a limited condition of imperfect synchronisation,
much performance degradation is experienced if the conventional detector is used. This
degradation can be mitigated if the extended PIC and SIC based detectors are used and to an
even greater degree when the proposed EIC detector is used. Due to the novel cancellation
process designed, one iteration of EIC can offer a performance close (less than 3dB) to the
performance of two iterations of either the PIC or SIC detector. Specifically, it offers a 3 and 4
SNR gain to get a BER of 10−3 over the SIC and PIC detector, respectively. Fig. 4.4 shows the
performance of the extended detectors is degraded but they are still effective compared to
the conventional detector. In contrast, the EIC detector outperforms the extended detectors
and shows a performance closer to the perfect synchronisation condition.
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Eb/N0
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1e-2
1e-1
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PIC k=1 
PIC k=2 
SIC k=1 
SIC k=2 
EIC k=1 
EIC k=2 
Perfect Synch. 
Imperfect @-5dB 
Fig. 4.3: The BER using PIC, SIC and EIC detectors under −5dB.
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PIC k=2 
SIC k=1 
SIC k=2 
EIC k=1 
EIC k=2 
Perfect Synch. 
Imperfect @-3dB 
Fig. 4.4: The BER using PIC, SIC and EIC detectors under −3dB.
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Eb/N0
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B
E
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1e-5
1e-4
1e-3
1e-2
1e-1
1e+0
PIC k=2-DT 
SIC k=2-DT 
EIC k=2-DT 
PIC k=2-no DT 
SIC k=2-no DT 
EIC k=2-no DT 
Perfect Synch. 
Imperfect @0 dB 
Fig. 4.5: The BER using PIC, SIC and EIC detectors under 0dB.
To show the effectiveness of the proposed detectors, Network 1 and Network 2 are simulated
under a condition of α = 0dB in Fig. 4.5. This condition corresponds to the most severe value
of time misalignment. In spite of severe timing errors, the proposed detector still outperforms
the extended ones and performs much better than the conventional detector. It is worth
noting that the EIC detector fails to achieve performance close to perfect synchronisation
under this severe condition in the event of no DT link but is still effective in the case where
it exists.
The simulation results of using the proposed detectors by Network 3 and Network 4 are
shown in Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7, respectively. This shows that these detectors are designed not
only for particular networks as in [36, 37] but also for any TWRN and one-way WRN. In
addition, they can be used for an orthogonal or quasi-orthogonal linear dispersion STBC.
From the shown figures, it can be concluded that the EIC detector outperforms the extended
detectors and these extended detectors are still effective compared to the conventional
detector.
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Fig. 4.6: The BER using PIC, SIC and EIC detectors under −3dB in Network 3.
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Fig. 4.7: The BER using PIC, SIC and EIC detectors under −3dB in Network 4.
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4.6 Conclusion
This chapter considered the issue of imperfect synchronisation in TWRNs. The considered
network consists of two terminals exchanging data through N relays, equipped each with
Ra antennas. A general model was derived for the considered network and then instances
were evaluated for a number of network configurations. Both the existing PIC and SIC
based detectors were extended here for the derived general model. Unlike the literature,
these extended detectors work for networks with either quasi-orthogonal or orthogonal
STBCs. This chapter proposed an enhanced detector (EIC) detector while maintaining low
computational complexity. This detector shows better performance improvement due to
the designed iterative cancellation process. It reduces the dependency on low-performance
symbols and befits from the interference that belong to the current-detecting symbols. The
simulation results showed that significant improvement can be gained compared to the
conventional detector if these proposed detectors are used.
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Part II
Scalable Wireless Relaying Networks

Part 2: Abstract
This part considers the issue of designing D-STBCs for WRNs with an arbitrary number of
relays. It has been shown that the reliability of WRNs increases by adding more relays as
a result of more communication paths becoming available. Unlike most existing D-STBCs,
this part proposes two high rate coding schemes to accommodate an arbitrary number of
relays, while retaining low decoding complexity at the destination. The first scheme, full-rate
distributed space-time block coded-joint transmit/receive antenna diversity (D-STBC-JTRD),
is proposed for AF WRNs. Its code rate is independent of the number of relays and hence no
code rate loss is incurred as the relays number increases. In addition, this scheme deploys
the same encoding matrices at every relay; this eliminates the need for additional network
overhead to coordinate the code generation by the relays. In other words, there is no need
to interrupt the transmission if a relay has been up/down. The second scheme aims to find
a flexible trade-off between reliability and code-rate that can be offered by DF networks.
Towards this end, a method to construct a D-STBC that is combined with spatial modulation
(SM), denoted as D-STBC-SM, is proposed. This method is not restricted to a specific number
of relays and can be constructed as necessary. In addition, a novel adaptive transmission
protocol that uses the constructed codes, is proposed to achieve higher space diversity gain,
even with relays equipped with a single antenna. Unlike most existing schemes, this protocol
offers a throughput that increases as the number of relays increases. Moreover, the offered
throughput is achieved using the same total average transmit energy, as only N0 of the N
available participating relays are active at any given time.
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5Full-Diversity and Full-Rate
D-STBCs for AF WRNs
„Genius might be the ability to say a profound thing in
a simple way.
— Charles Bukowski
(American author)
5.1 Introduction
It has been shown that D-STBCs have the potential to exploit the space diversity gain inherent
in WRNs in order to improve signal quality [6, 35, 87, 88]. It is known that the diversity
gain is further improved when the number of relays is increased [7, 89–92]. However, a
trade off in code design is between a decrease in the code rate and the need to retain the
single-symbol decoding complexity at the receiver when more relays are utilised. Another
factor is how well the network deals with the addition and removal of relays and what this
entails for the generation of the used D-STBC. This is important as incorporating more relays
can improve the diversity gain. However, treating all relays as permanent connections is
impractical as these relays may be clients’ apparatus and may not always be available. Most
D-STBCs require additional network overhead when additional relays become available.
This is because there is a need to pass along all information necessary to generate the used
STBC to all relays. Potentially, this overhead could degrade the expected performance gain
due to limited network resources.
In this chapter, the STBC scheme of [93, 94], that was initially proposed for conventional P2P
MIMO networks, is introduced to the problem of WRNs. Unlike most existing D-STBCs, the
proposed scheme can accommodate an arbitrary number of relays while full-rate and single
symbol decoding complexity are offered. Specifically, its rate is independent of the number
of relays, hence there is no code rate loss experienced when the number of relays increases.
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In addition, this scheme deploys the same encoding matrices at every relay. This eliminates
the need for additional network overhead to coordinate the code generation by the relays.
This means there is no prior set-up steps are required for code-generation coordination
process when relays de/activate. Also, there is no need to interrupt the transmission if a
relay has been down. The only restrictions for the proposed scheme is that the destination
must be equipped with two antennas and that there is a reliance on global knowledge of the
CSI at the relays. These constraints are inherited from the original code’s design. This is not
seen as a severe limitation as most modern receivers have two or more antennas.
5.2 Prior Work
The overall interest in this field of research lies in the construction of a high-rate D-STBC
that has the ability to utilize any arbitrary number of relays [33, 95]. It would appear
that research has had limited success in designing high-rate codes while maintaining a
single-symbol decodability at the destination. In [96], the authors proposed systematic
construction steps of a row-monomial D-STBC with a code rate bounded by 2/(2+N), where
N denotes the number of relays. In [97], a new code class called semi-orthogonal precoded
distributed single-symbol decodable STBC (Semi-PD-SSD-STBCs) was proposed. It has the
advantage of performing precoding on the information symbols, which in turn doubles the
achieved code rate. Although these codes were designed for an arbitrary number of relays, it
may be preferable to use them only in WRNs with a few numbers of relays. This is because
the code rate decreases dramatically as the number of relays increases. In [98], a coding
scheme, with a code rate of 14 , was proposed to operate in WRNs of high number of relays.
However, this scheme has a high decoding delay, as the required transmission time increases
exponentially with the number of relays. In [99], an adjustable full-rate STBC matrix was
designed, but it requires a feedback channel to adjust the code. This creates additional
network overhead that inherently reduces the achieved diversity gain. In [100–102], the
generalised ABBA code (GABBA) of [103] was adapted for AF WRNs to offer a full-rate while
maintaining single-symbol decodability. However the resulting D-GABBA scheme has some
constraints: (1) the number of symbols per block (T ) should be expressible as a power of
two, and (2) the number of available relays (N) should be smaller or equal to T (N ≤ T ).
In conclusion, and to best of the author’s knowledge, most D-STBCs that were proposed
to accommodate an arbitrary number of relays have constraints that limit the variety
of applications that can use them. In addition, they all require that the utilised relays
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remain permanent throughout the communication. Furthermore, they need an exchange of
additional control information overhead among the relays to generate the code used. As
mentioned, the cost of this overhead has the potential to reduce the performance.
5.3 Network Model
1
S
R1
R2
RN
RNˆ
D
Fig. 5.1: The Network model.
The network is comprised of a source (S), Nˆ relays (R1, . . . ,RNˆ ), and a destination (D), as
depicted in Fig. 5.1. It has been assumed that all nodes are single-antenna nodes, except
the destination which is equipped with two antennas (Nr = 2). The network employs the
selective AF (SAF) relaying protocol (see Section 2.6.1). The total transmission power
dedicated for the entire network is denoted by P , and is evenly divided between the two
phases. The channel is assumed to be a quasi-static Rayleigh fading channel. Both the source
and the destination are completely blind, while perfect and global CSI is known only at the
relays.
As with most WRNs, the transmission through the network is conducted via two phases: the
first phase is when the source broadcasts its information to the relays; in the second phase,
the participating relays amplify and forward a linear combination of scaled versions of their
received symbols to the destination.
Assuming that the source transmitsM -ary modulated symbols denoted by y(i) = [y(1, i), . . . , y(J, i)]T ,
the received symbols at the relay Rn is given by
rn(i)
J×1 = √P1hny(i)J×1 + vn(i)J×1 , (5.1)
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where i denotes the information block index and J is the number of symbols in the broad-
casting phase. J = 2. P1 = P /2 is the power dedicated for phase 1, hn ∼ CN (0,1) is the
channel coefficient for the link between the source and the relay Rn. vn(i) denotes the
AWGN noise vector at the relay Rn with entries vnj ∼ CN (0,1).
As mentioned, the network employs the SAF relaying protocol. This means that only relays
that are satisfying a selection performance based criteria will participate in the relaying
phase. This is to avoid error propagation in the network. As mentioned in Section 2.6.1, the
SNR can be used as a criterion to determine whether a relay is participating or not in this
phase ( i.e., γn ≥ γth, where γn is the SNR at relay Rn and γth is a threshold that is optimally
designed according to the definition of the protocol). To limit the discussion, it is assumed
directly that N out of Nˆ relays satisfies the criterion. Without loss of generality, these N
participating relays are mentioned as relays throughout this chapter.
The relays Rn has to scale their received signals as
sn(i) = ρnrn(i), (5.2)
where ρn is the scaling factor at Rn and it is computed as
ρn = √ 1
Cn
√
P2
N(P1 + 1)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
ρ
, (5.3)
with
Cn = 2∑
m=1 ∣gmn∣2, (5.4)
where P2 = P1 = P2 , as the total network power P is evenly divided between the two phases
of transmission. gmn ∼ CN (0,1) denotes the channel coefficient for the link between the
relay Rn and the destination’s antenna m.
Each relay then simultaneously forwards its amplified received symbols (sn(i)) to the
destination after encoding them according to the constructed D-STBC (X) (see Section 5.4).
Accordingly, the received symbol at the destination can be modelled as
Z(i)
L×Nr = X(i)L×N GN×Nr + η(i)L×Nr, (5.5)
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where L is the signalling period of phase 2. Here L = J = 2 as the proposed code is a full-rate
code. The matrix G denotes the channel coefficients matrix for the links between the relays
and the destination with entries gmn ∼ CN (0,1). The matrix η(i) is the noise matrix at the
destination with entries ηik ∼ CN (0,1).
5.4 D-STBC Design with JTRD
In this section, the STBC-JTRD of [93, 94] is adapted to operate for AF WRNs. The
resulting distributed coding scheme (denoted as D-STBC-JTRD) can accommodate an
arbitrary number of relays while offering full-space diversity gain and retaining a full-rate
with single-symbol complexity decoding at the destination. In addition, it deploys the same
encoding matrices at all relays which avoids the need for extra network overhead. This
section shows the code construction and the used decoding algorithm.
5.4.1 Code Construction
For clarity, the information block index (i) can be omitted and thus the source data can be
denoted simply by y1 and y2. Accordingly, the code of [93, 94] for the case of double-antenna
destination is given by
X = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
y1−y∗2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦⊗ g∗1 +
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
y2
y∗1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦⊗ g∗2, (5.6)
where X is the general code matrix that it should be totally generated in a distributive
manner by the relays. The vector gm = [gm,1, gm,2, . . . , gm,N ] and it denotes the channel
coefficient vector for the links between the receiving antenna m of the destination and the
relays (R1, . . . ,RN).
Towards this end, each relay should encode its received symbols using
xn = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
dn(1)−d∗n(2)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ × g∗1,n +
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
dn(2)
d∗n(1)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ × g∗2,n, (5.7)
where xn is the encoding output that the relay Rn should generate to construct X of (5.6) in
distributive manner. The scalars d1 and d2 are computed as
dn = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
dn(1)
dn(2)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
hHn∥hHn ∥2 × sn(i). (5.8)
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From (5.7), it can be concluded that the encoding matrices within each relay is a combination
of
A = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0
0 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (5.9)
and
B = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 −1
1 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (5.10)
Thus, each relay should transmit
tn = G˙∗1,nAdn + G˙∗2,nBd∗n, (5.11)
where
G˙1,n = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
g1,n g2,n
0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (5.12)
and
G˙2,n = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0
g1,n g2,n
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (5.13)
In a conventional D-STBC network, a coordinating process must be used to assist each relay
to generate its portion of the general code matrix. In contrast, the proposed scheme does
not require this process. This can be observed from (5.11) where the constructed code uses
the same two encoding matrices at all relays to generate the general code matrix of (5.6).
Thus, there is no control information overhead is required to arrange which relay should
generate the certain portion of the code. Implicitly, this means that the proposed scheme can
add/remove any number of relays during transmission without interruption or the need of
connection re-set-up for the code generation coordination process. This feature is desirable
in a variety of communications networks, especially where fast varying channels occur.
5.4.2 Decoding Algorithm
To show how the optimal decoding can be carried out, the received signal is firstly modelled.
Substituting equation (5.1) and (5.2) into (5.8) yields
⎛⎜⎝ dn(1)dn(2)
⎞⎟⎠ = ρ
√
P1
Cn
y + ρ 1√
Cn
hHn∥hHn ∥2 vn, (5.14)
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and then substituting equation (5.14) into (5.11) results
tn = ρ 1√
Cn
(G˙∗1,nA1(√P1y + hHn∥hHn ∥2 vn)+ G˙∗2,nB1(√P1y + hTn∥hHn ∥2´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
α∗n
vn)∗). (5.15)
Through the links to the destination, each relay’s symbol (tn) experience a multi-path fading
channel (modelled by the matrix G) and they are collated then at the destination. Thus,
(5.5) can be rewritten using (5.15) as
Z1 = ρ N∑
n=1
Gn,1√
Cn
(√P1y + αvn) + η1, (5.16)
Z2 = ρ N∑
n=1
Gn,2√
Cn
(√P1y∗ + α∗v∗n) + η2, (5.17)
where superscript denote the column of the matrix, e.g. Zl is the l-th column of the matrix
Z,
Gn,1 = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∣g1,n∣2 g1,ng∗2,n
g1,ng
∗
2,n ∣g2,n∣2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
and
Gn,2 = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
g1,ng
∗
2,n ∣g1,n∣2∣g2,n∣2 −g∗1,ng2,n
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Now, using
⎛⎜⎝ u(1)u(2)
⎞⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎝ Z
1,1 + (Z2,2)∗
Z1,2 − (Z2,1)∗
⎞⎟⎠ , (5.18)
where Zk,l denotes the element (k, l) of a matrix Z, the former derivation concludes that
⎛⎜⎝ u(1)u(2)
⎞⎟⎠ = ρ√2CP1
⎛⎜⎝ y(1)y(2)
⎞⎟⎠
+ ρ√
C
N∑
n=1αn (∣g1,n∣2 + ∣g2,n∣2)vn +
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
η1,1 + η2,2∗
η2,1 − η1,2∗
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ζ
, (5.19)
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The mean and variance of the noise terms of (5.19) (denoted as ζ) are given by
E [ζ]= 0 (5.20)
and
σ2ζ = ⎛⎜⎝σ2η + σ
2
vρ
2C(∑Nn=1 ∣hn∣2)
⎞⎟⎠ IT (5.21)
, respectively, where σ2η = 1.
Thus, uˆ is a Gaussian random vector. Accordingly, the decoding can be conducted optimally
using
yˆ(j) = argmin
y∈S1×1 {∣u(j) − λy∣2} ,∀j = 1,2, (5.22)
where S is the used modulation constellation and λ = ρ√CP1.
It can be observed that the decoding is carried out symbol-by-symbol through each received
equalised time-slots.
5.5 Performance analysis
In this section, the proposed scheme is evaluated in term of the diversity gain, decoding
delay and complexity. This analysis shows that the proposed scheme can achieve the full-
space diversity gain while maintaining single-symbol decoding complexity at the destination.
Unlike the existing schemes, a low decoding delay is experienced and it is independent of
the number of relays.
5.5.1 Decoding delay and complexity analysis
Let us define some definitions for our discussion.
Definition 5.1. Single-Symbol ML Decodable: A code or a scheme is said to be single-symbol
ML decodable if its ML decoding metric can be written as a sum of several terms, each of which
depends at most on one transmitted symbol [104].
Definition 5.2. The decoding Delay is the time that the destination has to wait, starting from
the time of transmission from the source, before it can start decoding the symbols that it receives
[98].
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It can be observed from (5.19) and (5.22), that each equalised time-slot depends only on one
transmitted symbol. This means that the proposed scheme is a single-symbol ML decodable
scheme. In addition, the decoding delay of the proposed scheme is four time-slots. This is
because the destination has to wait for two time slots on each transmission phase before
starting the decoding process. Unlike the methods proposed in [98, 104], it is worth noting
that the proposed scheme’s decoding delay is independent of the relays number.
5.5.2 Diversity gain Analysis
According to Definition 2.6, the diversity gain that a network can achieve is determined by
the SNR of the ML estimate. For the proposed scheme (see (5.22), it can be expressed as
γ = 2CP1ρ2
2σ2η + 2σ2v ρ2C(∑Nn=1∣hn∣2) . (5.23)
According to [105] and given that the SNR between the relays and destination is high, the
following relationship holds
2σ2η + 2σ2vρ2C(∑Nn=1 ∣hn∣2) = 2σ
2
vρ
2C(∑Nn=1 ∣hn∣2) , (5.24)
Thus, the SNR in (5.23) is approximated as
γ = γ0 N∑
n=1 ∣hn∣2 , (5.25)
where γ0 = P1/σ2v is the nominal SNR in the network.
From (5.25), it can be concluded that the maximum diversity gain can be achieved is bounded
by d = N . This is as the total SNR is affected by N channel coefficients. To determine the
achieved diversity gain, the average error probability (P) should be determined. Generally,
it is defined as
P(γ, u0) = Eh,g (Q (√u0γ)) , (5.26)
where h = [h1, h2, . . . , hN ]T , g = vec(G) and u0 is a constant scalar that depends on the
used modulation constellation.
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Using the Craig formula for the Q-function [106], the P(γ, u0) of (5.26) can be rewritten as
P(γ, u0∣h) = 1
pi
∫ pi2
0
exp(− u0γ
2sin2θ
)dθ. (5.27)
Using Lemma 1 of [106], the averaging over h gives that
P(γ, u0) = 1
pi
∫ pi2
0
N∏
n=1
1
1 + u0γ02 sin2 θ dθ⋍ 1
pi
∫ pi2
0
1( u0γ02 sin2 θ )N dθ ⋍ b.γ−N0 (5.28)
From (5.28), it can be concluded that the space-diversity gain of the network (d) is N . Thus,
the network is said to achieve the full-space diversity gain as d = min(1 ×N,N × 2)) = N
(see Definition 2.7).
5.6 Simulation Results and Discussion
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Fig. 5.2: BER of GABBA and STBC-JTRD (P2P and Distributed AF network)
In this section, the performance results of the proposed scheme (D-STBC-JTRD) for different
number of relays N are presented. Specifically, the spatial diversity gain is investigated
by utilising 2, 3, 5 and 6 relays. This is to illustrate the increase in diversity gain. The
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QPSK modulation was used and the performance is reported in terms of BER. A slow and
non-selective frequency Rayleigh fading channel was used, which resulted in a fixed fading
coefficient over a fixed number of J = L = T = 2. From the shown figures, it can be observed
that higher space-diversity gains were achieved. This is while retaining a fixed full-rate and
single-symbol decoding complexity.
In Fig. 5.2, the BER of the proposed scheme is compared to the D-GABBA scheme of [102],
where four relays are utilised (N = 4). Also, this figure includes the performance of the
MIMO P2P version of 2 × 2 GABBA and 2 × 2 STBC-JTRD. This to show the performance
degradation due to adapting to a distributed AF network [93, 94, 103]. Like the proposed
code, the D-GABBA code is chosen here as it offers full-rate for an arbitrary number of relays.
From Fig. 5.2, it is observed that both the proposed code and the existing D-GABBA code
achieves the full-space diversity gain (d = min(1 × 4,4 × 2) = 4). However, the proposed
code shows better performance and less performance degradation due to the adaptation
for WRNs. In addition and unlike the D-GABBA code, there is no need to adjust the coding
scheme which reduces the network overhead [102].
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Fig. 5.3: BER of 1 × 2 × 2 and 1 × 5 × 2 D-STBC-JTRD scheme
Fig. 5.3 shows the space-diversity gain that can be achieved by the proposed scheme (D-
STBC-JTRD), when two and four relays are utilized. For comparison purposes, the diversity
gain reference curves of d = 2 and d = 5 are included. As discussed in Section 5.4, it is shown
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that full-space diversity gain is achieved as the BER curve approximates the reference curves
in high SNR values range.
Similarly, the BER in the cases of three and six relays are simulated in Fig. 5.4 to show the
diversity gain achieved when more relays are available for utilization.
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Fig. 5.4: BER of 1 × 3 × 2 and 1 × 6 × 2 D-STBC-JTRD scheme
5.7 Conclusion
As mentioned, it is known that the diversity gain is further improved when the number of
relays is increased. However, in most existing code design, there is a trade-off between a
decrease in the code rate and the need to retain the single-symbol decoding complexity
at the receiver when more relays are utilised. This chapter proposed the D-STBC-JTRD
scheme which has the ability to accommodate an arbitrary number of relays. This is while
maintaining both the full-rate transmission and the single-symbol decoding complexity.
Unlike most existing D-STBCs, the offered code rate is independent of the number of relays
and hence there is no code rate loss as the number of relays increases. In addition, this
scheme uses the same encoding matrices at every relay. Thus, it eliminates the need for
additional network overhead to coordinate the code generation by the relays. This means
that there is no need to interrupt the transmission if a relay has been down/up. These
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mentioned features have value in many communication applications, particularly where the
communications system is varying rapidly ( sometimes 2 relays and sometimes 6 relays...etc.)
due to busy or on call status (or other reasons).
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„Intelligence without ambition is a bird without wings.
— Salvador Dali
(Spanish artist)
6.1 Introduction
As mentioned in Chapter 5, a major challenge in a WRN is to coordinate an arbitrary number
of relay transmissions while maintaining full diversity gain and offering high rates with
low decoding complexity at the destination. Using a combination of STBC and spatial
modulation (SM), it is expected that high throughput and high transmit diversity gain is
possible. In general such combinations are achieved using MIMO systems. This allows the
construction of a fixed STBC-SM code as the number of antennas at the transmitter is fixed
[107–111]. Moreover, these designs are bounded by a transmit-diversity gain of two. To the
best of the author’s knowledge, there is no existing research addressing distributed STBC-SM
(D-STBC-SM). With respect to the current literature, this chapter presents:
• An adaptive transmission protocol for DF WRNs proposed to accommodate an arbitrary
number of relays. Unlike [107–111], this protocol offers a transmit-diversity gain
of N0 (N ≥ N0 ≥ 1) because of the possibility of activating an N0 number of relays
simultaneously. Given some control information, the protocol can be adapted easily
to transmit through any given number of relays (N0). This means it can work with
a varying number of N0, which is a desirable feature for networks that experience
imperfect time synchronisation [36, 37].
• An algorithm to construct D-STBC-SM codes. Unlike [96, 97, 100–102], this algorithm
offers a rate that increases as the number of relays increases. Specifically, it can offer
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a rate of r0log2M2 + 1T2 log2c bpcu instead of r0log2M2 bpcu, where c =
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎛⎜⎝ NN0
⎞⎟⎠
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦2p
is the number of possible relay combinations, r0 is the code-rate of the used STBC,
M2 is the order of modulation that is used by the relays and ⌊.⌋ represents the floor
integer operator. A promising feature is that an increase in throughput is achieved
using the same total average transmitting energy. This is as only N0 of the N available
participating relays are active at any given time. Moreover, the proposed algorithm
uses multi-level optimization processes and hence the constructed code outperforms
the few existing STBC-SM codes.
• An optimal and suboptimal reduced-complexity decoder provided for the proposed
protocol. The orthogonal property of the used STBC allows a decoding complexity
reduction to O(cnsM2) instead of O(cMns2 ), where ns is the number of symbols per
information block of transmission. Using the sub-optimal decoder, this decoding-
complexity can be further reduced to O(c + nsM2) with some performance penalty.
This makes it suitable to acquire higher throughput.
• Theoretical analysis of diversity gain, coding gain and required decoding complexity
of the proposed protocol. Also, these claims are backed up by numerical simulations.
This chapter is organised as follows: First, the network model is described. Then, the
proposed transmission protocol is introduced and more details of designing the STBC-SM
code are provided. This is followed by a theoretical analysis of performance and complexity.
Last, empirical results to back up the claims are presented.
6.2 Prior Work
The overall interest in this field of research lies in the construction of a high-rate D-STBC
that has the ability to utilize any arbitrary number of relays [33, 95]. It would appear
that research has had limited success in designing high-rate codes while maintaining a
single-symbol decodability at the destination. In [96], the authors proposed systematic
construction steps of a row-monomial D-STBC with a code rate bounded by 2/(2+N), where
N denotes the number of relays. In [97], a new code class called semi-orthogonal precoded
distributed single-symbol decodable STBC (Semi-PD-SSD-STBCs) was proposed. It has the
advantage of performing precoding on the information symbols, which in turn doubles the
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achieved code rate. Although these codes were designed for an arbitrary number of relays, it
may be preferable to use them only in WRNs with a few numbers of relays. This is because
the code rate decreases dramatically as the number of relays increases. In [98], a coding
scheme, with a code rate of 14 , was proposed to operate in WRNs of high number of relays.
However, this scheme has a high decoding delay, as the required transmission time increases
exponentially with the number of relays. In [99], an adjustable full-rate STBC matrix was
designed, but it requires a feedback channel to adjust the code. This creates additional
network overhead that inherently reduces the achieved diversity gain. In [100–102], the
generalised ABBA code (GABBA) of [103] was adapted for AF WRNs to offer a full-rate
while maintaining single-symbol decodability. However the resulting D-GABBA scheme has
some constraints: (1) the number of symbols per block (T ) should be expressible as a power
of two, and (2) the number of available relays (N) should be smaller or equal to T (N ≤ T ).
These constraints were resolved by utilising global knowledge of channel state information
(CSI) of the entire WRN at the relays [112].
Spatial modulation (SM) was developed to improve the throughput of MIMO systems
and was initially extended for WRNs in [113–115]. The intention was to add the spatial
dimension to the modulated signal constellation; this allowed information to be transmitted
not only using amplitude/phase modulation (APM) but also using the relay indices. This
offers higher throughput due to multiplexing data via different relays [114, 116]. However,
the overall achieved diversity gain was limited to the number of receive antennas, as only one
relay was active for any given transmission. This was partially solved for WRNs by employing
SM specifically at the source node and leaving the full diversity gain to be achieved between
the relays and the destination [115, 117, 118]. In these research studies, the effective use of
SM was still bounded by the number of antennas available at the source node. Due to size,
cost and hardware limitations, the availability of multiple antenna may not be feasible in
many systems [7]. In [119, 120], transmit-diversity gain can be achieved at the expense
of orthogonal channel resources. In conclusion, existing research uses relays only either to
offer high throughput using SM or to achieve transmit diversity gain using D-STBC in an
WRN with an arbitrary number of relays and a source equipped with a single antenna.
6.3 Network Model
A WRN is comprised of a source S, a Nˆ number of HD relays R1, . . . ,RNˆ and a destination
D (depicted in Fig. 6.1). Let the source and relays each be equipped with a single antenna
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and the destination with Nr,Nr ∈ N+. This configuration is denoted by (Nˆ ,Nr). The
transmission through the network is conducted in two phases. In the first phase, the
information is broadcast from the source to the relays. In the second phase, each relay
decodes its received symbols which are then only encoded and transmitted to the destination
if received correctly. The total transmission power for the entire network is denoted by P
and is evenly divided between both phases. The channel through the network is assumed
to be a quasi-static Rayleigh fading channel. The source is assumed to be completely blind,
while perfect CSI is assumed only at the decoding nodes.
1
S
R1
R2
RN
RNˆ
D
Nr
Fig. 6.1: Wireless relaying network model.
6.4 The Proposed Transmission Protocol
In this chapter, an adaptive protocol that uses an efficient combination of D-STBC and SM is
proposed to obtain better cooperative diversity gain and higher overall throughput. This
will be supported by a mathematical evaluation and an empirical comparison to existing
protocols on BER graphs.
6.4.1 Protocol Description
For a network configuration of (Nˆ ,Nr), the transmission through the network is conducted
in two phases:
Broadcasting Phase: The source transmits M1-ary PSK/QAM modulated symbols denoted
by s(i) = [s(i,1), . . . , s(i, J)]T , where i denotes the information block index and J is the
number of symbols in the broadcasting phase. To maximise the number of participating
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relays, the source (S) uses an error control code (ECC) to mitigate all errors. This is as relays
are only allowed to transmit if no error is present (see IEEE 802.16j standard). Thus, the
received vector at Rn is
rn(i)
J×1 = gny(i)J×1 + vn(i)J×1 , (6.1)
where gn (gn ∼ CN (0,1)) is the channel coefficient for the link between S and Rn. The
vector vn is the noise at Rn with entries vn ∼ CN (0,√ 2P ).
Multiplexing and Relaying Phase: To match the proposed modifications, this phase’s name
is changed to ’multiplexing and relaying phase’ rather than ’relaying phase’. As stated
previously, a relay will not partake in this phase if it detects an error. To limit the discussion,
it is assumed that a fixed number N out of Nˆ relays will always have no errors (see Section
2.6.1). The participating N relays will each conduct the following on its K = J log2M1
received bits (illustrated in Fig. 6.2):
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Fig. 6.2: Multiplexing and relaying phase for a given relay node.
1. The K decoded bits are divided into two groups. The first group contains K1 bits
and it is multiplexed to determine the relays that will be used to transmit the second
group of K2 bits. These K2 bits are modulated and then encoded with the D-STBC. If
K ≠K1 +K2, the excess bits must be buffered. The values of K1 and K2 are chosen
according to Section 6.4.2.
2. The binary sequence of the first group is converted to a decimal value `. This
value is used to determine if the relay is allowed to transmit and what it should
transmit. The second group of K2 bits is modulated to a symbol vector y2(i) =[y2(1, i), . . . ,y2(ns, i)]T using a two-tier star M2-ary QAM modulator (see Section
6.4.2).
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3. Given `, the relay Rn encodes its second group of K2 bits with a column of the D-STBC.
The column index is obtained from the entries given in the code-mapping table. This
encoding process is expressed as
tn(i)
L×1 = An`L×nsy2(i)ns×1 + Bn`L×nsy∗2(i)ns×1 , (6.2)
where L = ns/r0 and r0 is the code rate of the code used. n` is the logic index used
to identify the encoding matrices that should be used at relay Rn. Both An` and Bn`
are the encoding matrices responsible for generating the column n` of the D-STBC
matrix. All of An` and Bn` ( n` = 1 . . .N0) are characterized the D-STBC matrix and
are used to construct the code in a distributive manner (see Section (2.7.2)) [7, 10].
It is worth noting that many existing D-STBC matrix can be used, given the number
of relays and the extent of the diversity gain required (N0). This will be discussed in
detail in Section 6.4.2.
4. The vector tn(i) is then phase-rotated. This results in the transmitted vector given as
tθn(i) = exp(jθi)tn(i), where θi, θi ∈ [0, pi] are provided by the code-mapping table.
Accordingly, the received symbol matrix at destination D is given by
Z(i)
L×Nr =
N0∑
n=1 tθn(i)L×1 hn1×Nr + η(i)L×Nr, (6.3)
where hn = [hn,1, . . . , hn,Nr ]T is the channel coefficient vector from the relay Rn to the
destination with entries hn,j ∼ CN (0,1). The matrix η is the noise at the destination with
entries ηij ∼ CN (0,√ 2P ).
The received signal matrix of (6.3) can be rewritten using (6.2) as
z(i) =H`y2(i) + η(i), (6.4)
where H` is the equivalent channel matrix that encapsulates both the rotation employed
and the channel coefficients of the relay set ` used for transmission.
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6.4.2 D-STBC-SM System Design and Optimization
Review of Conventional STBC-SM
Recently, the design of STBC-SM codes has drawn research attention because of the promising
improvements shown [107–111]. In this section, some basics and definitions of STBC-SM
that are needed to work for D-STBC-SM are shown.
Definition 6.1. Let X denote the STBC matrix (see Definition 2.8) and the STBC-SM code word
denoted by Xi,j [107]. An STBC-SM codebook Xd is defined as a set of nX STBC-SM code words.
The STBC-SM code X is, thus, formally defined as a set of nX codebooks. ∎
Definition 6.2. Let X be an STBC-SM code with nX codebooks and each has nX code words.
The minimum coding gain distance (CGD) is defined by
α(X ) = min
i,j
γmin(Xi,Xj), (6.5)
where i, j = 1 . . . nX and γmin(Xi,Xj) is the minimum CGD between two codebooks given by
γmin(Xi,Xj) = min
k,l
Hλ(Xik, Xˆjl∣i ≠ j&k ≠ l). (6.6)
The variables l, k = 1 . . . nX, Hλ(Xik, Xˆjl) are the harmonic mean of the non-zero eigenvalues of
A(Xik, Xˆjl) = ∆(Xik, Xˆjl)∆H(Xik, Xˆjl), and ∆(X, Xˆ) = X − Xˆ. ∎
The STBC-SM code exploits the properties of SM by distributing the STBC code word over
a subset of the number of antennas at the transmitter. The number of antennas at the
transmitter is fixed. This allows the construction only of a fixed STBC-SM code. For example,
code words of an STBC-SM code (X ) proposed in [107] based on the Alamouti’s STBC for a
4 × 1 MIMO system are expressed as
X1 = {X11,X12} = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎛⎜⎝ y(1) y(2) 0 0−y∗(2) y∗(1) 0 0
⎞⎟⎠ ,
⎛⎜⎝ 0 0 y(1) y(2)0 0 −y∗(2) y∗(1)
⎞⎟⎠
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ (6.7)
X2 = {X21,X22} = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎛⎜⎝ 0 y(1) y(2) 00 −y∗(2) y∗(1) 0
⎞⎟⎠ ,
⎛⎜⎝ y(2) 0 0 y(1)y∗(1) 0 0 −y∗(2)
⎞⎟⎠
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ ejθ. (6.8)
In this STBC-SM design, the first two bits are used to decide on selecting the code word Xij .
These bits define the set of antennas to transmit the remaining encoded bits (y(1) and y(2)).
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It should be noted that each code word Xij uses a unique antenna mapping pattern. The
phase rotation θi is set to avoid rank deficiency among codebooks to mitigate diversity gain
loss. The designs of a more complex STBC-SM in a MIMO system have shown promising
improvements and recently have started to attract attention [107–111].
D-STBC-SM Code Construction
In a conventional MIMO system, the number of antennas at both the receiver and transmitter
is fixed. However, the number of transmitting antennas is determined by the number of
available relays in WRNs. The number of relays can differ for each initiated transmission, a
variation that equates to the need for a distributed STBC-SM (D-STBC-SM) code to operate
over a distributed network. In this section, an algorithm is defined to construct D-STBC-SM
codes to work in WRNs. Two examples of constructing a D-STBC-SM code for given WRNs
are also provided.
The construction of an optimal D-STBC-SM code relies on the proper selection of a relays
indices pattern that maximises the CGD. To reduce the search space for the optimised
codebooks, the inner and mutual CGDs are formally defined:
Definition 6.3. For a given X , the inner CGD (ϕmin(X )) and the mutual CGD (δmin(X )) are
given by
ϕmin(X ) = min
i
γmin(Xi,Xi) (6.9)
and
δmin(X ) = min
i,j
γmin(Xi,Xj)∀ i ≠ j, (6.10)
respectively.∎
Another two important metrics in the construction of the code are how the relays patterns
are chosen, namely the indexing distance and the Hamming distance. Both are used in the
shown algorithm and are formally defined as
Definition 6.4. Let {Ri} and {Rj}, iand j ∈ N, denote two sets of relays. Then, ρ ∶ N →∣({Ri}∩ {Rj})∣ defines the indexing distance. This computes the size of the intersection between
these two sets. ∎
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Definition 6.5. Let {Ri} and {Rj}, iand j ∈ N, denote two sets of relays with similar cardi-
nality. Then, dmin ∶ N → ({Ri},{Rj}) defines the Hamming distance between the two sets of
relays. ∎
To maximise the BER performance, the proposed algorithm is designed to construct code
words with minimal indexing distance ρ and maximum Hamming distance dmin. This
design can operate on the common modulation schemes (see Section 2.4), but an additional
improvement was observed using star QAM. The star QAM relies on two parameters that are
also optimised in the algorithm as an additional step and, for completeness, are defined in
Definition (2.5).
Now with the necessary definitions, the proposed algorithm can be described in detail in
Algorithm 4. Two examples are provided to illustrate how the algorithm operates. The codes
shown below follow step by step in its construction phase. The algorithm shown are offering
a code rate of
r = r0log2M2 + log2c, (6.11)
where r and r0 is the code rate offered of the constructed D-STBC-SM and the STBC used,
respectively.
The offered overall rate increases as the number of relays increases. This can be seen while
examining (6.11) for a number of participating relays as shown in Tab. 6.1.
N0 r0 N c r
2 1 3 2 0.5 + log2M2
4 4 1 + log2M2
5 8 1.5 + log2M2
3 34 4 4 0.5 + 34 log2M2
5 8 34 + 34 log2M2
6 16 1 + 34 log2M2
Tab. 6.1: The offered code rate for a different number of relays
Example 6.1. Let N0 = 2 and N = 4, then the number of possible combinations is c = 4. A
D-STBC-SM is constructed based on the proposed algorithm while using the Alamouti’s STBC
shown in Section (2.7.2). For illustration purposes, the optimisation process results are shown
below. The STBC-SM proposed in [107] that was originally designed for a conventional MIMO
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Algorithm 4 D-STBC-SM Code Design Procedures.
1. In a WRN, a network protocol uses several metrics to determine which relays
can participate in the communication to the destination. Let N denote the
number of relays available to the WRN and let N0 denote the number of relays
assigned by the network protocol to transmit simultaneously (N0 < N). The
number N0 is determined when the transmission flow is initiated by higher
layer functions within the WRN. Based on network constraints (desired code
rate, latency, etc.), select from the existing L ×N0 MIMO STBC codes (X ), e.g.
several are suggested in [7, 10].
2. DetermineK1 = log2(c), where c = ⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎛⎜⎜⎝
N
N0
⎞⎟⎟⎠
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦2p denotes the number of possible
relay combinations for the transmission of the STBC code word and p ∈ N.
3. Generate a list of all possible combinations of relays while avoiding inner and
outer repetition [121–123].
4. Pick unique c combinations while
• maximising dmin,
• minimising ρ,
• and minimising nX .
5. Create a code-mapping table by reordering and labelling the c combinations to
minimise the number of nX , e.g. see Tab. 6.2 and Tab. 6.3. Each row in the
mapping table represents one code word of the new D-STBC-SM code.
6. As an optional step, the parameters {a, b}, and φ for a M2-ary star-QAM
modulation can be optimised, if this modulation is used, by
[a,φ] = argmax
ri∈(0,2),φ∈[0,pi4 ]ϕmin, (6.12)
where ϕmin is defined in (6.9) and b = √2 − a2.
7. Assuming θ1 = 0, optimise the set of phase rotation angles {θi}i=nXi=2 that
maximise δmin(X ) expressed as [θ2 . . . θnX ] = argmaxθi∈[0,pi] δmin.
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system can be used on this WRN, but Section 6.6 shows an improvement when using the proposed
algorithm. The final constructed code-mapping table is given in Tab. 6.2.
` R1 R2 R3 R4 θX1 0 (00) 1 2 0 0 0
1 (01) 0 0 1 2X2 2 (10) 0 1 2 0 0.96
3 (11) 2 0 0 1
Star-QAM parameters :a = 0.8245 and φ = 0.7854.
Tab. 6.2: The code-mapping table for Example 6.1.
Optimisation process of Example 6.1 code: The resulting figures of the optimization process
of Example 6.1 code are shown here for illustration purposes. First, the parameters set {a,φ}
for a M2-ary star-QAM modulation is chosen to maximise the inner CGD for the given code. In
Fig. 6.3, the inner CGD is shown over search ranges of a and φ. The values for the example was
a = 0.65 and φ = 0.78 which provided a maximum inner CGD of 0.70. Another optimization
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Fig. 6.3: The optimization of a and φ value of the Example 6.1 network.
which is crucial is to determine the correct phase rotation θi for each codebook. This is to
avoid rank deficiency among codebooks to mitigate diversity gain loss. This is accomplished by
choosing the set {θi} to maximise the mutual CGD. In Fig. 6.4, the mutual CGD is shown for
Example 6.1 for the search range of θ. ∎
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Fig. 6.4: The optimization of θ values for the Example 6.1 network.
Example 6.2. Let N0 = 3 and N = 6, then the number of possible combinations is c = 8. A
D-STBC-SM is constructed using the STBC (with code rate 34) of Section (2.7.2). The constructed
code-mapping table is given in Tab. 6.3. To avoid repetition, the illustration of optimization
` R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 θX1 0 (000) 1 0 0 0 3 2 0
1 (001) 0 3 2 1 0 0X2 2 (010) 0 1 0 0 2 3 0.6
3 (011) 3 0 1 2 0 0X3 4 (100) 0 2 3 0 1 0 0.35
5 (101) 2 0 0 3 0 1X4 6 (110) 0 2 1 0 3 0 1.1
7 (111) 1 0 0 2 0 3
Star-QAM parameters :a = 0.75 and φ = 0.393.
Tab. 6.3: The code-mapping table for Example 6.2.
process for this code is omitted. ∎
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6.4.3 Decoding Methods
The growing demand for more complex WRN transmissions requires more complex decoders
at the receiving node. In this section, an optimal ML decoder for the transmission protocol is
described, followed by proposing a reduced-complexity decoder. Optimal ML Decoder
The ML decoder considers an exhaustive search trying to estimate the transmitted data. This
is expressed as [ˆ`, yˆ2] = argmin
`∈{0,...c−1},y2∈Sns2 ∣∣z −H`y2∣∣2, (6.13)
where S2 is the M2-ary star-QAM modulation used by the relays.
This equates to searching over all cMns2 permutations. Assuming an orthogonal STBC
(OSTBC) is used, the received matrix can be decomposed into
yˆ`2(m) = argmin
y2∈S2 ∣∣u(m) − βy2∣∣2,∀m = 1, . . . , nS , (6.14)
and
ˆ`= argmin
`
{ ns∑
m=1(miny2∈S2 ∣∣u(m) − βy2∣∣2)} , (6.15)
where u = [u(1),u(2), . . . ,u(nS)]T =HH` yd and HH` H` = βIns .
This simplification based on the orthogonality property reduces the complexity of the decoder
from cMnS2 to nscM2.
Proposed Reduced-Complexity (RC) Decoder
A further reduction in decoding-complexity can be made using two sequential steps, with an
accepted loss in BER performance. The first step determines the set of relays used in the
relaying phase. This is accomplished by using a projection matrix P` with condition that
P`H` = 0. This projection matrix maps the received vector yd to an orthogonal subspaceHˆ` = [ H1 . . . H`−1 H`+1 . . .Hc ]. The projection matrix is computed as
P` = I −Hˆ`((Hˆ`)HHˆ`)−1 (Hˆ`)H . (6.16)
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This matrix projects the received vector yd to the space of H`, which results in a product of
zero for the correct set of relays if Nr ≥ N0 and has no channel impairments. However, in
the presence of channel impairments, the projection of the received vector z is altered and
the decoder decides on the set of relays by
ˆ`= argmin
`
∣∣P`z∣∣2. (6.17)
The second step of this decoder is conducted using a traditional OSTBC decoder which
computes [10]
yˆ2(m) = argmin
y∈S1×12 ∣∣u(m) − βy∣∣2, (6.18)
where u =HHˆ` z, and HHˆ` H` = βIns and Ins is ns × ns identity matrix.
Thus, it can be observed that the number of all possible combinations for an ML search
diminishes from cnsM2 to (c + nsM2).
6.5 Performance Analysis
In this section, the proposed transmission protocol is evaluated theoretically in term of
diversity gain, coding gain and the decoding complexity.
6.5.1 Diversity gain Analysis
The diversity gain of a DF WRN is determined by the broadcasting or relaying phase that
offers the lowest diversity gain individually (see Definition 2.7). The scope of this work
is focused on the diversity gain in the relaying phase. This section shows analysis of the
diversity gain in the case of the optimal ML decoder and then in the case of the RC decoder.
ML decoder Diversity analysis
It will be shown below that if the diversity gain of an STBC code is N0 × Nr, then the
D-STBC-SM constructed using on Algorithm 4 based on this STBC will also have a diversity
gain of N0 ×Nr, if the ML decoder of Section 6.4.3 is used at the destination.
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According to Definition 2.6, a wireless communication system achieves a space-diversity
gain of d if the average error probability P is upper bounded in the high SNR range by
P ≤ αγ−d, where α ∈ R+ and it is independent of γ. γ is the SNR. Assuming that a code word
X is transmitted through the relays, then (6.4) is equivalently written for a single-antenna
receiver as
z = Xh + η, (6.19)
where h is the relays-destination channel vector. Thus, the conditional pairwise error
probability (PEP) of the WRN (see Section 6.3) can be computed as [26]
P(X→ Xˆ∣h) = Q⎛⎝
√
γ∣∣∆Xh∣∣2
2
⎞⎠ , (6.20)
where Q (x) = ∫ ∞x e−y2/2dy. The error matrix is denoted by ∆X = X − Xˆ.
Equation (6.20) can be expanded as
P(X→ Xˆ∣h) = Q
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
¿ÁÁÁÁÀγ ∥h˜HΛh˜∥2
2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, (6.21)
where Λ = diag(λ21, . . . , λ2N) and λn denotes the singular values of ∆X. V is a unitary matrix
and h˜ = Vh. It is worth noting that there is no rank deficiency in Λ due to using of the phase
rotation(see Appendix 6.8.1).
Equation (6.21) can be simplified and bounded as
P(X→ Xˆ) =Eh ⎛⎜⎜⎝Q
⎛⎜⎜⎝
¿ÁÁÀγ∑N0i=1 λ2i ∥h˜(i)∥2
2
⎞⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎟⎟⎠
≤Eh ⎛⎜⎜⎝exp
⎛⎜⎜⎝
¿ÁÁÀγ∑N0i=1 λ2i ∥h˜(i)∥2
4
⎞⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎟⎟⎠ .
Given that the former code construction steps are followed, the rank of N0 is preserved (see
Appendix 6.8.1). Thus, according Lemma 1 of [106], the unconditional PEP is determined
by
P(X→ Xˆ) ≤ N0∏
n=1
1
1 + γ λ2n4 , (6.22)
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which can be approximated for high SNR values as
P(X→ Xˆ) ≲ ( 4
γ
)N0 1∏N0n=1 λ2n . (6.23)
This concludes that a transmit diversity gain of N0 is achieved. As the equivalent channel
matrix is a concatenation of the equivalent channel matrices of each receive antenna, it
suffices to check the diversity gain for only one receiver antenna. This results in a diversity
gain of N0 ×Nr for a code employed with an Nr-antennas destination.
Diversity analysis of RC decoder
It was shown that the designed D-STBC-SM code achieves the full diversity gain if the
ML decoder is used. However, the RC decoder of Section 6.4.3 has limited diversity gain
encapsulated in (6.17). It is limited by the relays combination detection step, which has an
error probability Pc of
Pc∣H = 1 − P(ν` ≻ νˆ`1 , . . . , ν` ≻ νˆ`c−1 ∣`,H)= 1 − P(ν` − νˆ`1 = 0∣`,H)c−1
= 1 − (∫ ∞
0
fν`−νˆ`1 (x)dx)c−1 (6.24)
= ⎛⎜⎝Q
⎛⎜⎝ µ` − µˆ`1√σ2` + σ2ˆ`1
⎞⎟⎠
⎞⎟⎠
c−1
. (6.25)
where with σ2i = σ2i ∥P`∥2, µi = P`H and
fν`−νˆ`1 (x) = 1√
2pi (σ2` + σ2ˆ`1) exp
⎛⎜⎝−(x − µ` − µˆ`1)
2
2 (σ2` + σ2ˆ`1)
⎞⎟⎠
This holds assuming that ν` = ∣∣P`z∣∣2 and information bits are independent and equiproba-
ble.
By applying the Chernoff bound to (6.25), we can rewrite as
Pc∣F ≤ 12c−1 exp(−c − 12 ∥H`∥2σ2 ) . (6.26)
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Averaging over H, the relay combination detection error can be determined as
Pc ≤ ∫ ∞
0
1
2c−1 exp(−c − 12 xσ2 ) f∣∣H`∣∣2(x)dx= 1
2c+Nr−1Γ(Nr) ∫ ∞0 exp(−(c + σ2 − 1)x2σ2 )xNr−1dx
≤ ( σ2
σ2 + c − 1)Nr
≤ ( 1(c − 1)γ )Nr . (6.27)
From (6.27), it can be concluded that the two-step decoder can achieve only the full-receive
diversity gain Nr. Therefore, the complexity-reduction is at the expense of transmit diversity
gain.
6.5.2 Coding Gain Analysis
The coding gain of the proposed D-STBC-SM code is improved by maximising the CGD. The
inner and mutual CGD of the code designed in Example 6.1 is compared with the code of
[107] under the assumption of using an 8-ary modulation.
STBC-SM of [107] Proposed
dmin(X ) δmin(X ) dmin(X ) δmin(X )
0.44 0.32 0.71 0.51
Tab. 6.4: CGD values of the proposed code and [107].
Thus, it can be observed that the proposed STBC-SM has a larger inner and mutual CGD
than the code proposed in [107] and, hence better performance can be achieved.
6.5.3 Complexity Analysis
The complexity order is defined here as the number of iterations needed to find the optimal
estimate for (6.4). The complexity order of the optimal ML decoder is O(cMns2 ), where ns
is the number of symbols per code word and M2 is the order of the modulation used. This
order is reduced to O(cM2ns) when orthogonality of STBC used is preserved. This is as
orthogonality allows linear decomposition of the symbols. In contrast, the complexity-order
of the proposed RC decoder is further reduced to O(c +M2ns). This is because the set of
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transmitting relays is firstly identified. A comparison of the complexity order is shown in
Fig. 6.5 in term of the number of relays, for the configuration used in Example 6.1. The
offered bits per channel use (bpcu) is also shown; this is determined by the number of relays
and the modulation scheme. From Fig. 6.5, it is observed that the complexity of the RC
decoder increases marginally with the number of relays when compared to the complexity
of the optimal ML decoder. The advantage of using the RC decoder is that the throughput
can be increased from 3 to 4.5 bpcu for a 4-ary modulation scheme without complexity
increasing at a cost of minor loss in performance.
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Fig. 6.5: Normalised complexity order versus the number of relays. Also, the offered bpcu
is given in parentheses; the first value corresponds to an 8-ary case while the
second value corresponds to a 16-ary case.
6.6 Simulation Results and Discussion
Numerical simulations are shown here in terms of BER to back up the theoretical claims of
the proposed protocol. First, Example 6.1 and 6.2 networks are simulated and compared
with a number of existing systems in Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7, respectively. This is to show how
the proposed protocol and the constructed codes outperform the existing systems. Tab. 6.5
and Tab. 6.6 summarise the simulation parameters used for the existing systems. This
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section shows also a comparison of using the optimal ML decoder and the RC decoder for
different network configurations (shown in Fig. 6.8). All simulations were conducted on
a Rayleigh faded channel and it was assumed that the total transmission power is evenly
distributed between the transmission phases. For comparison purposes, the shown figures
include two slope diversity gain reference curves for cases of (N ×Nr) and (N0 ×Nr).
Code Network Broadcast phase Relaying phase
Alamouti’s STBC [106, 124] (22,4) J = 2(16-QAM) nS = 2(16-QAM)
3
4 -OSTBC [10] (44,4) J = 3(32-QAM) nS = 4(32-QAM)
ABBA code [102] (44,4) J = 4(16-QAM) nS = 4(16-QAM)
SM of [113, 125] (41,4) J = 1(16-QAM) nS = 1(4-QAM)
D-STBC-SM (Example 6.1) (42,4) J = 2(16-QAM) nS = 2(8-*QAM)
Tab. 6.5: Simulation parameters used in Fig. 6.6
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Fig. 6.6: BER performance result of Example 6.1 Network.
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In Fig. 6.6, the proposed transmission protocol (using the code in Example 6.1 on a (42,4)
network) is compared to the Alamouti’s STBC, the 34 -OSTBC, the ABBA code and the
traditional SM. The Alamouti’s STBC is limited to only two relays and can achieve a transmit-
diversity gain of two (N0 = 2), while both the 34 -OSTBC and the ABBA code constantly
utilise all four relays and achieve a transmit diversity gain of N0 = N = 4. However, they
lose the throughput that can be offered by SM. The traditional SM offers better throughput
at the cost of not using an STBC, which results in a loss of transmit diversity gain and a
coding gain. For a fair comparison in this experiment, no constraint was imposed on the
modulation order used and that the resulting system was required to provide a bpcu of 2.
With reference to Fig. 6.6, it is observed that the proposed protocol reports an improved BER
performance. Specifically, it results in performance gains of 1.3 dB, 2.3 dB and 3.6 dB over
networks employing Alamouti’s STBC, 34 -OSTBC and ABBA code, respectively. In addition, a
gain of 1 dB was achieved over the STBC-SM of [107] because of the unique selection of the
c code words and the using of optimised star-QAM modulation. It should be noted that this
STBC-SM code of [107] was originally designed for a conventional MIMO system and was
extended here to operate on the WRN for the purpose of this comparison.
The proposed protocol was simulated in Fig. 6.7 for another network configuration of (63,4)
to investigate the ability to achieve higher diversity gain and to offer higher throughput.
It was compared to an ABBA system which offers a transmit diversity gain of N0 = N = 6
by using all the available relays but without throughput improvement. A simulation of the
traditional SM was included again to illustrate how the throughput can be maximised. It was
observed that the proposed protocol had the lowest BER in this experiment with a diversity
gain of (N0 = 3) × (Nr = 4). It provides an SNR gain of 1.2 dB and 2.8 dB over networks
employing the ABBA code and SM, respectively.
Code Network Broadcast phase Relaying phase
SM of [113, 125] (61,4) J = 1(16-QAM) nS = 1(4-QAM)
ABBA code [102] (66,4) J = 6(16-QAM) nS = 6(16-QAM)
D-STBC-SM (Example 6.2) (63,4) J = 3(32-QAM) nS = 4(16-*QAM)
Tab. 6.6: Simulation parameters used in Fig. 6.7
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Fig. 6.7: BER performance result of Example 6.2 Network.
In the next experiment, the loss in performance in the case of using the RC decoder was
investigated in Fig. 6.8. It was compared to the optimal ML decoder in WRNs of (32,4),(52,4) and (82,4). It should be noted that a reduction in complexity is ideal in certain
applications when higher throughput is needed. In this experiment, it was observed that the
optimal ML decoder achieved a diversity gain of (2 ×Nr = 8), while the RC decoder had a
reduced diversity gain of Nr = 4.
6.7 Conclusion
Motivated by the developments in spatial modulation, an adaptive transmission protocol
was proposed for WRNs to exploit the potential space-diversity gain while obtaining higher
spectral efficiency. Unlike the existing literature, this protocol can accommodate an arbitrary
number of relays while improving the overall throughput and maintaining the same achieved
space-diversity gain. In addition, an algorithm to generate D-STBC-SM codes to be used by
this protocol was shown. The achieved performance of the resulting codes is better than that
of many existing codes because the criteria are designed to choose the code words and to
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Fig. 6.8: BER of (3,5,8) × 4 D-STBC-SM when the optimal ML and the RC decoder is used.
employ a multi-level optimization process. Also, a further reduced-complexity decoder is
proposed. All of these claims are accompanied by numerical and theoretical evaluations.
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6.8 Appendices
6.8.1 Rank of the constructed code
Following the steps of Algorithm 4, the constructed D-STBC-SM code based an STBC (X ), X
is with rank of N0, has the same rank of X .
Proof: Let {X} denote the set of codewords for a codebook Xi. The rank of the constructed
code in Example 6.1, computed from A(X, Xˆ) of (6.6), is investigated to show that the
maximum rate is preserved. There are two cases to consider, (1) when two codewords
belong to the same codebook and (2) for the case of two different codebooks. In the first
case, two codewords are present in the same codebook that used identical relays in its
transmission. This results in
A(X, Xˆ) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∑N0n=1 ∣x1n − xˆ1n∣2 ∑N0n=1 (x1n − xˆ1n)(x2n − xˆ2n)∗ . . . ∑N0n=1 (x1n − xˆ1n)(xLn − xˆLn)∗∑N0n=1 (x2n − xˆ2n)(x1n − xˆ1n)∗ ∑N0n=1 ∣x2n − xˆ2n∣2 . . . ∑N0n=1 (x2n − xˆ2n)(xLn − xˆLn)∗⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
∑N0n=1 (xLn − xˆLn)(x1n − xˆ1n)∗ ∑N0n=1 (xLn − xˆLn)(x2n − xˆ2n)∗ . . . ∑N0n=1 ∣xLn − xˆLn∣2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
(6.28)
It can be noticed that A(X, Xˆ) of the constructed D-STBC-SM is equal to the original
STBC used in the construction of the code. Therefore, it has a rank of N0 if the used
STBC has this rank.
In the second case, where two codewords belong to two different codebooks, the
phase rotation between codebooks is used to mitigate rank deficiency among code-
books. The rank of N0 is preserved even under the worst case among codewords
combination possibilities. Without loss of generality, this concept is shown for
Example 6.1 as
A(X, Xˆ) = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∣y(1) − yˆ(2)∣2 + ∣y(2)∣2 + ∣yˆ(1)∣2 −(y(1) − yˆ(2))(y(2) − yˆ(1)) + y(1)y(2) − yˆ(1)yˆ(2)−(y(2) − yˆ(1))∗(y(1) − yˆ(2))∗ + y∗(1)y∗(2) − yˆ∗(2)yˆ∗(1) −∣y(2) − yˆ(1)∣2 + ∣y(1)∣2 + ∣yˆ(2)∣2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
(6.29)
It should be noted that if the phase θ is set to zero, then the code is rank deficient
over several symbols, e.g. when {y(1) = yˆ(2),y(2) = −yˆ(1)} and {y(1) = y(2) =
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yˆ(1) = −yˆ(2)}. However, if θ is selected to mitigate this effect, then the rank is
preserved. ∎
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Part III
Multi-user Interference in Wireless
Relaying Networks

Part 3: Abstract
This part considers the multi-user interference of WRNs. Two transmission protocols
with an interference cancellation scheme are proposed: the concurrentS−R−D-PICR,D
protocol for DF WRNs and the concurrentS−R−D-PICD protocol for AF WRNs. Unlike
existing protocols, these protocols allow the concurrent transmission in both phases
of the transmission. Thus, high spectral efficiency is offered while maintaining
low decoding complexity. This low decoding complexity is maintained due to the
adaptation of the partial interference cancellation group decoding (PICGD) approach
for WRNs, which was initially proposed by Guo, et al., for point-to-point (P2P)
communication link. For a WRN consisting of J users each equipped with Ja-
antenna, a single half duplex (HD) Ra-antenna relay, and M -antenna destination,
the concurrentS−R−D-PICR,D protocol achieves the interference-free diversity gain
(i.e., Ra×min {Ja,M}) without imposing any conditions on a node’s antenna number.
The interference-free is the diversity gain achieved, assuming that each user in the
network is transmitting solely without experiencing any interference from other
users, hence it is considered as the natural natural upper bound of the diversity gain
in multi-user WRNs. Similar to most exiting protocols, this protocol requires the CSI
of the users-relay links at the relay. In contrast, the concurrentS−R−D-PICR,D protocol
achieves a diversity gain of Ja ×M , given that Ra > 8, while the CSI is required only
at the destination. Although the diversity’s upper bound is not achieved, this protocol
uses a simple relay as no CSI or encoding is required at the relay. In addition, and
unlike the existing protocols, the achievable diversity gain is determined by both
Ja and M and it is not sacrificed while J is increased. This part also establishes
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sufficient conditions for an STBC to achieve the prior mentioned diversity gains,
when the PICGD approach is employed by multi-users WRNs.
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7Low-Complexity and Full-Diversity
Partial Interference Cancellation
for Multi-User WRNs
„Man needs his difficulties because they are
necessary to enjoy success.
— A. P. J. Abdul Kalam
(Indian President)
7.1 Introduction
In the last decade, the demand for high capacity and reliable wireless communica-
tions networks has grown rapidly. This can be attributed mainly to the increasing
need for high quality video streaming services via cellular networks. Compared with
direct communications MIMO networks, relaying schemes are common for coverage
extension purposes. These networks are referred to as WRNs where an intermediate
node is used for relaying the information from the users to the destination. In these
networks, the transmission is conducted in two phases. During the first phase, all
users broadcast their information to the relaying node; and during the second phase,
the relay processes and forwards the received signal to the destination. This process
varies according to the relaying protocol adopted in the network.
Most of the related research that considers the multiple access channel (MAC) of
WRNs limits their work in the case of assigning orthogonal channel resources to the
active users [6, 7, 12, 35]. This avoids the expected multi-user interference. For
example, the users in the full-TDMAS−R−D protocol have dedicated their time-slots
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Protocol
S-R
link.
R-D
link.
Decoding
@R
Decoding
@D
concurrentS−R-ICR concurrent TDMA IC+ML ML
concurrentR−D-ICD TDMA concurrent - IC+ML
concurrentS−R−D-ICD concurrent concurrent - IC+ML
full-TDMAS−R−D concurrent concurrent - ML
concurrentS−R−D-J. MLD concurrent concurrent - JML
Tab. 7.1: Protocol terms definitions
to avoid the interference. This protocol was shown to achieve the maximum diversity
gain of WRNs, denoted as interference-free diversity gain. The interference-free is the
diversity gain achieved assuming that each user in the network is transmitting solely
without experiencing any interference from other users. This gain is considered to
be the natural upper bound of the diversity gain in multi-user WRNs. Although the
upper bound diversity is achieved using the full-TDMAS−R−D protocol, the spectral
efficiency is significantly reduced due to the orthogonality among distinct users
in the time domain. On the other hand, both the maximum spectral efficiency
and diversity gain can be achieved using concurrentS−R−D-J.MLD protocol, where
concurrent transmission is allowed in both phases and the joint ML decoder is used
at the destination. However, this protocol experiences the highest level of decoding
complexity. This complexity order is considered to be the natural upper bound of
complexity in multi-user WRNs.
Recently, the exploitation of the newly added dimension (i.e., space) to mitigate the
multi-user interference was introduced. This is due to the merging of the MIMO
techniques in wireless communication standards. The space-based interference
cancellation (IC) schemes have the potential to significantly improve the system’s
spectral efficiency, especially when combined with the classical techniques. For the
MAC over direct communication links, many IC schemes have been proposed to
cancel the multi-user interference with affordable complexity, but this resulted in a
reduced diversity gain [126–128]. The IC scheme, based on the partial interference
cancellation group decoding (PICGD) of [129, 130], was initially proposed for
direct communication link scenarios. Unlike [126–128], this IC scheme achieves
full-diversity at an affordable detection complexity cost while retaining high spectral
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efficiency [131, 132] . In order to cope with practical case scenarios, full-diversity,
low-complexity IC schemes for more complex network models (e.g., relay-aided
networks) need to be designed. The discussed protocols have been defined in Table
7.1 given below.
Contributions
In this chapter, a multi-user WRN with J users, a single Ra-antenna relay and a
M -antenna destination is considered. The users are equipped each with Ja-antenna.
The DF and AF relaying protocols are analysed. In the case of DF networks, it has
been assumed that the perfect CSI is available only at the decoding nodes (the relay
and the destination). On the other hand, it is available exclusively at the destination
in the case of AF networks. In summary, and with respect to current literature, the
contributions are
• Two transmission protocols are proposed: the concurrentS−R−D-PICR,D pro-
tocol for DF WRNs; and the concurrentS−R−D-PICD protocol for AF WRNs.
Unlike [133] and concurrentR−D-ICD of [134], the proposed protocols allow
concurrent transmission in both phases of the transmission. Thus, higher
spectral efficiency is offered while maintaining low decoding complexity. The
low decoding complexity is maintained due to adapting the PICGD approach
for multi-users WRNs. This approach was initially proposed by Guo, et al. for
P2P communication links. The concurrentS−R−D-PICR,D protocol achieves the
interference-free diversity gain without any condition on any nodes’ antenna
number. As with most exiting protocols, this protocol requires the CSI of the
users-relay links at the relay. In contrast, the concurrentS−R−D-PICR,D protocol
achieves a diversity of Ja ×M , given that Ra > 8, while the CSI is required only
at the destination. Unlike the concurrentS−R−D-ICD protocol of [133], the
achievable diversity is determined by both the destination and user’s antennas.
This means that variant communications networks can be utilised.
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• Assuming the PIC decoder, sufficient conditions are derived to achieve the
mentioned achieved diversity gains of the proposed protocols.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows: Section 7.4 introduces the network
model and the proposed protocols. Then, diversity criteria of the protocols are
derived in Section 7.5. Finally, the simulation results and the decoding complexity is
discussed in Section 7.7 and 7.8, respectively.
7.2 Prior Work
In the literature, two multi-user WRN models are considered. In one model, multiple
users are communicating with multiple destinations through a set of relaying nodes.
In this model, each user is targeting one distinct destination through two hops of
transmission. Two approaches have been discussed to resolve this interference.
In [135, 136], an interference-aware relay selection scheme without interference
mitigation has been introduced. In [137–139], the zero-forcing (ZF) method has
been employed to mitigate the experienced multi-user interference; it uses scaling
factors at the relaying nodes to null out the interference terms at the destinations.
In [140, 141], schemes based on the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) have
been introduced. Unlike [137–139], these schemes use factors that are designed
to minimise the power of the interference-plus-noise at the destinations. In [142],
an analysis has been presented for both the energy and spectral efficiency trade-off
for schemes that use either the MMSE or the ZF method at their destinations. This
analysis helped to identify the role of IC at the relaying nodes on realising the
optimal power consumption-spectral efficiency trade-off. It shows how relaying
schemes that do not attempt to mitigate the interference could yield a poor power
consumption-spectral efficiency trade-off. There are two main drawbacks with these
schemes: (1) they all require the global perfect CSI at one centralised node to
calculate the gain factors and then fed them back to the relaying nodes; and (2) they
cannot be applied directly to other multi-user WRN modelling, where non-parallel
communication flows from multiple users to only one destination.
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Afterwards, the multi-user interference of the other WRNs model has been consid-
ered. In this network model, multiple transmitting users are targeting one destination
through a relaying node. In [143], ZF beam-formers have been determined to or-
thogonalize the users’ signals that received at the destination. However, it still
needs a feedback from a centralised node that has a global knowledge of CSI hence.
Accordingly, high control overhead is induced. In [144], the IC schemes that were
originally proposed for direct communications MIMO links have been adapted for
WRNs. The achievable diversity of these schemes is sacrificed in favour of spectral
efficiency. For example, a diversity gain of unity is achieved in WRN configurations
of two single-antenna users, one double-antenna relay and a multi-antenna receiver,
whereas the maximum diversity is two. In addition, these schemes require the IC
process to be conducted at the relay, hence a relay of high computational capabilities
is required. In [145], a protocol called IC-Relay-TDMA has been proposed for a
WRN model consisted of two users, a double-antenna relay, and a single-antenna
destination. The users can be single-, double- or quadruple-antenna nodes. This
proposed protocol achieves the interference-free diversity gain only in the case of
double and quadruple-antenna user nodes. It can be noted that in both [144] and
[145], the destination’s antenna number doesn’t play a role in the achieved diversity.
In [146], a protocol that denoted as TDMA-ICRec has been proposed. This protocol
uses TDMA in the first phase while concurrent transmission is allowed only in the
relaying phase. To achieve the interference-free diversity gain, the TDMA-ICRec
protocol requires that both the destination and the relay are equipped with two
or four antennas. Moreover, this protocol suffers from a spectral efficiency loss,
especially when high number of users are utilised. This is as concurrent transmission
is not allowed in the first phase of transmission where the user’s data are multiplexed.
In [134], the protocol of [145] has been generalised for J user WRNs, each user
is equipped with Ja antennas. This protocol (denoted by concurrentS−RICR) still
requires the knowledge of CSI at the relays to achieve the interference-free diversity
gain. This gain is achieved if the number of destination antennas (M) is less than
Ja(1 − J−1M ). Otherwise, the gain is bounded by min{(Ja(Ra − J + 1),RaM}. As
most other existing protocols, the concurrentS−RICR protocol has a low spectral
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efficiency as concurrent transmission is only allowed in the users-relay link. Recently,
a model of WRN with single-antenna users is considered under the assumption of
linear complexity at both at both the relay node and the destination [133]. For this
model, two protocols have been proposed, namely the concurrentR−DICD protocol
and the concurrentS−R−DICD protocol. In the concurrentR−DICD protocol, the users
have their own distinct time-slots in the first phase. Then, the relay transmits the
user’s data concurrently to the destination where the IC is conducted. Similar to
[134, 146], this protocol has a low symbol rate of 1J+1 as concurrent transmission
is allowed only in one phase of the transmission. Also, this protocol can achieve
the interference-free diversity gain only if M ≥ 2J − 1 is held. Moreover, the CSI
is also required at the relay. In contrast, the concurrentS−R−DICD protocol allows
concurrent transmission over both S −R and R −D links and the IC is performed at
the destination. Thus, a symbol rate of 12 is offered. However, the interference-free
diversity gain cannot be achieved and instead a gain of Ra − J + 1 is achieved. It can
be seen that neither Ja nor M has a role in affecting the achievable diversity. Thus,
this protocol suit specific communications systems where neither the users, nor the
destination has multiple antennas. However, most modern communications systems
standards assume the availability of multiple antenna nodes, which would be useless
if this protocol is used.
Protocol Diversity Gain Rate
CSI
Reqs.
Det.
Comp.
concurrentS−R-ICR min{Ja(Ra − J + 1,RaM} 1J+1 R and D O (∣A∣n)
concurrentR−D-ICD min{M, ⌊MJ ⌋(Na − J + 1)} 1J+1 R and D O (∣A∣n)
concurrentS−R−D-ICD ≤ Ra − J + 1 12 D O (∣A∣n)
1 concurrentS−R−D-PICR,D min{JaRa,RaM} 12 R and D O (∣A∣n/2)
1 concurrentS−R−D-PICD Ja ×M 12 D O (∣A∣n/2)
2 full-TDMAS−R−D min{JaRa,RaM} 12J D O (∣A∣1)
3 concurrentS−R−D-J. MLD min{JaRa,RaM} 12 D O (∣A∣J×n)
whereA denotes the modulation constellation used.
Tab. 7.2: Comparison of main existing IC schemes in WRNs
To recapitulate, the existing protocols that can achieve the interference-free diversity
gain are not allowed to use concurrent transmission in both phases and hence
low spectral efficiency is imposed. Also, these protocols require the knowledge of
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CSI at the relay and assume some strict conditions on nodes’ antenna number. In
contrast, the concurrentS−R−DICD protocol, which allows concurrent transmission
and provides high spectral efficiency, cannot achieve the interference-free diversity
gain. Instead, a gain of Ra − J + 1 is achieved, where neither Ja nor M has a role in
affecting the achievable diversity. A brief comparison of main existing protocols is
illustrated in Tab. 7.2, in terms of diversity gain, symbol rate and complexity-order.
7.3 Network Model
U1
Ja
H1
U2
H2
UJ
HJ
R
Ra G
D
M
Fig. 7.1: multi-user MIMO wireless relay network
A coverage extension scenario is considered where the network is comprised of J
users, a single Ra-antenna relay and a M -antenna destination (shown in Fig. 7.1).
The users are equipped each with Ja-antenna. The communication through the
network is conducted in two phases. During the first phase, all users broadcast their
information to the relaying node simultaneously. During the second phase, the relay
processes and forwards its received signal to the destination. The relay’s process
varies according to the relaying protocol adopted by the network. In the case of DF
networks, it has been assumed that the perfect CSI is available only at the decoding
nodes (the relay and the destination). However, it is available exclusively at the
destination in the case of AF networks. The total transmission power dedicated
for the entire network is denoted as P , and is evenly divided between the two
transmission phases. Assuming that each user is equipped with Ja transmit antennas,
the relay is equipped with Ra antennas and the destination is equipped with M
receive antennas, this configuration is henceforth described by (JJa ,Ra,M).
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7.4 The Proposed Protocols
7.4.1 Transmission Protocols Description
In this section, the proposed protocols are outlined. The concurrentS−R−D-PICR,D
protocol is introduced for DF WRNs while the concurrentS−R−D-PICD protocol is
introduced for AF WRNs. Assuming perfect time synchronization between the
transmitting users, the baseband MIMO MAC uplink channel may be described by
Yr
T1×Ra = J∑j=1 XjT1×Ja HjJa×Ra + WT1×Ra, (7.1)
where Yr is the received signal at the relay, T1 is the codeword signalling period
of the broadcasting phase, Xj is the code matrix of the jth user, Hj is the channel
coefficients matrix from the jth user to the relay with entries hik ∼ CN (0,1), and
W is the noise matrix at the relay with entries wik ∼ CN (0,No). According to the
above model, the n’th column of Xj denotes the symbols transmitted through the
n’th transmit antenna of the jth user during the signalling period T1 while the t’th
row of Xj denotes the symbols transmitted through the Ja transmit antennas of the
jth user during the t’th channel use.
In the second phase of a transmission, the relay is processing the received signal
according to the relaying protocol used, then the resulting signal is forwarded to the
destination. As mentioned, two relaying protocols are analysed:
• DF relaying protocol: As the name indicates, the relay here decodes its re-
ceived signal (shown in (7.1)) and then, these estimated symbols (sˆj ,∀j =
1, . . . , J) are encoded using linear dispersion code and forwarded to the desti-
nation. The decoding is conducted using the PICGD approach of Section 7.4.2.
The second phase of transmission can be considered as an Ra ×M P2P MIMO
communication link. This can be modelled as
Yd
T2×M = XT2×Ra GRa×M + VT2×M, (7.2)
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where T2 is the codeword signalling period of the relaying phase, Yd is the
received signal matrix at the destination and X is the code matrix used by the
relay and G is the channel coefficients matrix for the link in between the relay
and the destination with entries gij ∼ CN (0,1). V is the noise matrix at the
destination with entries vij ∼ CN (0,N ′o).
• AF relaying protocol: Here, the relay is simply amplified and then forward
the received signal to the destination. This Ra ×M MIMO P2P communication
link can be modelled as
Yd
T2×M = YrT2×Ra GRa×M + VT2×M. (7.3)
where T1 = T2 (as there is no encoding is being used).
The model of (7.3) can be simplified using (7.1) to
Yd
T2×M = ⎛⎝ J∑j=1 XjT1×Ja HjJa×Ra⎞⎠ GRa×M + WT1×Ra GRa×M + VT2×M. (7.4)
7.4.2 Interference Cancellation process
In the case of DF protocol, it is easy to see that the network is considered as two
separated networks, namely the MAC part and the P2P part. This section shows the
use of PICGD is provided at the relay and at the destination in the case of DF and AF
WRNs, respectively. Due to similarity, the use of PICGD approach at the destination
in the DF WRNs is omitted.
Toward this end, some algebraic manipulations are firstly required. Applying the
vec(.) operator to the received signal leads to
vec (Yr)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
y
= J∑
j=1 IRa ⊗ Xj´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
X̃j
vec (Hj)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
fj
+vec (V)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
n
(7.5)
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in the case of DF WRNs and to
vec (Yd)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
y
= J∑
j=1 IM ⊗ Xj´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
X̃j
vec (HjG)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
fj
+vec (WG + V)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
n
, (7.6)
in the case of AF WRNs, where IB is a B ×B identity matrix as B ∈ {M,Ra}. For a
large class of STBCs, the code matrices take the form of
Xj = nj∑
i=1 Aj,isj,i, ∀j = 1,2 . . . J, (7.7)
where Aj,i ∈ CT1×Ra and the sj,i ∈ C.
Using (7.7), the model of either (7.5) or (7.6) can be rewritten as
y = J∑
j=1
nj∑
i=1 (IB ⊗ Aj,i) fjsj,i + n, (7.8)
where B = Ra in the case of DF networks and B =M in the case of AF networks.
This equation of (7.8) can be written equivalently as
y = J∑
j=1H̃jsj + n, (7.9)
where
H̃j =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Hj,1Hj,2∶Hj,B
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (7.10)
Hj,b = [Aj,1fj,b . . . Aj,nj fj,b] and sj = [sj,1 . . . sj,nj]T. fj,b denotes the bth col-
umn of [HjG] or the bth column of Hj in the case of AF networks or the case of DF
networks, respectively.
Now, the ultimate aim is to decode the users’ data at the decoding node at a
low complexity while trying to maintain the diversity gain offered by the network
configurations. For this purpose, a multi-user relay-aided variant of the full-diversity
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PICGD of [129, 130] is adopted. This approach was initially designed for P2P
communication links and it is a decoding algorithm that generalises the zero-forcing
receiver. Specifically, it separates the transmitted symbols into disjoint sets and hence
decodes these sets independently. For instance, to decode the lth set of transmitting
symbols, the destination projects its signal into the subspace orthogonal to the one
spanned by the rest of the symbol sets. Similarly, the users’ symbols will correspond
to the symbol sets. To illustrate the PICGD approach, the model of (7.9) should be
rewritten as
y = H̃lsl + J∑
j=1,j≠`H̃jsj + n (7.11)
Now the decoding node needs to project its signal into the subspace orthogonal to
the one spanned by interfering users. Let H̃l denote the basis of M (H̃j). Then the
required projection matrix Pl needs to satisfy PlH̃l = 0, which has a general solution
as
Pl = QM; M = (I − H̃l (H̃l)†) . (7.12)
It has been proved in [129, 130] that taking Q = I minimizes the ML decoding
probability of error. Thus, Pl = I − H̃l (H̃l)†. Left multiplying (7.11) by Pl results
Ply = PlH̃lsl + Pln. (7.13)
7.4.3 Decoding Method
Note that although the noise term Pln is no longer a white Gaussian noise vector, it
has been shown below that the minimum distance decision is still obtained through
the ML decision. According to Section 7.4.2, n = WG + V in the case of AF WRNs
while n = V in the case of DF WRNs. Both that W and V are white Gaussian noise
matrices. This section considers only the case of AF WRNs as the case of DF WRNs is
implicitly contained.
The projection matrix Pl can be decomposed as
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Pl = UHDU, (7.14)
where
D = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Ir×r 0r×(m−r)
0(m−r)×r 0(m−r)×(m−r)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (7.15)
U ∈ Cm×m is unitary matrix with r =rank(Pl).
Multiplying (7.13) by U, this results in
UPly = DUH̃lsl +DUn, (7.16)
It can be concluded that the effect of D in (7.16) is picking the first r entries and
setting the others to zeros. This effect is denoted as [.]r. Accordingly,
[UPly]r = [DUH̃lsl]r + [DUn]r , (7.17)
It can be observed that n = WG + V is white a Gaussian noise vector if G is known
to the destination. This is due to fact that states the summation of two Gaussian
random variables (w ∈ CN (µw, σ2w) and v ∈ CN (µv, σ2v)) is still Gaussian random
variable with entries CN (µw + µv, σ2w + σ2v) [6]. Accordingly, [DUn]r is a vector with
r Gaussian entries (similar to n) and n − r zero entries. This is as the U is a unitary
matrix.
Since [DUn]r is a white Gaussian noise vector, the ML decision is given by
sˆl = argmin
s¯∈An∥ [UPly]r − [DUH̃ls¯]r ∥. (7.18)
As the last n − r entries have no effect on the distance, equation of (7.18) can be
rewritten as
sˆ = argmin
s¯∈An∥UPly −DUH̃ls¯∥. (7.19)
Thus,
sˆ = argmin
s¯∈An∥Ply − PH̃ls¯∥. (7.20)
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This results as the U is a unitary matrix where UHU = I.
Accordingly, the minimum distance decision of the model described (7.13) can be
made using
sML-PICGDl = arg minsl∈Anl∥Ply − PlH̃lsl∥., (7.21)
where A denotes the codebook spanned by sl and assuming that H̃l is known to the
decoder.
For the considered class of STBCs, one has X̃lfl = H̃lsl. Therefore, the ML estimate
under PICGD may be rewritten as
X̃
ML-PICGD
l = argmin
X̃l∈C̃l∥Ply − PlX̃lfl∥. (7.22)
where C̃l denotes the code’s book spanned by X̃l.
7.5 Full-Diversity Criteria
As mentioned, the proposed concurrentS−R−D-PICR,D protocol and the concurrentS−R−D-
PICD protocol can offer a diversity gain of min{JaRa,RaM} and Ja×M , respectively.
Here, the sufficient conditions are derived to achieve the mentioned diversity gain in
multi-user WRNs, either if AF or DF relaying protocol is adopted by the relay.
7.5.1 DF networks
Consider a multi-user DF WRNs that employs the proposed concurrentS−R−D-PICR,D
protocol. In the MAC phase, this network’s users use the STBCs Xl, ∀l = 1, . . . , J , and
the STBC X is used by the relay in the P2P phase. Sufficient conditions needed to
achieve the interference free diversity are given below:
The concurrentS−R−D-PICR,D multi-users WRN transmission protocol achieves the
interference free diversity (defined by min (Ja ×Ra,Ra ×M)) for each user if the
following conditions are met
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• Firstly, the STBCs Xl, ∀l = 1, . . . , J , that are used by the users in MAC phase
are satisfying
– r (Pl∆Xl) ≠ {0},∀Pl, ∆Xl ∈ ∆Cl ∖ 0, l = 1, . . . , J , where ∆Xl is the code-
word difference and ∆Cl is the codeword difference codebook of the lth
user, respectively.
– Pl∆Xl is matrix of almost surely full column rank, ∀∆Xl ∈ ∆Cl ∖ {0} and
l = 1, . . . , J .
• Secondly, the STBC X used by the relay in P2P phase is satisfying
– for any two different codewords X and X¯ ∈ X , △X = X − X¯ is of full rank.
– M(GIl) ⊈M(GIl¯), ∀l = 1 . . . J , where GIl and GIl¯ are the corresponding
columns of G of the lth group and all the remaining columns, respectively.
Proof :
According to Definition 2.6, a system is said to achieve a diversity gain of d if the
average error probability PEP can be upper-bounded in the high SNR range as
Pe ≤ αSNR−d, where α is a positive scalar independent of SNR. For this purpose, let
the probability that s′i is decoded while si was actually transmitted during the MAC-
MIMO phase and the P2P phase be denoted by PMAC (si → s′i), and PP2P (si → s′i)
respectively. Therefore, the pairwise error probability (PEP) for the ith user can be
bounded as
PEP ≤ 1 − PMAC (si → si)PP2P (si → si)
= 1 − (1 − PMAC (si → s′i)) (1 − PP2P (si → s′i))
= PMAC (si → s′i) + PP2P (si → s′i)
− PMAC (si → s′i)PP2P (si → s′i)
≤ PMAC (si → s′i) + PP2P (si → s′i)
≤ c1 SNR−JaRa + c2 SNR−RaM
≤ c SNR−Ramin{Ja,M}
(7.23)
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where c1, c2 are positive numbers, and thus c is a positive value. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the concurrentS−R−D-PICR,D protocol achieves the full diversity
(Ramin{Ja,M}). As seen this holds if the full-diversity is achieved in each phase
individually. It has been proved in [147] that the outlined criteria of MAC part
provide sufficient conditions to achieve full diversity while that P2P part was proved
in [129, 130]. Thus, it can be concluded that the full diversity (Ramin{Ja,M}) is
achieved.
7.5.2 AF networks
The concurrentS−R−D-PICD multi-users WRN transmission protocol achieves a diver-
sity gain of Ja ×M for each user if the STBCs Xl, ∀l = 1, . . . , J that structured as in
(7.7) are satisfying
• r (Pl∆Xl) ≠ {0},∀Pl, ∆Xl ∈ ∆Cl ∖ 0, l = 1, . . . , J , where ∆Xl is the codeword
difference and ∆Cl is the codeword difference codebook of the lth user, respec-
tively.
• The matrix Pl∆Xl is almost surely of full column rank, ∀∆Xl ∈ ∆Cl ∖ 0 and
l = 1, . . . , J .
• The number of relay antennas is Ra > 8.
Proof : According to (7.22), the conditional pairwise error probability (PEP) can be
determined as
P(X˜l → X˜l∣Pl, fl) = Q⎛⎝
√
SNR∣∣Pl∆Xlfl∣∣2
2
⎞⎠ (7.24)
where ∆Xl = X˜l − X˜l´.
Conditioning on G, the average PEP can be simplified in two steps due to the
independence between Pl and fl, namely by averaging over the fl distribution for
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a fixed Pl followed by averaging over the Pl distribution. Towards this end, the
conditional expectation of the PEP can be expressed as
P(X˜l → X˜l´∣Pl,G) = Efl∣Pl,G ⎛⎜⎜⎝Q
⎛⎜⎜⎝
¿ÁÁÀSNR f˜Hl Λl f˜l
2
⎞⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎟⎟⎠
= Efl∣Pl,G ⎛⎜⎜⎝Q
⎛⎜⎜⎝
¿ÁÁÀSNR∑rli=1 λ2l,i ∣˜fl(i)∣2
2
⎞⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎟⎟⎠ (7.25)
where f˜l = Vfl,Λl = diag(λ2l,i, . . . , λ2l,Ja×M), λl,i denote the singular values of Pl∆X˜l
and rl is the rank of Pl∆X˜l.
Using Chernoff’s bound, (7.25) can be rewritten as
P(X˜l → X˜l´∣Pl,G) ≤ Efl∣Pl,G ⎛⎜⎝exp
⎛⎜⎝−SNR∑
rl
i=1 λ2l,i ∣f˜l(i)∣2
4
⎞⎟⎠
⎞⎟⎠ (7.26)
Assume Hj and G are Ja × Ra and Ra × M matrices with entries hij and gij ∼CN (0k×1,1), respectively. Then, according to the proof given in Appendix A, the
covariance matrix of fj , defined by fj = vec(HjG), is given by
Kfl = blkdiag (IJa ⊗ ∥g1∥2, . . . , IJa ⊗ ∥gM∥2) , (7.27)
assuming conditioning on G and that KHl = IJa .
Accordingly, the averaging over fl of (7.26) can be determined using the Lemma 1
of [148] as
P(X˜l → X˜l´∣Pl,G) ≤ rl∏
i=1
1
1 + SNRλ2l,i4 × ∥g⌊1+ iJa ⌋∥2
(7.28)
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For a high SNR values range,
P(X˜l → X˜l´∣Pl,G) ≤ ( 4SNR)rl 1∏rli=1 λ2l,i ∥g⌊1+ iJa ⌋∥2
(7.29)
Finally, the average PEP can be obtained by
P(X˜l → X˜l´) ≤ EG ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝EPl∣G
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝(
4
SNR
)rl 1∏rli=1 λ2l,i ∥g⌊1+ iJa ⌋∥2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ (7.30)
Assuming that the first condition which implies that rl ≠ 0,∀Pl, ∆Xl ∈ ∆Cl ∖ 0,
l = 1, . . . , J holds, then the second term of the R.H.S of (7.30) has a finite second
moment under conditioning on G. In addition, the fourth moment of g is finite, see
Appendix C. Accordingly, the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality can be applied and results
P(X˜l → X˜l´) ≤
¿ÁÁÁÁÁÀErl ( 4SNR)2rl EΛl∣G ⎛⎜⎜⎝ 1∏rli=1 λ4l,i ∥g⌊1+ iJa ⌋∥4
⎞⎟⎟⎠ (7.31)
According to Appendix B, the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality can be applied again to
the EΛl∣G term of (7.31), given that the third condition is satisfied, which results
P(X˜l → X˜l´) ≤
√
Erl ( 4SNR)2rl 4
¿ÁÁÁÁÁÀEΛl ⎛⎝ 1∏rli=1 λ8l,i⎞⎠Eg
⎛⎜⎜⎝ 1∥g⌊1+ i
Ja
⌋∥8
⎞⎟⎟⎠. (7.32)
Given that rl
a.s.= Ja ×M , (a.s.= denotes almost sure equality) as a result of that the
second condition is hold ∀∆Xl ∈ ∆Cl ∖ 0 and l = 1, . . . , J , the inequality of (7.32) can
be written as
P(X˜l → X˜l´) ≤ α( 4SNR)rl (7.33)
where α is a positive finite number.
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Thus, a diversity gain of rl = Ja ×M is achieved if these listed conditions are
held. As expected, achieving the full-diversity using ML for a particular STBC is a
prerequisite to achieve the mentioned diversity using PICGD. This is implied by the
second condition as ∆Xl is not almost surely unless ∆Xl is also full column rank∀∆Xl ∈ ∆Cl ∖ 0.
7.6 Proposed code structures
As mentioned, the STBC employed by the MAC part basically determines the rate of
the network. Assuming that PICGD approach is used by the network, this code-rate
is upper-bounded per user (R) by
R ≤ 1
J − 1 (1 − JaT ) . (7.34)
This bound results directly from the fact that [ Hl¯ ∆Xl ] has to be almost surely
of full column rank . Thus, by rearranging
(J − 1)n + Ja ≤ T,
the bound is obtained.
Except for the criterion of the number of a relay antenna, it can be noted that the
conditions of DF (part 1) and AF WRNs are similar to the criteria derived for MIMO
MAC P2P networks in [132]. Also, the conditions of DF (part 2) are similar to
the criteria derived for MIMO P2P networks in [129, 130]. Accordingly, the code
structures were proposed in [129, 130] and [132] can be used here for MAC part
and P2P part respectively. Thus, only code instances structured according to these
designs are listed. These instances are used in the simulation results section.
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Example 7.1. A code for two-users DF WRNs is given below. These users are double-
antenna nodes and the relay is equipped with four antennas. The code matrices are
given by
X1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
s
′
1,1 0
s
′
1,2 s
′
1,2
s
′
1,3 s
′
1,3
s
′
1,4 s
′
1,4
0 s′1,1
0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,X2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0
s
′
2,1 0
s
′
2,2 s
′
2,2
s
′
2,3 s
′
2,3
s
′
2,4 s
′
2,4
0 s′2,1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
and X =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
sˆ′1,1 0 0 0
sˆ′2,1 sˆ′1,2 0 0
0 sˆ′2,2 s′1,3 0
0 0 sˆ′2,3 s′1,4
0 0 0 sˆ′2,4
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(7.35)
where [ s′l,1 s′l,2 s′l,3 s′l,4 ]T = U4 [ sl,1 sl,2 sl,3 sl,4 ]T and sl,i ∀l = 1,2, i =
1,2,3,4 are drawn from a conventional QAM constellation A. U4 is 4 × 4 full-diversity
rotation matrix shown in [149].
In the case of AF WRNs, the following codes are used:
Example 7.2. For a two-users AF WRNs where each user is double-antenna node, the
3/5-rate code is given by
X1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
s
′
1,1 0
s
′
1,2 s
′
1,2
s
′
1,3 s
′
1,3
0 s′1,1
0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, and X2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0
s
′
2,1 0
s
′
2,2 s
′
2,2
s
′
2,3 s
′
2,3
0 s′2,1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (7.36)
where [ s′l,1 s′l,2 s′l,3 ]T = U3 [ sl,1 sl,2 sl,3 ]T and sl,i ∀l = 1,2, i = 1,2,3 are
drawn from a conventional QAM constellation A. U3 is 3 × 3 full-diversity rotation
matrix shown in [149].
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Example 7.3. For a two-users AF WRNs where each user is triple-antenna node, the
1/2-rate code is given by
X1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
s
′
1,1 0 0
s
′
1,2 s
′
1,2 0
s
′
1,3 s
′
1,3 s
′
1,3
0 s′1,1 s′1,1
0 0 s′1,1
0 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,X2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0
s
′
2,1 0 0
s
′
2,2 s
′
2,2 0
s
′
2,3 s
′
2,3 s
′
2,3
0 s′2,1 s′2,1
0 0 s′2,1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(7.37)
where [ s′l,1 s′l,2 s′l,3 ]T = U3 [ sl,1 sl,2 sl,3 ]T and sl,i ∀l = 1,2, i = 1,2,3 are
drawn from a conventional QAM constellation A. U3 is 3 × 3 full-diversity rotation
matrix shown in [149].
Example 7.4. For a triple-users AF WRNs where each user is double-antenna node, the
3/8-rate code is given by
X1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
s
′
1,1 0
s
′
1,2 s
′
1,2
s
′
1,3 s
′
1,3
0 s′1,1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,X2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0
0 0
s
′
2,1 0
s
′
2,2 s
′
2,2
s
′
2,3 s
′
2,3
0 s′2,1
0 0
0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,X3 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
s
′
3,1 0
s
′
3,2 s
′
3,2
s
′
3,3 s
′
3,3
0 s′2,1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (7.38)
where [ s′l,1 s′l,2 s′l,3 ]T = U3 [ sl,1 sl,2 sl,3 ]T and sl,i ∀l = 1,2, i = 1,2,3 are
drawn from a conventional QAM constellation A. U3 is 3 × 3 full-diversity rotation
matrix shown in [149].
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7.7 Decoding complexity Analysis
The decoding complexity is measured by the worst-case decoding complexity order.
This order is defined as the minimum number of times that needed by the decoder
to evaluate the ML metric in order to optimally detect the transmitted data. Due to
the structure of the codes used (see Section 7.6), the detection of the transmitted
symbols can be conducted on the real and imaginary parts of each user’s data
individually without performance degradation. This can be verified by noting that
the QR decomposition of PlH̃l = QlRl results in a real upper triangular matrix Rl.
Therefore the ML decoding equation of (7.21) can be split into (7.39) and (7.40)
shown below. Thus, the worst case decoding complexity at the destination in the
case of AF WRNs, or at both of the relay and destination in the case of DF WRNs,
has been reduced from O (∣A∣n) to O (∣A∣n/2).
R{[sˆi,1 . . . sˆi,n]} = arg min
xˆ∈R{A}n∥R{(Qi)H Piy} −Rixˆ∥2 (7.39)
I{[sˆi,1 . . . sˆi,n]} = arg min
xˆ∈I{A}n∥I{(Qi)H Piy} −Rixˆ∥2, (7.40)
7.8 Simulation Results
In this section, simulation results are provided to back up the theoretical claims of the
proposed protocols. Thus, the two proposed protocols are simulated over different
network configurations, namely (22,4,M), (22,9,M), (23,4,M) and (32,4,M),
where M ∈ {2,4}. In addition, slope references for the claimed diversity gains are
included for comparison purposes. All simulations are conducted on a Rayleigh faded
channel, and it is assumed that the total transmission power is evenly distributed
between the transmission phases.
Fig. 7.2 shows the BER of the proposed concurrent S−R−D-PIC R,D protocol, the IC-
Relay-TDMA protocol of [134] and a diversity-gain reference curve of 8 are depicted.
These results are of the (22,4,4) network configurations. The concurrent S−R−D-PIC
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R,D protocol uses the codes of Example 7.1, with a rate of 2/3 in MAC phase and a
rate of 4/5 in P2P phase. Therefore, the overall symbol rate of the proposed protocol
is 4/11 per user. In contrast, the IC-Relay-TDMA protocol uses the Alamouti’s
STBC code of [12] in the MAC phase and the 3/4-rate STBC of [10] during the
P2P phase. Clearly, there is a mismatch in the number of symbols available at the
relay and which need to be transmitted; hence un-avoidable latency is introduced
unless quasi-orthogonal STBCs are used. However, the use of QO-STBC leads to
a higher decoding complexity at the destination [10]. For fair comparison, the
proposed protocol draws its symbols from a rectangular 8-QAM constellation while
the IC-Relay-TDMA protocol uses the 16-QAM constellation; this is because the
former configurations of the IC-Relay-TDMA scheme have a symbol rate of 3/11
per user while the proposed protocol has a rate of 4/11. It can be observed from
Fig. 7.2 that the proposed protocol achieves the interference-free diversity gain while
the IC-Relay-TDMA protocol of [134] experiences a loss in the diversity gain. This is
because the IC-Relay-TDMA protocol doesn’t achieve the full diversity in the first
phase. In contrast, the proposed protocol achieves the full diversity either in the
users-relay or relay-destination link, unlike the existing IC-Relay-TDMA protocol.
Unlike the concurrentS−R-ICR protocol of [134] and the concurrentR−D-ICD protocol
of [133], the proposed protocol ( concurrent S−R−D-PIC D) requires the knowledge
of CSI only at the destination. In addition, it achieves a diversity gain of Ja ×M ,
unlike the concurrentS−R−D-ICD protocol of [133] where neither Ja nor M affect
the achievable diversity. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 7.3 where the
proposed protocol is simulated in (22,8,2) and (22,8,4). The proposed protocol uses
the rate 3/5 code of Example 7.2 and hence the overall symbol rate is 3/10 per user.
It has drawn the symbols from a rectangular 16-QAM constellation. From Fig. 7.3,
it can be observed that the proposed protocol achieves a diversity of 2 × 2 = 4 and
2 × 4 = 8 as mentioned theoretically.
Other network configurations are simulated and shown in Fig. 7.4 assuming that
the concurrent S−R−D-PIC D protocol is used. These results consider the case of
users equipped with triple transmitting antennas. The simulated protocol used the
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Fig. 7.2: BER performance for (22,4,4) system
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Fig. 7.3: BER performance for the proposed protocol, ConcurrentS−R−D − PICD, in a
network of (22,9,M).
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Fig. 7.4: BER performance for the proposed protocol, ConcurrentS−R−D − PICD, in a
network of (23,9,M).
code of Example 7.3. From Fig. 7.4, one can easily conclude that the proposed
protocol achieves the mentioned diversity gain (6 and 12) and hence the theoretical
assumption is numerically backed up.
In Fig. 7.5, the case of three transmitting users is considered. The network configu-
rations of (32,9,2) and (32,9,2) are simulated. It can be observed that the claimed
diversity gains are achieved.
7.9 Conclusion
This chapter focused on a full-diversity, low-complexity interference cancellation
approach in multi-user WRNs. Two protocols are proposed: the concurrentS−R−D-
PICR,D protocol for DF networks; and the concurrentS−R−D-PICD protocol for AF
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Fig. 7.5: BER performance for the proposed protocol, ConcurrentS−R−D − PICD, in a
network of (32,9,M).
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networks. These protocols employ the PICGD approach for the decoding process.
This leads to reduced decoding complexity. In addition, they both allow concurrent
transmission in both phases of the communication through WRNs. Thus, higher
spectral efficiency is offered. Unlike [133, 134], the concurrentS−R−D-PICR,D proto-
col achieves full-diversity on each transmission phase and hence the interference-free
diversity gain is achieved. This is while no conditions on the node’s antenna number
has been imposed. Similar to [133], this protocol however requires the CSI at
the relay. In contrast, the concurrentS−R−D-PICR,D protocol achieves a diversity of
Ja ×M while the CSI is required only at the destination. This chapter also derived
sufficient conditions for an STBC to achieve the mentioned diversity gain, when the
PICGD approach is employed by the network. By theoretical analysis and numerical
simulations, it has been shown that the proposed protocols achieve the mentioned
diversity gain and that they provide a higher symbol rate w.r.t Full-TDMA protocol
and low decoding complexity w.r.t the concurrentS−R−D-J. MLD protocol. Thanks to
the used codes, the proposed protocols have further reduced the decoding complex-
ity without performance degradation in the case of using rectangular modulation
schemes.
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7.10 Appendices
Appendix A
Assume Hj and G are Ja × Ra and Ra × M matrices with entries hij and gij ∼CN (0k×1,1), respectively. Then, the covariance matrix of fj , defined by fj =
vec(HjG), is given by
Kfl = blkdiag (IJa ⊗ ∥g1∥2, . . . , IJa ⊗ ∥gM∥2) , (7.41)
assuming conditioning on G and that KHl = IJa .
Proof :
Conditioning on G and given that K (Hl) = Ija
Kfl = blkdiag (vec(HjG))
= K⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝IM ⊗Hk´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶H˜j vec(G)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶g
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
IJa ⊗ ∥g1∥2 0 0 . . . 0
0 IJa ⊗ ∥g2∥2 0 . . . 0⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮
0 0 0 ⋯ IJa ⊗ ∥gM∥2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(7.42)
= blkdiag (IJa ⊗ ∥g1∥2, . . . , IJa ⊗ ∥gM∥2) . (7.43)
Appendix B
Given that G is a Ra ×M channel coefficients matrix, with entries gki ∼ CN (0,1),
the 8th central moment Eg ( 1∥gi∥8 ) is finite if Ra > 8 for M ≥ 1.
Proof :
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As gki ∼ CN (0,1), then Z = ∥g∥2 is a chi-square random variable (χ2 (k)) with
k = Na degree of freedom and Z ∼ (0,∞). Therefore, Eg ( 1∥g∥4 )2 can be evaluated as
follow
Eg ( 1∥g∥4)
2 = EZ ( 1
Z4
)
= ∫ ∞0 1Z4γZ (z)dz= ∫ ∞0 1Z4 12Ra2 Γ (Na2 )Z
Ra
2 −1e−Z2 dz
= 2Ra2 −4Γ (Ra2 − 4)
2
Ra
2 Γ (Ra2 ) ∫
∞
0
Z
Ra
2 −5e−Z2
2
Ra
2 −4Γ (Ra2 − 4)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
pdf of χ2(k=Ra−8)
dz
= 2Ra2 −4Γ (Ra2 − 4)
2
Ra
2 Γ (Ra2 ) (7.44)
Using the recursion formula of Γ (α − 1) [150]
Γ (α) = (α − 1)Γ (α − 1) , (7.45)
then equation (7.44) can be simplified as shown below
Eg ( 1∥g∥4)
2 = 1(Ra − 8) (Ra − 6) (Ra − 4) (Ra − 2) (7.46)
Appendix C
Assume that k >m, Eg ( 1∥gi∥m ) is finite given that Eg ( 1∥gi∥k ) is finite.
Proof :
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Let ϕ ( 1∥gi∥) = ( 1∥gi∥)k/m. Since k > m, ϕ is a convex function and proceeding with
the Jensen’s inequality, this results
(Eg ( 1∥gi∥m))
k/m ≤ Eg ⎛⎝( 1∥gi∥m)
k/m⎞⎠ = Eg ( 1∥gi∥k ) , (7.47)
given that Eg ( 1∥gi∥k ) is finite, so Eg ( 1∥gi∥m ) is finite too.
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